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Facts are stubborn things, and whatever may be our wishes,

our inclinations, or the dictates of our passions,

they cannot alter the state of facts and evidence.

—john adams
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Preface

Many—if not most—people who are for or against affir-
mative action are for or against the theory of affir-
mative action. The factual question of what actually

happens as a result of affirmative action policies receives re-
markably little attention. Assumptions, beliefs and rationales
dominate controversies on this issue in countries around the
world. This book addresses the empirical question of just what
does and does not happen under affirmative action—and to
whose benefit and whose detriment.

Even an observer highly sympathetic to affirmative action
in Malaysia noted in passing, ‘‘new policies were often put forth
without considering what the success or failure of past policies
boded for their own prospects.’’∞ This was not unique to Malay-
sia. It has been the rule, rather than the exception, in many
countries with affirmative action policies, as well as with other
policies. The purpose of this book is to consider the actual
consequences of affirmative action.

The experience of more than 30 years of researching and
analyzing affirmative action policies in the United States has
gone into this book. A considerable part of that period has also
included the study of similar policies in other countries. An
international perspective on group preferences and quotas en-
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ables us to examine the arguments on both sides of this issue
with a much larger and more varied sample of evidence.

There are few policies more in need of evidence with which
to weigh the heated assertions and counter-assertions of advo-
cates and critics. Merely cutting through the jungle of seman-
tics which surrounds controversies over preferential policies in
many countries is a formidable challenge. If this book can con-
tribute to clarity on that issue alone, it will have achieved one of
its main goals.

In the course of gathering material for the study of affirma-
tive action policies, under the many different names that these
policies have in different countries, I have incurred many debts
to scholars, officials, librarians and others in many lands—too
many people to mention here by name. But I am grateful to
them all. My greatest debt, however, is to the Hoover Institution
at Stanford University, which paid for lengthy and costly inter-
national trips to gather the information presented here. As
with my other writings over the past 15 years, my research assis-
tant Na Liu has contributed not only dedicated efforts but also
many insights.

THOMAS SOWELL
The Hoover Institution

Stanford University
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chapter 1

An International Perspective

While controversies rage over ‘‘affirmative action’’ poli-
cies in the United States, few Americans seem to no-
tice the existence or relevance of similar policies in

other countries around the world. Instead, the arguments pro
and con both tend to invoke history and traditions that are
distinctively American. Yet group preferences and quotas have
existed in other countries with wholly different histories and
traditions—and, in some countries, such policies have existed
much longer than in the United States.

What can the experiences of these other countries tell us?
Are there common patterns, common rationales, common re-
sults? Or is the American situation unique?

Ironically, a claim or assumption of national uniqueness is
one of the most common patterns found in numerous coun-
tries where group preferences and quotas have existed under a
variety of names. The special situation of the Maoris in New
Zealand, based on the 1840 treaty of Waitangi, is invoked as
passionately in defense of preferential treatment there as the
unique position of untouchables in India or of blacks in the
United States.

Highly disparate rationales have been used in different so-
cieties for programs which share very similar features and often
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lead to very similar results. Some group preferences have ex-
isted for minorities, some for majorities, some for the less fortu-
nate and some for the more fortunate who feel entitled to
maintain their existing advantages over other members of the
same society. Today, it is programs for the less fortunate which
are called affirmative action in the United States or by such
other names as ‘‘positive discrimination’’ in Britain and in In-
dia, ‘‘standardization’’ in Sri Lanka, ‘‘reflecting the federal
character of the country’’ in Nigeria, and ‘‘sons of the soil’’
preferences in Malaysia and Indonesia, as well as in some states
in India. Group preferences and quotas have also existed in
Israel, China, Australia, Brazil, Fiji, Canada, Pakistan, New Zea-
land and the Soviet Union and its successor states.∞

Despite how widespread affirmative action programs have
become, even the promoters of such programs have seldom
been bold enough to proclaim preferences and quotas to be
desirable on principle or as permanent features of society. On
the contrary, considerable effort has been made to depict such
policies as ‘‘temporary,’’ even when in fact these preferences
turn out not only to persist but to grow.

Official affirmative action or group preference policies must
be distinguished from whatever purely subjective preferences
or prejudices may exist among individuals and groups. These
subjective feelings may of course influence policies, but the
primary focus here is on concrete government policies and
their empirical consequences—not on their rationales, hopes,
or promises, though these latter considerations will not be
wholly ignored. Fundamentally, however, this is a study of what
actually happens, rather than a philosophical exploration of
issues that have been amply—if not more than amply—ex-
plored elsewhere.
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LIMITED AND TRANSIENT PREFERENCES

The resurgence of group preferences in societies committed to
the equality of individuals before the law has been accom-
panied by claims not only that these preferences would be tem-
orary, but also that they would be limited, rather than perva-
sive. That is, these programs would supposedly be limited not
only in time but also in scope, with equal treatment policies
prevailing outside the limited domain where members of par-
ticular groups would be given special help.

In India, for example, a government minister urging lower
university admissions standards for untouchables and mem-
bers of disadvantaged tribes included the proviso that he was
recommending ‘‘relaxation for admissions and not for passing
or grading.’’≤ Just as he was for limiting the scope of preferen-
tial treatment, so others were for limiting its duration. As an
advocate of reserving certain numbers of jobs for members of
specified groups in India said: ‘‘Even the staunchest supporters
of reservation acceded that it is a transitory provision.’’≥ It was
the leaders of the untouchables themselves who proposed a
ten-year cutoff for reservations, in order to forestall political
opposition and social conflict.∂ That was in 1949—and the
reservations are still in place today.

Similar reasoning was applied in the United States to both
employment and admissions to colleges and universities. Ini-
tially, it was proposed that there would be special ‘‘outreach’’
efforts to contact minority individuals with information and
encouragement to apply for jobs or college admissions in
places where they might not have felt welcome before, but with
the proviso that they would not be given special preferences
throughout the whole subsequent processes of acceptance and
advancement. Much the same rationale appeared in Malay-
sia—and so did the further extension of preferential treatment
which developed despite this rationale:
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Although grading is supposed to be without reference to eth-
nicity, all grades must be submitted to an evaluation review com-
mittee having heavy Malay representation. Individual faculty
members report various instances when grades were unilaterally
raised, apparently for purposes of ‘‘ethnic balance.’’∑

Similar policies and results have also been achieved in less
blatant ways. During the era of the Soviet Union, professors
were pressured to give preferential grading to Central Asian
students∏ and what has been called ‘‘affirmative grading’’ has
also occurred in the United States, in order to prevent exces-
sive failure rates among minority students admitted under
lower academic standards.π In India, such practices have been
referred to as ‘‘grace marks.’’∫ Similar results can be achieved
indirectly by providing ethnic studies courses that give easy
grades and attract disproportionately the members of one eth-
nic group. This too is not peculiar to the United States. There
are Maori studies programs in New Zealand and special studies
for Malays in Singapore.

In the job market as well, the belief that special concerns for
particular groups could be confined to an initial stage proved
untenable in practice. Initially, the term ‘‘affirmative action’’
arose in the United States from an executive order by President
John F. Kennedy, who called for ‘‘affirmative action to en-
sure that the applicants are employed, and that employees
are treated during employment without regard to race, color,
creed, or national origin.’’Ω In short, there were to be no prefer-
ences or quotas at all, just a special concern to make sure that
those who had been discriminated against in the past would no
longer be discriminated against in the future—and that con-
crete steps should be taken so that all and sundry would be
made aware of this.

However, just as academic preferences initially limited in
scope continued to expand, so did the concept of affirmative
action in the job market. A later executive order by President
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Lyndon Johnson in 1968 contained the fateful expressions
‘‘goals and timetables’’ and ‘‘representation.’’ These were not
yet full-blown quotas, for the 1968 guidelines referred to ‘‘goals
and timetables for the prompt achievement of full and equal
employment opportunity.’’ Still later, another executive order
in 1970, by President Richard Nixon, spoke of ‘‘results-oriented
procedures’’ and, finally, in December 1971, yet another Nixon
executive order specified that ‘‘goals and timetables’’ were
meant to ‘‘increase materially the utilization of minorities and
women,’’ with ‘‘underutilization’’ being spelled out as ‘‘having
fewer minorities or women in a particular job classification than
would reasonably be expected by their availability.’’ Affirmative
action was now a numerical concept, whether called ‘‘goals’’ or
‘‘quotas.’’

In a very different society and governmental system halfway
around the world—in Pakistan—attempts to confine affirma-
tive action policies within their initial limits proved equally
futile. Here preferential policies began in 1949 as an explicitly
‘‘temporary’’ measure, to be phased out in five to ten years.∞≠

The principal beneficiaries were to be the very poor Bengalis of
East Pakistan who were ‘‘under-represented’’ in business, the
professions and the military, while even the administration of
East Pakistan was largely in the hands of West Pakistanis.∞∞ How-
ever, the preferential policies continued decades past the ini-
tially specified cut-off time by repeated extensions.∞≤ Even after
East Pakistan seceded to become the independent nation of
Bangladesh in 1971, the preferential policies in Pakistan had
sufficient other political constituencies to continue on after
their principal initial intended beneficiaries were gone.

Britain’s Lord Scarman expressed a view widely held by
those initiating affirmative action in many countries when he
said:

We can and for the present must accept the loading of the law in
favour of one group at the expense of others, defending it as
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a temporary expedient in the balancing process which has to
be undertaken when and where there is social and economic
inequality.∞≥

This confident pronouncement, however, presupposed a
degree of control which has proved illusory in country after
country. Moreover, ‘‘when and where there is economic in-
equality’’ encompasses virtually the entire world and virtually
the entire history of the human race. A ‘‘temporary’’ program
to eliminate a centuries-old condition is almost a contradiction
in terms. Equality of opportunity might be achieved within
some feasible span of time, but that is wholly different from
eliminating inequalities of results.

Even an approximate equality of ‘‘representation’’ of dif-
ferent groups in different occupations, institutions or income
levels has been a very rare—or non-existent—phenomenon,
except where such numerical results have been imposed ar-
tificially by quotas. As a massive scholarly study of ethnic groups
around the world put it, when discussing ‘‘proportional repre-
sentation’’ of ethnic groups, ‘‘few, if any societies have ever
approximated this description.’’∞∂ Another international study
of multi-ethnic societies referred to ‘‘the universality of ethnic
inequality’’ and pointed out that these inequalities are multi-
dimensional:

All multi-ethnic societies exhibit a tendency for ethnic groups
to engage in different occupations, have different levels (and,
often, types) of education, receive different incomes, and occupy
a different place in the social hierarchy.’’∞∑

A worldwide study of military forces likewise concluded that
‘‘militaries fall far short of mirroring, even roughly, the multi-
ethnic societies’’ from which they come.∞∏ At one time, nearly
half the pilots in the Malaysian air force came from the Chinese
minority.∞π In Czarist Russia, 40 percent of the army’s high
command came from the German ethnic minority that was
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only 1 percent of the country’s population.∞∫ Similar gross dis-
parities in ethnic representation in occupations, industries
and institutions can be found in country after country around
the world and in century after century.∞Ω Often those over-
represented in high-level occupations have been minorities
with no power to exclude others, but simply possessing particu-
lar skills. Germans, for example, have predominated among
those who created the leading beer companies in the United
States, as they created China’s famous Tsingtao beer and es-
tablished breweries in Argentina, Australia, Brazil and other
countries. Similarly, Jews have predominated in the manufac-
turing of clothing in medieval Spain, the Ottoman Empire,
Argentina, the United States, and other countries.

In short, the even representation of groups that is taken as a
norm is difficult or impossible to find anywhere, while the un-
even representation that is regarded as a special deviation to be
corrected is pervasive across the most disparate societies. Peo-
ple differ—and have for centuries. It is hard to imagine how
they could not differ, given the enormous range of differing
historical, cultural, geographic, demographic and other factors
shaping the particular skills, habits, and attitudes of different
groups. Any ‘‘temporary’’ policy whose duration is defined by
the goal of achieving something that has never been achieved
before, anywhere in the world, could more fittingly be charac-
terized as eternal.

PREFERRED AND NON-PREFERRED GROUPS

Just as we cannot presuppose continuing control over the scope
and duration of preferential policies, so we cannot simply as-
sume what will actually happen to those designated as the pre-
ferred group or groups. Neither they nor the non-preferred
groups are inert blocks of wood to be moved here and there ac-
cording to someone else’s grand design. Both confront laws and
policies as incentives and constraints, not as predestination,
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and react in their own ways. These reactions include redesignat-
ing themselves, altering their own efforts and attitudes toward
achievement, and altering their attitudes toward members of
other groups.

Designation and Redesignation

One of the reactions of members of non-preferred groups
has been to get themselves redesignated as members of the
preferred group. This can be done either individually or
collectively.

Some individuals of mixed ancestry who have been re-
garded and self-identified as members of group A may choose
to redesignate themselves as members of group B, when group
B is entitled to preferential treatment and members of group A
are not. In the United States, during the Jim Crow era, some
light-skinnd blacks simply ‘‘passed’’ as white, in order to escape
the legal and social disadvantages that went with being desig-
nated black. Later, during the era of affirmative action, whites
with traces of American Indian or other minority ancestry like-
wise redesignated themselves, in order to take advantage of
preferential policies for disadvantaged groups. These have in-
cluded blond-haired and blue-eyed individuals with official pa-
pers showing some distant ancestor of another race.

The number of individuals identifying themselves as Ameri-
can Indians in the U.S. Census during the affirmative action
era rose at a rate exceeding anyone’s estimates of the biological
growth of this population. Moreover, a breakdown of Census
data by age cohort shows that the number of American Indians
increased over time in the same age cohort—a biological impos-
sibility made possible on paper by redesignations of the same
individuals. For example, the number of American Indians
who were aged 15–19 in 1960 was just under 50,000. But,
twenty years later, when these same individuals would be in the
age bracket 35–39 years old, there were more than 80,000
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American Indians in that cohort.≤≠ In other words, more than
30,000 people in the same cohort who had not designated
themselves as American Indians in 1960 now did so in 1980,
causing more than a 60 percent increase in the number of
American Indians in that cohort.

A similar pattern emerged among the aborigines in Aus-
tralia. A study in that country found that there was ‘‘a 42 per-
cent increase in the size of the Aboriginal population between
the 1981 and the 1986 censuses’’≤∞—virtually a demographic
impossibility in five years, except by redesignation of the same
individuals with different ethnic labels. As an Australian scholar
has noted:

The dramatic increase in numbers has much to do with record
keeping, increasing intermarriage and the growing availability of
substantial subsidies to people of Aboriginal descent. . . . The
definition of ‘Aboriginal’ includes many persons of predomi-
nantly non-Aboriginal descent, who might with equal or greater
genetic justification designate themselves as non-Aborigines.≤≤

It was much the same story in China, where, in the 1990s,
more than 10 million Chinese proclaimed their ethnic minor-
ity status, in order to gain preferential treatment, such as col-
lege admissions. Even China’s draconian restrictions on having
more than one child did not apply to ethnic minorities as they
did to the majority Han Chinese:

Article 44 states that, ‘‘in accordance with legal stipulations,’’ au-
tonomous areas can work out their own family planning mea-
sures. As a result, urban minority couples generally may have two
children, while urban Han are restricted to one. Rural minorities
may have two, three, four or even more children, depending on
their ethnicity and location.≤≥

An official of China’s State Nationality Affairs Committee
commented: ‘‘Some people would try all means to change their
nationality because they wanted to make themselves eligible to
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enter a university with lower scores or to stand a better chance
than their colleagues when it comes to promotion.’’ As in other
countries, people with mixed ancestry had the option of choos-
ing how to designate themselves. Some ‘‘traced their ancestry
back hundreds of years to prove minority blood’’ and claim the
benefits.≤∂

Another individual response to preferential policies has
been to use someone genuinely of the qualifying ancestry as a
‘‘front’’ for businesses seeking preferential treatment in the
awarding of government contracts or other desired benefits.
This practice has been so widespread in both Indonesia and
Malaysia that it has acquired a name—‘‘Ali-Baba enterprises,’’
where Ali is the indigenous individual who ostensibly owns the
business and is legally entitled to government benefits, while
Baba is the non-indigenous person (usually Chinese in these
countries) who actually controls the enterprise and essentially
pays Ali for the use of his name and ancestry.≤∑ Similar arrange-
ments have been uncovered in the United States and else-
where. Anti-Semitic policies in Poland during the years be-
tween the two World Wars likewise led some Jewish businesses
there to operate behind Gentile front men.≤∏ Decades later,
under preferential policies in Kenya, Africans served as fronts
for Asian-owned businesses, as they likewise served as fronts for
Lebanese-owned businesses in Sierra Leone.≤π

Members of some non-preferred groups can also get them-
selves redesignated collectively. The Fourteenth Amendment
to India’s Constitution, like the Fourteenth Amendment to the
Constitution of the United States, provides for equal treatment
of individuals but India’s Constitution provides explicit excep-
tions for benefits to the untouchables, disadvantaged tribal
groups outside the Hindu caste system and ‘‘other backward
classes.’’ This last proviso, especially, has created opportunities
for many other groups to get themselves collectively designated
as being among the ‘‘other backward classes.’’ Eventually, this
miscellaneous classification provided more individuals with the
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coveted rights to preferential treatment than were provided to
the members of the untouchable and tribal groups for whom
the preferences were created. In 1997, organized efforts were
also begun to seek preferential treatment for India’s 15 million
eunuchs,≤∫ though obviously they were not the descendants
of other eunuchs, and so could not inherit historic group
disadvantages.

Redesignations of individuals and groups, like the spread of
preferences from given groups to other groups, take preferen-
tial policies further and further away from the initial rationales
on which they were based. No historic sufferings of blacks
in the United States can justify preferential benefits to white
women or to recently arrived immigrants from Asia or Latin
America who happen to be non-white, but whose ancestors ob-
viously never suffered any discrimination in the United States.
Similarly, the painful history and continuing oppression of
untouchables in India can hardly justify preferential benefits
to local majorities in particular states, such as Assam, Maha-
rashtra, and Andhra Pradesh. Yet these local majorities and
members of ‘‘other backward classes’’ outnumber the untouch-
ables and are often in a better position to take advantage of the
preferences. Thus quotas for government jobs or university ad-
missions have often remained unfilled by untouchables, while
this has seldom been the case for members of the ‘‘other back-
ward classes.’’≤Ω

The spread of benefits from group to group not only dilutes
those benefits—especially when more than half the population
of the country becomes entitled to them, as in both India and
the United States—it can also make the initial beneficiaries
worse off after the terms of the competition are altered. For
example, in the United States, where hiring and promotions
decisions are subject to review by government agencies inves-
tigating discrimination, objective criteria may be used increas-
ingly by employers for legal self-protection, even if the rele-
vance of these criteria to the job is questionable. If these
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criteria are met more often by one of the preferred groups
than by another—if white women have college degrees more
often than black men, for example—then one preferred group
may be no better off, on net balance, than if the preferences
did not exist. It is conceivable that they can be worse off.

Such a situation is not peculiar to the United States. An
official report in India in 1980 noted that the advancement of
one preferred group tended to ‘‘push back’’ another, creating
‘‘greater tension between structural neighbors in this hier-
archy than between the top level and the bottom level.’’ That
continued to be so in the 1990s, with violent clashes in several
Indian states being found to be more common among compet-
ing poorer groups than between these groups and the more
elite castes.≥≠ In 2001, a rally was held in the state of Rajasthan,
protesting the inclusion of new groups among the backward
classes and demanding ‘‘separate fixed quotas for original
backwards’’ so that ‘‘new entrants’’ would not be able to reduce
the existing benefits enjoyed by those for whom the prefer-
ences were created.≥∞ Calls have been made for a ‘‘quota within
quota’’ to deal with such situations.≥≤

Insofar as affirmative action policies are aimed particularly
at offsetting existing economic disadvantages, their rationale is
undermined when the benefits of these policies go dispropor-
tionately to those individuals within the designated groups who
are the least disadvantaged—or perhaps are in more favorable
positions than members of the country’s general population.

In India’s state of Tamil Nadu, for example, the highest of
the so-called ‘‘backward classes’’ legally entitled to preferences,
constituting 11 percent of the total ‘‘backward classes’’ popula-
tion in that state, received almost half of all jobs and university
admissions set aside for these classes.≥≥ In Malaysia, where there
are preferences for the indigenous ‘‘sons of the soil’’ majority,
Malay students whose families were in the top 17 percent of the
income distribution received just over half of all scholarships
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awarded to Malays.≥∂ In Sri Lanka, preferential university ad-
missions for people from backward regions of the country ap-
pear likewise to have benefited primarily students from afflu-
ent families in those regions.≥∑

This should hardly be surprising, nor is it necessarily a mat-
ter of corruption. Preferential access to education or jobs is just
one factor in getting the education or the job. Obviously, those
people who have more of the other factors required are better
able to turn preferential access into actual success. Pre-existing
prosperity provides more of those other factors.

Those American minority business owners who participate
in the preferential program called business ‘‘set-asides’’ under
Section 8(a) of the Small Business Act average a personal net
worth that is not only higher than the average net worth of the
groups they come from, but also higher than the average per-
sonal net worth of Americans in general.≥∏ A scholarly study of
group preferences in India pointed out that preferences that
benefit more fortunate members of less fortunate groups ‘‘bor-
row legitimacy from the national commitment to ameliorate
the condition of the lowest,’’ while at the same time ‘‘they un-
dermine that commitment by broadcasting a picture of unre-
strained preference for those who are not distinctly worse off
than non-beneficiaries.’’≥π

Just as specifying the scope and duration of affirmative ac-
tion policies has proven illusory, so has the designation of the
beneficiaries in accordance with the rationales of these pol-
icies. Both attempts suffer from assuming far more comprehen-
sive knowledge and control than anyone has been able to ex-
ercise, in any of the countries in which preferential programs
have been instituted. What has also been over-estimated is the
extent to which the attitudes resulting from such programs can
be assumed to be beneficial to the groups concerned or to the
country at large. These attitudes tend to respond to incentives,
rather than to rationales.
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Incentives

Both preferred and non-preferred groups have modified
their own behavior and attitudes in response to preferential
policies and the rationales for such policies. While members of
the officially preferred groups who already have the comple-
mentary factors needed to take the fullest advantage of prefer-
ences can do so, those who lack these factors often feel less
incentive to acquire them, now that entitlements are available
as substitutes for achievements. The development of job skills,
for example, may be de-emphasized. As a leader in a campaign
for preferential policies in India’s state of Hyderabad put it:
‘‘Are we not entitled to jobs just because we are not as quali-
fied?’’≥∫ A Nigerian likewise wrote of ‘‘the tyranny of skills.’’≥Ω In
Malaysia, where group preferences exist for the majority popu-
lation, ‘‘Malay students, who sense that their future is assured,
feel less pressure to perform.’’∂≠ In the United States, a study of
black colleges found that even those of their students who were
planning to continue on to postgraduate study showed little
concern about needing to be prepared ‘‘because they believe
that certain rules would simply be set aside for them.’’∂∞

Both preferred and non-preferred groups can slacken their
efforts—the former because working to their fullest capacity is
unnecessary and the latter because working to their fullest ca-
pacity can prove to be futile. After Jamaica gained its indepen-
dence from British rule, many whites living there no longer
bothered to compete for public office because they ‘‘felt that
the day of the black man had come and questioned why they
had to make the effort if the coveted job or the national honor
would go to the blacks, despite their qualifications.’’∂≤ While
affirmative action policies are often thought of, by advocates
and critics alike, as a transfer of benefits from one group to
another, there can also be net losses of benefits when both
groups do less than their best. What might otherwise be a zero-
sum game can thus become a negative-sum game.
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In some countries, complete physical withdrawal from the
country by those in non-preferred groups has occurred in the
wake of preferential policies which reduced their prospects.
The exodus of Chinese from Malaysia, Indians from Fiji, Rus-
sians from Central Asia, Jews from much of prewar Europe, and
Huguenots from 17th century France in response to discrimi-
nation drained all these countries of much-needed skills and
talents. In short, preferential policies represent not simply a
transfer of benefits from one group to another, but can also
represent a net loss, as both groups respond by contributing
less than they could to the society as a whole.

Not all incentives are economic or even tangible. Honors
are among the most powerful of incentives in many situations,
especially where dangers and death must be faced, and where
money is less effective than a sense of honor, as in the military.
In less dire circumstances as well, honor and the respect of
peers play important roles, not only as rewards for achieve-
ments, but also as factors helping to make individual achieve-
ments possible in the first place.

The cooperation and collaboration of colleagues can be
important in a variety of occupations from scholars to police-
men—and that cooperation and collaboration can be compro-
mised by group preferences. For example, minority professors
on American campuses have complained that being thought of
as ‘‘affirmative action’’ professors by their colleagues has led to
less intellectual and research interaction, which in turn re-
duces the minority faculty’s development as scholars.∂≥ This
can be a serious handicap in achieving one’s potential. In life
and death situations, such as those faced by the police, fire-
fighters, and soldiers, mutual confidence is even more impor-
tant. Yet black police sergeants promoted in Chicago over
white policemen with higher test scores—as a result of a court
order—found themselves taunted as ‘‘quota sergeants’’ when
they made mistakes.∂∂
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Intergroup Relations

Even aside from losses to the economy as a whole, because
of disincentives created for both preferred and non-preferred
groups, there are social losses due to intergroup resentments,
which can be even more serious. Nor are these resentments
due simply to the transfers of benefits.

When a serious political backlash against affirmative action
began in the United States, many in the media were quick to
characterize it dismissively as due to ‘‘angry white males,’’ re-
sentful of the losses of various benefits to blacks and other
minorities—in other words, just an emotional reaction by peo-
ple irked at losing a few of their many advantages. But this
resentment was by no means proportional to intergroup trans-
fers of benefits or it would have been far greater against Asian
Americans, who displaced more whites in prestigious univer-
sities and in many high-level professions, especially in science
and technology. At many of the leading universities in the
United States, whites ‘‘lost’’ more places to Asian Americans
than to blacks, and yet there was seldom any backlash against
Asian Americans. The outstanding academic and other achieve-
ments of Asian Americans were widely recognized and widely
respected. It was not the intergroup transfer of benefits that was
resented, but the basis for those transfers.

Among Americans especially, the idea that some are to be
treated as ‘‘more equal than others’’ is galling. It was this feel-
ing in the general population which leaders of the civil rights
movement of the 1960s were able to mobilize behind their
efforts to destroy the Jim Crow laws of the South, so that a
majority of the members in both houses of Congress from both
political parties voted for the landmark Civil Rights Act of 1964
and the Voting Rights Act of 1965. It was this same American
resentment of special privilege which responded so strongly to
the historic words of the Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., at
the Lincoln Memorial in 1963, that his dream was of a country
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where people would be judged ‘‘not by the color of their skin,
but by the content of their character.’’

It was after the civil rights movement itself began to move
away from this concept of equal treatment of all individuals
and toward the concept of equalized outcomes for groups, that
a backlash against affirmative action set in and grew over the
years.

There is yet another sense in which resentments against
preferences for other groups are not proportional to the bene-
fits transferred. An observer of preferential policies in India
noted the disproportionate resentment of places reserved for
‘‘scheduled castes,’’ the official euphemism for untouchables:

. . . we hear innumerable tales of persons being deprived of ap-
pointments in favour of people who ranked lower than they did in
the relevant examinations. No doubt this does happen, but if all
these people were, in fact, paying the price for appointments to
Scheduled Castes, there would be many more SC persons ap-
pointed than there actually are. To illustrate: supposing that 300
people qualify for ten posts available. The top nine are appointed
on merit but the tenth is reserved, so that the authorities go down
the list to find an SC applicant. They find one at 140 and he is
appointed. Whereupon all 131 between him and the merit list
feel aggrieved. He has not taken 131 posts; he has taken one, yet
131 people believe they have paid the price for it. Moreover,
the remaining 159 often also resent the situation, believing that
their chances were, somehow, lessened by the existence of SC
reservations.∂∑

In the United States as well, those who resent group prefer-
ences may be some multiple of those who have in fact actually
lost anything that they would have had in the absence of these
preferences. In the 1978 landmark Supreme Court challenge
to affirmative action brought by Alan Bakke, a white student
denied admission to a University of California medical school,
neither side to the dispute could state with confidence that
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Bakke would or would not have been admitted in the absence
of the affirmative action policies which admitted minority stu-
dents with lower academic qualifications than his. The admis-
sions process was sufficiently complicated that it was not clear
whether some other white or Asian-American student might
have been admitted instead of Bakke.

In other words, it was not certain that Bakke had in fact lost
anything as a result of affirmative action, and yet his sense of
being wronged was sufficient for him to pursue the case all the
way up to the highest court in the land. One of the things that
prevents affirmative action from being a zero-sum process is
that minor transfers of benefits can cause major resentments
among far more people than those who have actually lost any-
thing. Moreover, these resentments do not end with political or
legal actions.

In India, where preferential policies have a longer history
than in the United States, they have also had more bitter conse-
quences. Forty-two people died in riots over places reserved for
untouchables in a medical school in the state of Gujarat—just
seven places.∂∏ This was part of a national trend of rising vio-
lence against untouchables amid adverse reactions against pref-
erential policies in general.∂π Meanwhile, less than 5 percent of
the medical school places reserved for untouchables in Gujarat
had actually been filled over a period of years. Studies of univer-
sity admissions in general, in various parts of India, showed a
similar pattern of many places reserved for untouchables going
unfilled.∂∫ Nevertheless, minor transfers of benefits led to ma-
jor resentments, including resentments erupting repeatedly
into lethal violence.

Nowhere has this resentment led to more violence than
in India’s neighboring nation of Sri Lanka, which has been
racked by decades of civil war, in which the non-preferred
group—the Tamils—have sought to secede and become an in-
dependent nation. This tragic story will be left for Chapter 4.
Here it is sufficient to mention it among other examples of in-
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tergroup polarization brought on by affirmative action. It is
clear that affirmative action in Sri Lanka has not been a zero-
sum process. The material, political, economic, and social
havoc created by that country’s long civil war has undoubtedly
left all segments of the population worse off than they would
have been in the absence of group preferences and the reac-
tions to which those preferences led.

TRENDS

Even where there are adequate statistical data on the progress
of groups that have been given preferential treatment—and
often there are not—it remains a challenge to determine how
much of that progress was due to preferential policies, rather
than to other factors at work at the same time. Simple before-
and-after comparisons will not do, as that would be assuming
that nothing else had changed, when in fact the very dynam-
ics of establishing affirmative action programs often reflect
changes that were already under way before group preferences
began. Seldom is there a stationary situation to which a given
‘‘change’’ is added.

Often it was precisely the rise of newly educated and up-
wardly mobile groups which led to demands for preferential
policies. A study in Bombay, for example, found a ‘‘marked ad-
vancement of the Maharashtrians occurred prior to the strin-
gent policy measures adopted by the state government’’ to pro-
mote preferential hiring of indigenous Maharashtrians.∂Ω In
part this reflected a prior ‘‘enormous growth in school enroll-
ments in Maharashtra’’ and a ‘‘rapid expansion in college
enrollment’’—also prior to preferences.∑≠ In Malaysia as well,
the number of children attending the government’s secondary
schools increased by 73 percent in just five years immediately
preceding the New Economic Policy, which expanded prefer-
ences and quotas for Malays.∑∞ In Sri Lanka likewise, there was a
‘‘rapid expansion of educational opportunities in the Sinhalese
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areas’’ after independence∑≤—and before demands for prefer-
ential treatment of the Sinhalese.

A similar growth of an indigenous, newly educated class in
Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Lithuania during the years be-
tween the two World Wars led to demands for preferential
policies in the form of group quotas, in order to relieve them
from having to compete on an equal plane with Jews,∑≥ who
were already educated, experienced, and established in the
positions to which the newly-educated classes were aspiring.
Likewise, in Nigeria, it was the recent growth of an educated
class in the north that led to demands for preferential policies
to relieve them from having to compete with southern Nige-
rians, who had predominated in universities and in many desir-
able occupations.∑∂ This same pattern of a rising educated class
prior to the preferential policies that they promoted can also
be found in Indonesia, the Quebec province of Canada, and
much of sub-Saharan Africa.∑∑

In the United States, the proportion of the black popula-
tion going to college doubled in the two decades preceding the
civil rights revolution of the 1960s,∑∏ and this was reflected in
the occupational rise of blacks. While it is an often-cited fact
that the proportion of blacks in professional and other high-
level occupations rose substantially in the years following pas-
sage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, it is an almost totally ig-
nored fact that the proportion of blacks in such occupations
rose even more substantially in the years preceding passage of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964.∑π

Dramatic progress was also evident during these same de-
cades in the lower socioeconomic levels of the American black
population. The percentage of black families with incomes be-
low the official poverty line fell from 87 percent in 1940 to 47
percent by 1960—all of this before the civil rights legislation of
that decade, much less the affirmative action policies of the
1970s. Between 1960 and 1970, the poverty rate among black
families dropped an additional 17 percentage points and, after
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the decade of the 1970s in which affirmative action was estab-
lished, the poverty rate among blacks fell one additional per-
centage point.∑∫

This striking difference between the political myth and the
economic reality has many implications. Among them is that
what might otherwise be seen as a remarkable achievement by
black Americans is instead seen as an example of government
beneficence and largess—and a reason why affirmative action
is an absolute necessity for black advancement. The effects
of this misperception include white resentments and their
questioning why blacks cannot advance themselves like other
groups, when in fact that is what most blacks have done. Inci-
dentally, it is an equally ignored fact that the incomes of Asian
Americans and Mexican Americans also rose substantially—
both absolutely and relative to that of the general popula-
tion—in the years preceding passage of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 and its evolution into preferential policies.∑Ω

Any assessment of preferential policies must take account
of pre-existing trends, rather than assume a static world to
which ‘‘change’’ was added.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

Despite the highly varied rationales for official group pref-
erences and quotas in particular countries around the world,
the logic of their incentives and constraints tends to pro-
duce similar consequences in very disparate societies. More-
over, both the incentives and the consequences tend to get
ignored in political discussions of these policies, which focus
on their justifications and presumed benefits, while ignor-
ing actual empirical results. In the United States, mythical
results—affirmative action as the basis for the economic rise of
blacks, for example—have so completely supplanted facts that
few who discuss this policy find it necessary to check historical
evidence at all.
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For some supporters of affirmative action, it is just a matter
of being in favor of helping the less fortunate, with the ‘‘de-
tails’’ being left for others to consider and work out. However,
even a broad-brush look at what affirmative action programs
have actually done in various countries reveals that a failure to
achieve their goals may be the least of the problems created by
these programs. Poisonous intergroup relations and real dan-
gers to the fabric of society have also been produced by affirma-
tive action in some countries. That should become painfully
clear when we look at the ‘‘details’’ in the chapters that follow.



chapter 2

A≈rmative Action in India

India is the world’s largest multi-ethnic society—and the
most socially fragmented. A land of well over a hundred
languages and hundreds of dialects, where even the most

widely spoken language in the country is spoken by less than
one-third of the population, India is also cross cut by strong
caste, religious, regional and ethnic divisions—expressed in a
wide range of ways, from radically different lifestyles to blood-
shed in the streets. India has also had affirmative action pol-
icies longer than any other nation, beginning in British colo-
nial times, and then provided for in its constitution when it
became an independent country in 1947.∞

The Fourteenth Amendment to India’s constitution, like
the Fourteenth Amendment to the constitution of the United
States, prescribes equal treatment for individuals. Unlike the
constitutions of the United States, however, India’s equal-rights
amendment provides an explicit exception for policies de-
signed to help disadvantaged segments of its population—
affirmative action or ‘‘positive discrimination’’ as it is often
called there. These provisions were originally set to expire in 20
years, but they have been extended again and again≤—and
expanded.

Today, there are basically two kinds of preferential policies
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in India—policies for national minorities deemed less fortu-
nate and policies for various local groups in their respective
states. The minority policies were quite explicitly designed pri-
marily to deal with the severe social disabilities and discrimi-
nation faced by India’s untouchables. Tribal groups outside
the social mainstream of the country were also included, as in
some ways analogous to untouchables. For others who might
have similar disadvantages, an omnibus category of ‘‘other
backward classes’’ was included in the constitutional exemp-
tion from equal treatment provisions. This last mentioned cate-
gory provided an opening through which numerous other
groups could acquire preferential access to jobs and other
benefits.

Statistically, members of the omnibus category of ‘‘other
backward classes’’ now outnumber the untouchables and tribal
groups combined. The untouchables (‘‘scheduled castes’’ or
‘‘Dalits’’) constitute about 16 percent of the country’s total
population and members of ‘‘backward tribes’’ another 8 per-
cent. However, these two very poor and historically outcast
groups are greatly outnumbered by members of the ‘‘other
backward classes,’’ who constitute 52 percent of all Indians.≥

Clearly, these ‘‘other backward classes’’ are in practice not
the incidental after-thought that they might have been in the
minds of those who wrote India’s constitutional exemption
from equal-treatment requirements.

SCHEDULED CASTES AND SCHEDULED TRIBES

Nationally, preferential policies were meant to raise the socio-
economic levels of the scheduled castes and scheduled tribes
through ‘‘positive discrimination’’ in jobs, university admis-
sions, representation in parliament, and other benefits de-
signed to overcome historic patterns of discrimination and
backwardness. By virtually any definition, discrimination
against India’s untouchables (‘‘scheduled castes’’) has been
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among the worst against any group in any society. Although
untouchability was officially abolished more than half a cen-
tury ago, and the term ‘‘untouchable’’ banished from official
and polite discourse, the same people have faced continuing
discrimination under their new designations as ‘‘scheduled
castes,’’ ‘‘Harijans’’ (children of God, a name given them by
Mahatma Gandhi) or ‘‘Dalits’’ (the downtrodden).

Untouchables have been outcastes in the literal sense of not
being one of the four broad categories of castes recognized by
the Hindu religion. Because their work, such as working with
leather, often goes against the tenets of Hinduism, there have
been serious questions whether they could be considered Hin-
dus at all. While they have historically considered themselves
Hindus, many have converted to other religions that do not
have a caste stigma.

History

Historically, prohibitions against any physical contact with
caste Hindus were just some of the restrictions placed on un-
touchables, backed up by severe punishments for any violation.
In some places, untouchables were not even to allow their
shadow to fall upon a caste Hindu and had to beat drums upon
entering a Hindu community, in order to warn others to keep
their distance.∂ They could not draw water from the same well
used by caste Hindus—and, in some places, still could not in
practice, decades after they had the legal right to do so.

Two incidents involving wells showed the persistence of
caste taboos in the late 1970s. In one episode, an untouch-
able girl who drew water from a well reserved for caste Hindus
had her ears cut off.∑ In another incident, in a place where
untouchables were allowed to draw water from the same well
as caste Hindus, an untouchable woman put her pot on the pot
of a caste Hindu woman, setting off a riot in which an un-
touchable was killed.∏ Similar incidents were reported by the
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international organization Human Rights Watch in the 1990sπ

and, in 2001, the Indian publication The Hindu reported: ‘‘At-
tacks on Dalits (most often orchestrated by collectives rep-
resenting upper caste interests) and even massacres of men,
women and children belonging to the lowest rungs of the so-
cial order are indeed a regular feature in most parts of the
country.’’∫

In 1991, the news magazine India Today reported that, in a
village about 100 miles from Delhi, ‘‘a rural Dalit laborer dared
to have a love affair with the daughter of a high-caste landlord’’
and as a result ‘‘the lovers and their Dalit go-between were
tortured, publicly hanged, and burnt by agents of the girl’s
family in the presence of some 500 villagers.’’Ω The presence of
500 witnesses takes this out of the realm of isolated incidents,
since those who did these things obviously did not fear punish-
ment or retribution. This says something about the society, not
just about them.

While such behavior is not pervasive across India, neither
is it confined to isolated incidents. Government statistics on
atrocities against untouchables never fell below 13,000 per
year during the decade of the 1980s and reached well over
16,000 in 1984.∞≠ Far from abating with time, these officially
recorded atrocities escalated to more than 20,000 a year in the
1990s.∞∞

This escalation of violence has been associated with back-
lashes against the official preferences given to untouchables
and with competition among other recipients of preferences,
such as the ‘‘other backward classes.’’ Although there was lit-
tle public criticism of affirmative action in India before the
1970s,∞≤ such criticisms have grown louder over the years, along
with escalating violence. A 1997 study concluded that ‘‘the
quota system has eliminated whatever goodwill the upper castes
had for the lower castes,’’ partly because of a ‘‘pervasive over-
estimation of the amount and effectiveness’’ of preferential
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policies—which in fact benefit only an estimated 6 percent of
untouchable families.∞≥

Despite such horrors, restrictions against untouchables or
Dalits have been in an irregular retreat across India for de-
cades—more so in the cities than in the countrysides and more
so in public accommodations than in religious temples. As a
1997 study reported: ‘‘The social stigma of caste and tribe is
absent in day-to-day intercourse in urban centers, but in rural
India to be from a scheduled caste or scheduled tribe is still a
social burden.’’∞∂ Yet in some places untouchable university
students are socially accepted as roommates of caste Hindus.∞∑

In other contexts, according to a Human Rights Watch report
in 1999, Dalit women were ‘‘raped as a form of retaliation’’
by upper class men when there were organized movements
among the Dalits to seek enforcement of minimum wage laws
or other redress.∞∏ India is a nation of sharp contrasts, in this as
in many other things. One sign of these contrasts is the Sixth
Annual Report of the Commission for Scheduled Castes and
Scheduled Tribes in 2001, which found that three states pro-
vided nearly two-thirds of all the thousands of atrocities com-
mitted against untouchables, while there were several other
states with none.∞π

While the untouchables are, in many places, too econom-
ically dependent, powerless, and outnumbered to do much to
defend themselves, in other places, where they have been able
to respond, that response has been extreme, in both political
and physical terms. The state of Bihar has been particularly
prime to violence and counter-violence involving the sched-
uled castes. After two families of untouchables were murdered
in 1987, neighboring villages inhabited by members of higher
castes were attacked by almost a thousand men, armed with
sticks, spears, and guns. Villagers were pulled from their
homes, hacked to pieces and thrown into flames by attackers
who shouted, ‘‘We will take revenge’’ and ‘‘Love live the Maoist
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Communist Centre.’’ Although the attackers had guns, they
preferred to cut their victims to pieces.∞∫

The classical four castes of the Hindu religion are frag-
mented into literally thousands of local castes or sub-castes,
which are what circumscribe people’s social life. Back in colo-
nial times, the British had a list or schedule drawn up of those
castes which were considered untouchable. This was what led
to the phrase ‘‘scheduled castes’’ as a euphemism for ‘‘un-
touchables.’’ The term ‘‘untouchable’’ originated early in the
twentieth century and was banished from laws and polite dis-
course by the late twentieth century.

Whatever the historical origins of this pariah status in par-
ticular occupations or ways of life, over the centuries the social
stigma acquired a life of its own, and was applied even to those
whose occupations and ways of life were very different. For
example, Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, destined to become the best
known leader of the untouchables, was evicted from a hotel in
India when he returned home after receiving a Ph.D. from Co-
lumbia University, once his outcaste origins became known.∞Ω

The caste system also followed Indians to other countries,
somewhat attenuated in more distant countries and in more
robust form in countries closer to India. In nearby Ceylon, for
example, untouchables were not allowed to be seated in buses
in the 1930s:

. . . there was the refusal to concede to harijans the right to a seat in
buses. Eventually it required government intervention to enforce
this right, but attempts to enforce it led to outbreaks of violence in
1930–31, and to a strike of bus drivers and conductors. Pre-
viously, harijans were expected to stand at the back of the bus, or
to sit, or squat, on the floor of the bus even though they were re-
quired to pay the normal fare. It took decades before vellalas ac-
cepted this change, and most of them did so with undisguised re-
luctance. Discrimination against harijans extended to restrictions
on entry into cafes and ‘‘eating houses,’’ access to village amen-
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ities like wells and cemeteries, and on the clothes they wore—
their right to wear shoes was a frequent point of contention.≤≠

Historically, then, the untouchables were clearly an op-
pressed minority. Many people did not consider untouchables
to be Hindus at all≤∞ because (1) they were not among the four
varnas designated by the Hindu religion, but were literally out-
castes in the sense of being outside—and below—those in the
caste system, and (2) some of their occupations involved mak-
ing products from animals slaughtered in violation of Hindu
tenets. Only relatively recently, as history is measured, did a
widespread concern for the predicament of the untouchables
arise in the early decades of the twentieth century. Nor was this
belated concern wholly a matter of humanitarian consider-
ation. During the later colonial era, as Indians were struggling
to achieve independence from Britain, the inclusion or exclu-
sion of untouchables from the ranks of Hindus had profound
political implications for the political balance of power be-
tween Hindus and Moslems in post-independence India. Poli-
tics therefore dictated concern for the classification of the un-
touchables and led Hindus to accept untouchables as fellow
Hindus for political purposes, even if they were still kept out of
many temples. In this climate of opinion, Dr. B. R. Ambedkar
sought to gain whatever concessions he could and Mahatma
Gandhi made the fate of untouchables a moral issue.

Even for Gandhi, however, the over-riding concern was that
the untouchables remain classified as part of the Hindu elec-
torate. When the British created a special electorate for the
untouchables in 1932, Gandhi vowed to fast till death unless
this decision was reversed. In the national crisis that this cre-
ated, a compromise was reached in which there was to be no
separate electorate for untouchables, but they would still have
seats reserved for them in the legislature. This historic episode
has sometimes been depicted as a fast against the principle of
untouchability, rather than as what it was—a desperate effort
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to keep the Hindu vote from being splintered. Nevertheless,
the increased attention to the untouchables and their prob-
lems growing out of this episode led to various attempts to
better their condition. In some states, there were laws passed to
grant them equal access to public accommodations, including
Hindu temples. There was also preferential access to govern-
ment jobs for untouchables in some states. In short, preferen-
tial policies for untouchables began under British colonial
rule and were later expanded after India achieved national
independence.

PREFERENCES IN PRACTICE

The census of 1991 showed that the literacy rate was only 37
percent among members of the scheduled castes and 30 per-
cent among members of the scheduled tribes.≤≤ In higher edu-
cation, most untouchables or members of backward tribes are
unable to use the quotas and preferences to which they are
legally entitled, even when the government provides scholar-
ships. A study of scholarships for untouchables pointed out the
reason:

The scholarship money . . . can hardly be expected to induce the
really poor to go in for higher education and, if one does go in for
it, to continue till he completes the course. Only those who have
some other sources to rely on can avail of these scholarships. A few
respondents were frank enough to admit that this money provides
them with pocket money while their parents bear the major por-
tion of the educational expenditure.≤≥

Among the consequences of this situation are that (1)
many reserved places go unfilled, (2) those places that have
been filled have been filled disproportionately by the more
fortunate members of the less fortunate groups and (3) those
members of these groups who have gone on to higher educa-
tion have usually gone to the less demanding institutions, spe-
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cialized in the easier (and less remunerative) subjects, taken
longer to graduate, and dropped out much more often than
other students. Unused reservations or quotas have long been
common, and especially striking at the university or postgradu-
ate level.≤∂

Studies in the 1960s and 1970s showed that scheduled caste
students filled less than half the places reserved for them in
universities in general and in medical and engineering schools
in particular.≤∑ Some institutions did not have a single student
from either the scheduled castes or the scheduled tribes.≤∏ Such
patterns have persisted. In 1997, The Times of India quoted the
chairman of the National Commission for Scheduled Castes
and Scheduled Tribes as declaring that none of India’s elite
universities and engineering institutes had filled its quota for
members of scheduled castes.≤π In 2001, the central govern-
ment asked universities and medical schools ‘‘to ensure that the
full quota of reserved seats was filled up’’ and suggested organiz-
ing ‘‘special coaching’’ for students from scheduled caste and
scheduled tribe backgrounds.≤∫

These unfilled quotas in higher education are not a result
of strict admissions standards. Explicitly lower cut-off scores for
members of the scheduled castes and scheduled tribes have
been common among Indian universities and technical in-
stitutes.≤Ω None of the students preferentially admitted to six
highly selective engineering schools progressed through these
schools on schedule and most did not maintain a high enough
grade average to continue in these institutions.≥≠ For the coun-
try as a whole, members of the scheduled castes and scheduled
tribes—combined—did not receive as much as 3 percent of
the degrees in engineering or medicine,≥∞ though together
they add up to nearly one-fourth of the population of India.

Not only in higher education, but in elementary and sec-
ondary education as well, the need for complementary re-
sources, in order to be able to actually make use of preferences
and quotas, limits the benefits that members of the scheduled
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castes and scheduled tribes receive. Even when the govern-
ment provides primary schooling free of charge, the costs of
books and supplies may not be affordable by very poor people.
For secondary education, rural students especially may not al-
ways find a school nearby, so that those whose parents cannot
afford the costs of commuting or relocating—and paying for
housing and boarding—have little realistic prospect of attend-
ing, regardless of preferential admissions policies. Perhaps the
largest cost of sending children to secondary and higher edu-
cation is their lost labor on farms and their lost income else-
where, especially among poverty-stricken people struggling to
make ends meet.

These educational handicaps can lead to employment
handicaps. Patterns of unused quotas have existed in govern-
ment employment, in part because of difficulties in passing the
relevant examinations. According to a 1984 study:

When the State of Orissa conducted a combined examination for
several of its services, 133 candidates were successful—i.e., had
test scores high enough to support appointment. Although 18%
of the places in each of the two services were reserved for Sched-
uled Castes, there was just one successful SC candidate, who had
scored 105th on the examination.≥≤

There were still unfilled job reservations for untouchables
in the 1990s.≥≥ Moreover, the jobs they did fill were concen-
trated at the bottom. While untouchables were 16 percent of
the population, they were in 1994 nearly half of all sweepers
but just 10 percent of the Class A government employees.≥∂ Nor
were all the jobs they held necessarily due to quotas, since these
totals include those who met the normal job qualifications. In
short, the actual net benefit of quotas and preferences on the
wellbeing of the scheduled castes and scheduled tribes is prob-
lematical, however much such ‘‘positive discrimination’’ may
generate bitterness and resentment toward them from other
groups.
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Government jobs and education are not the only level
where preferential benefits often remain unused. The same is
true of housing subsidies, health programs, maternity and
other benefits which remain unused so frequently that govern-
mental spending on these programs has often been less than
the sums authorized to be spent.≥∑ In all these cases, comple-
mentary factors are needed, in order to be able to actually use
the preferences and quotas. Sometimes the complementary
factor is money, sometimes a good educational background,
sometimes job skills and experience, and sometimes just being
well informed as to what is available. Given the need for com-
plementary resources, it is hardly surprising that the more
prosperous of the scheduled castes have often taken the lion’s
share of the benefits.≥∏

Chamars, for example, began an economic rise during the
Second World War when there was a sudden increase in de-
mand for leather goods.≥π In the state of Maharashtra, the
Chamars are among the most prosperous of the scheduled
castes. A study found that they were 17 percent of the state’s
population and 35 percent of its medical students.≥∫ In the
state of Haryana, the Chamars received 65 percent of the schol-
arships for the scheduled castes at the graduate level and 80
percent at the undergraduate level.≥Ω Meanwhile 18 of the 37
untouchable groups in Haryana failed to get any of the prefer-
ential scholarships. In the state of Madhya Pradesh, Chamars
were 53 percent of all the scheduled caste students in the
schools of that state.∂≠ In Bihar, just two of the 12 scheduled
castes in that state—one being the Chamars—supplied 61 per-
cent of the scheduled class students in school and 74 percent of
those in college.∂∞ In Uttar Pradesh, according to the Economic

and Political Weekly, the Chamars ‘‘have nearly monopolised the
dalit quota.’’∂≤ In 2001, Uttar Pradesh passed an ordinance
splitting the quota for the scheduled castes, so that Chamars
were limited in how large a percentage of the government jobs
set aside for scheduled castes they could receive.∂≥ However, in
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early 2002, the Supreme Court stayed the implementation of
that ordinance.∂∂

In the state of Tamil Nadu, various less fortunate castes
constituted 12 percent of the backward classes in that state,
while more fortunate castes constituted 11 percent of the back-
ward classes. Yet, despite their similarities in numbers of peo-
ple, the more fortunate castes within this group received more
than four times as much money per capita in scholarships and
they provided 44 percent of the backward classes’ students ad-
mitted to study engineering, compared to less than 2 percent
among the least fortunate castes in this category.∂∑ Such dis-
parities among preferred groups in their utilization of prefer-
ential benefits have been found in other parts of India, for both
scheduled tribes and scheduled castes.∂∏ Similar disparities
among the ‘‘other backward classes’’ have led to demands for
‘‘quota within quota’’ policies to prevent the more advanced
of the other backward classes—widely known as ‘‘the creamy
layer’’—from taking the lion’s share of the quotas, at the ex-
pense of what are called the ‘‘most backward classes.’’

When it comes to seats in both the national and state legisla-
tures set aside for untouchables, the pattern once again is one
of a disproportionate share of these benefits going to those
who were more fortunate to begin with. While members of 65
untouchable sub-castes were eligible for legislative seats in the
state of Andhra Pradesh, only 5 of these 65 untouchable sub-
castes were actually represented in that state’s legislature.∂π

People who were not born untouchables held a majority of the
seats set aside for untouchables in the state of Rajasthan. At one
time, 16 of the 28 legislators holding seats reserved for un-
touchables in that state had acquired certificates of untouch-
ability by being adopted.∂∫ Adoption as untouchables has also
been used by students as a means to gain admission to medical
and engineering schools,∂Ω among other means of redesignat-
ing themselves to take advantage of group preferences and
quotas. Although reserved seats in legislatures were scheduled
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to expire in ten years, they were repeatedly extended as new
deadlines for their expiration arrived.∑≠

LOCAL PREFERENCES

While the scheduled castes and scheduled tribes are legally
entitled to preferences nationwide, there are also local groups
entitled to preferences within their own respective states. Here
the rationale is not the same as that which was used to create
quotas and preferences nationally. Local indigenous status as
‘‘sons of the soil’’ has been taken to confer an entitlement to
special consideration,∑∞ especially in states where outsiders have
clearly out-performed the locals in free competition in the mar-
ketplace or in examinations for college admissions or govern-
ment jobs. In the states of Assam, Maharashtra, and Andhra
Pradesh, for example, such outsider dominance has sparked
both political movements and mob violence.

Where local preference laws have been instituted, ‘‘local’’
has not meant simply people residing in the given state, because
some groups—Marwaris and Bengalis in Assam, for example—
have resided in that state for generations. What is meant, even if
the law does not permit it to be said, is ethnic preference. As a
committee of the state legislature in Assam put it:

In the absence of any clear-cut definition of the term ‘‘local peo-
ple,’’ the Committee has had to base its analysis in place of birth in
Assam as being the yardstick of local people. This yardstick is
palpably inadequate and misleading and a clear understanding
should be there in government and all others concerned in the
matter as to what is meant by the term ‘‘local people.’’∑≤

In the state of Maharashtra, a directive specified not merely
‘‘local’’ persons but also speakers of the Marathi language—
that is, people ethnically Maharashtrians. In the state of Andhra
Pradesh, where 86 percent of the people spoke the same lan-
guage, and where the group seeking preferences was of the
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same race, religion and culture as the group whose superior
performances they were trying to offset, making the distinction
between groups required much ingenuity and sophistry—but
it was done.∑≥

In all these cases, there was abundant evidence that the less
successful indigenous groups simply did not have the skills,
experience, or attitudes that had enabled others to come in and
surpass them. In Maharashtra, for example, the Maharashtrians
themselves preferred to buy from South Indian shopkeepers,
rather than from their fellow Maharashtrians. In Andhra Pra-
desh, even a local leader who was demanding preferences ad-
mitted that a rival group had higher qualifications:

Yes it is true that they are also better qualified for many of the jobs
than we are. Maybe they are better qualified but why is merit so
important? We can have some inefficiency. That will be necessary
if our people are to get jobs. Are we not entitled to jobs just
because we are not as qualified?∑∂

In the state of Karnataka, a local political leader uncom-
promisingly advocated local preferences while in office. But,
ten years later and out of office, he expressed very different
views:

. . . outsiders come in when the local people are lazy and lethargic.
If the local people are active and enterprising, outsiders cannot
come in. Many Kannadigas do not like to come out of their vil-
lages. Especially for particular jobs like nursing, army, sweeping,
carpentry, masonry and construction works, Kannadigas did not
seem to be interested. They do not like to do the manual jobs,
because they feel that such jobs are inferior.∑∑

While statistical disparities are often used as showing a need
for affirmative action, the reasons for these disparities usually
get little serious investigation, while much attention is focused
on the supposed injustice of it all. The situation described in
Karnataka is not unique.
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Andhra Pradesh

The state of Andhra Pradesh is the product of one of the
internal reorganizations which have occurred at various times
after India received its independence. During the era of British
colonial rule, the city of Hyderabad was capital of the state of
Hyderabad—a state ruled by an Indian prince. Meanwhile,
ethnically and culturally very similar people living in the ad-
joining state of Madras were under the rule of the British. After
India became independent and absorbed the princely state of
Hyderabad, it was understandable that a territorial reorganiza-
tion would bring these very similar people together in the
newly created state of Andhra Pradesh. But, although these
peoples were the same in such things as race, language, and
religion, their different histories under two different sets of
rulers turned out to create very serious social, economic, and
political disparities. As elsewhere on the Indian subcontinent,
people living under indigenous rulers tended not to become
as educated or as modernized as those living under British
rule. For example, 17,000 out of 22,000 villages in the state of
Hyderabad lacked a school.∑∏

It was already understood on all sides, before the creation
of the new state, that the people known as Andhras, who had
lived under British rule, had become more advanced—in agri-
culture, in education, and in modernization in general—than
the people called Telanganans, who had lived under princely
rule in Hyderabad. Accordingly, various ‘‘safeguards’’ were
provided in 1956 to assure the Telanganans of, among other
things, numerical representation in government and in educa-
tional institutions for a period to end in 1969.∑π However, when
time for the end of these preferences and quotas arrived in
January 1969, demands were made for their extension and
expansion.

What had happened in the intervening years was that the
Andhras had surpassed the Telanganans in field after field,
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wherever they came into competition. The city of Hyderabad,
as the capital of the new state of Andhra Pradesh, became a
center of competition and confrontation between the Tele-
ganans and the Andhras. Although Hyderabad was located in
the Telanganan region, Andhras who had migrated there were
more successful in this competition and formed what became
known as ‘‘Andhra colonies’’ in the capital. By 1961, one-
fourth of Hyderabad’s inhabitants were migrants. Although
most Indians were, and would remain for decades more, illiter-
ate, most of the Andhra migrants were literate and thousands
of them had gotten higher education.

Unskilled migrants in the city were largely from other parts
of the Telanganan region, while Andhra migrants held clerical
and other white collar or middle-class jobs. Andhra farmers
followed a long-standing practice of buying up land from Telan-
ganans and making it more productive. The ‘‘green revolution’’
was put to use by the Andhras, but not by the Telanganans.∑∫ In
short, the Telanganans were bested in many ways on their own
turf, despite the preferences and quotas known as ‘‘safeguards,’’
and were therefore understandably apprehensive about their
future if these safeguards ended on schedule in 1969.

University students began protests that spread to other
areas and escalated into mob attacks on railroads and govern-
ment facilities. State officials promised to replace ‘‘outsiders’’
with local Telanganans in government jobs but the Supreme
Court of Andhra Pradesh ruled that they had exceeded their
authority. Later India’s Supreme Court overruled the state
court, allowing local officials to proceed with local preferences.
This set off six months of violence by contending forces in
Andhra Pradesh.

Telanganans now began to demand their own separate
state, which would have given them the uncontested right to
establish their own preferences and quotas, but the central
government of India saw in this the threat that other states
would begin to fragment into innumerable ethnic enclaves
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seeking their own statehood. Although it was legal for a state to
establish preferences and quotas to favor its indigenous people
over ‘‘outsiders,’’ in this case both contending parties were
from within the state. Amid political strife and violence in the
streets, a compromise was worked out, even though it required
a constitutional amendment. Preferences and quotas for local
people were now officially permitted within a region within a
state. This gave the Telanganans what they wanted, without the
need to fragment the state.

Although the situation in Andhra Pradesh was ultimately
resolved without the on-going strife found in other Indian
states, this unusual situation highlights the fact that the differ-
ences in language and religion which have been so contentious
in other states are neither necessary nor sufficient to cause
intergroup polarization. What the situation in Andhra Pradesh
had in common with intergroup conflict in other states—and
nations—was that one group was unable to compete on even
terms with another and therefore turned to politics and to
violence to get the preferences and quotas they wanted.

Assam

In the state of Assam, the economic development of a mod-
ern industrial and commercial sector has been largely the work
of outsiders, going all the way back to colonial times in British
India. The British imported Chinese laborers from as far away
as Singapore, paying them four or five times the wages paid to
the local Assamese.∑Ω Later, in post-colonial India, other mi-
grants continued to earn more than the Assamese.∏≠ Comments
from those employing Assamese workers were largely negative,
both from the British in colonial times and from Indian em-
ployers during the later era of independence. Marwari busi-
nessmen characterized their Assamese employees as lethargic,
unreliable, untrustworthy, and unwilling to work long hours,∏∞

just as the British during the colonial era had complained of the
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‘‘indolence and incapacity’’ of the Assamese and to their ‘‘utter
want of an industrious, enterprising spirit.’’∏≤

Marwaris are an entrepreneurial group that originated in
the western state of Rajasthan. Under British rule, they began
migrating all over the Indian subcontinent, often beginning as
poor traders and later rising to prosperity as merchants, man-
ufacturers, bankers and in other commercial and industrial
roles. In the state of Assam, the Marwaris were a major factor in
opening the region to trade, becoming in the process the dom-
inant group in that trade. Marwaris remained a separate group
in Assam, with their own charities, hospitals, schools, news-
papers and other institutions. Their language remained Hindi,
rather than Assamese.∏≥

Another group whose history in Assam was in sharp con-
trast with that of the indigenous Assamese has been the Ben-
galis. They have included both Hindus and Moslems from Ben-
gal, where land was much more scarce than in Assam. Arriving
in Assam in colonial times, the Bengalis eagerly seized the
abundant idle land now available to them, cleared jungles, and
farmed with far more care, energy and success than the As-
samese. Bengalis were not only successful in agriculture and in
the professions, the British authorities relied on them to fill
responsible positions in the colonial bureaucracy. Bengalis also
seized upon educational opportunities created by the British,
while the Assamese were slow to see a need for education. Un-
like many others in India, the Assamese were seldom landless
agricultural laborers but were largely peasant farmers with rich,
fertile land. What they suffered from was seeing others come in
and surpass them in their own region.

Because the Assamese were slower to take advantage of
educational opportunities, the Bengalis were far better repre-
sented in educational institutions and in government employ-
ment. Thus the language of education and government in As-
sam became Bengali, rather than Assamese. As a result, those
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Assamese who eventually began to seek education found a lan-
guage handicap confronting them. However, as far back as the
mid-nineteenth century, the Assamese were able to get the Brit-
ish authorities to change the language of the schools from Ben-
gali to Assamese.∏∂ Political activity to redress the imbalances
created by unequal competition elsewhere became a pattern
for the Assamese in the years and generations that followed. In
response to their fears and resentments of the Bengalis and
others, by 1920 British authorities sought to restrict the inflow
of migrants into Assam.∏∑

As elsewhere in India, ethnic conflicts were often fought
out as language conflicts in Assam. Allowing both Assamese
and other languages to be used in state institutions would imply
equal opportunity for the various groups in Assam but only
an exclusive use of the Assamese language could provide the
preferential treatment the Assamese were seeking, in order to
buttress the preferential treatment they already received in
government employment and were seeking in private employ-
ment. During the 1960s, Marwari employers were denounced
by Assamese politicians and students for not hiring enough
Assamese employees. Such complaints were backed up by riots
and arson. The Assamese also favored socialism which, in As-
sam, would mean confiscating businesses owned by the outside
groups who dominated the local economy.

By 1972, both the Assamese and the Bengalis were rioting
over the unresolved language issues. When Bengali students
were allowed to answer questions on university examinations in
their own language, widespread riots, arson, and looting broke
out in a number of towns in Assam and troops had to be called
in to restore order.∏∏ Once again, in 1983 the Assamese and
members of local tribes attacked Bengalis, killing 4,000 of
them and making more than a quarter of a million people
homeless.∏π Assam has remained so unsettled that no census
was possible there in 1981—or in the decades since then.
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Maharashtra

Violence in pursuit of ethnic preference claims have not
been confined to Assam. In Maharashtra, a paramilitary move-
ment called Shiv Sena has specialized in intimidation and vio-
lence, directed against various ‘‘outsiders’’ who dominated the
economy of Bombay (the capital of Maharashtra), as various
other outsiders dominated the economy of Assam. This intim-
idation and violence has likewise been directed against politi-
cal authorities and private businesses from whom preferential
hiring of Maharashtrians was demanded. When presenting
such demands to an official of India Oil, for example, these
demands were accompanied by the observation: ‘‘You are sit-
ting inside the office, but your oil drums are outside.’’∏∫

The background to the pressures for preferential policies
in the city of Bombay (now renamed Mumbai) and in the sur-
rounding state of Maharashtra was much the same as in Assam:
Indigenous locals were simply no match for outsiders who were
much preferred as employees and much more successful as
entrepreneurs. Indeed, even advocates of the locals tacitly ad-
mitted that they were not equal in performance to outsiders,
and used that as an argument for preferential treatment:

If you have two plants, one with hardy roots and broad leaves and
the other with only weak roots and small leaves, they can not drink
the water, the soil nutrients or absorb the sun’s energy with the
same efficiency. The weak plant needs more attention so that it
can catch up and one day produce beautiful fruit.∏Ω

Entrepreneurs from the neighboring state of Gujarat were
the largest group of business executives in Bombay in the mid-
dle of the twentieth century and were more than half of all
managers in companies surveyed then.π≠ Maharashtrians were
virtually non-existent at these high levels and were also not
much in demand as workers, since they were considered to be
lacking in both skills and productive attitudes.π∞ All this was
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turned into sources of resentment of ‘‘discrimination’’ against
indigenous locals by an ambitious editor named Bal Thackeray,
who also founded the Shiv Sena movement to redress these
grievances. In 1965, the magazine that Thackeray edited ran a
series of stories about the dominance of ‘‘outsiders’’ in high eco-
nomic positions in Bombay.π≤ These exposés not only caused
the magazine’s circulation to skyrocket, it created the atmo-
sphere in which the Shiv Sena movement could be born and
flourish. Operating much like the paramilitary forces which
brought Mussolini and Hitler to power, Shiv Sena became a
force both in politics and in the streets. It ran candidates for
political office, organized boycotts, and has been implicated in
violence and murder, principally against ‘‘outsiders.’’π≥

Originating in Bombay, Shiv Sena over the years became a
dominant political force in the whole state of Maharashtra and,
at the beginning of the twenty-first century, had 15 seats in
India’s national parliament. Its central issue of hiring prefer-
ences and quotas for Maharashtrians expanded to include anti-
Moslem agitation, opposition to foreign ownership of Air In-
dia, refusal to allow a cricket match between India and Pakistan
to take place in Maharashtra—in short, whatever issues would
appeal to xenophobia against a growing list of ‘‘enemies.’’
Meanwhile, group-identity politics was growing in other states
and localities and, nationally, a Hindu extremist party was ris-
ing to challenge the Congress Party that had ruled India for 30
consecutive years since independence in 1947. This Bharatiya
Janata Party, better known as BJP, whipped up emotions over
such things as the fact that Moslems had invaded India in cen-
turies past. BJP formed a political alliance with Shiv Sena and
eventually became the ruling party of India.

In the wake of the rise of Shiv Sena, more Maharashtrians
began to be hired in greater numbers, and in higher positions,
than before. However, as noted in Chapter 1, this rise had been
preceded by a huge increase in the number of educated Ma-
harashtrians, antedating the founding of Shiv Sena, so that it is
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not easy to determine how much of their advancement was due
specifically to that organization and the preferential treatment
that it fostered. What is more clearly attributable to Shiv Sena is
an escalating polarization in Maharashtra between the indige-
nous people, who are barely a majority, and various other eth-
nic and religious groups, who began to fight back. A corres-
pondent for the distinguished British magazine The Economist

reported from Bombay in 1993:

The murder, looting and arson that began on January 6th soon
spread from the Muslim ghetto to the enclaves of the privileged.
First the police were called in, then the paramilitary forces, and
then, on January 9th, the army—and still the mayhem spread.
This week the railroad station was swamped with thousands of
families trying to flee the city. At the airport fights broke out as
the rich found flights had been curtailed by a pilots’ strike.π∂

More, and sometimes worse, intergroup violence was to
break out in Bombay in the years ahead. In a series of such
outbreaks in 1994, the official death toll was more than a thou-
sand people—and the Far Eastern Economic Review reported
that unofficial estimates were in the thousands. It added, with
quotes from The Times of India:

These statistics convey little of the real horror of hordes ‘‘stopping
vehicles and setting passengers ablaze’’; of ‘‘men brought bleed-
ing to hospital who were knifed afresh’’; of the autorickshaw
driver who ‘‘decoyed a Muslim couple into a fatal ambush’’; of
‘‘neighbors leading long-time friends to gory deaths’’; of women
driven mad having ‘‘seen their children thrown into fires, hus-
bands hacked, daughters molested, sons dragged away,’’ and of
the 150,000 people hounded out of the city.π∑

It was not only people who fled the city. More than a million
jobs also left, as businesses began to consider Bombay a risky
place to be. Whether Maharashtrians gained as many jobs
through preferences and quotas as they lost through the ex-
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odus of employers is a question that may never be answered—
or asked. No such considerations, however, dissuaded Shiv
Sena from pushing on with its anti-Moslem rhetoric and sym-
bolism. One such act of symbolism in 1995 was changing the
name of Bombay back to a name it once had, centuries earlier,
before the British conquests and—more to the point—before
the Moslem conquests. Other names of towns and villages were
also changed back to what they had been before the Moslems
arrived in earlier centuries.

Asiaweek magazine said of Bal Thackeray: ‘‘Though he holds
no elected office, he is now widely acknowledged to be the most
powerful leader in Maharashtra, India’s richest state.’’π∏ Time

magazine said: ‘‘Authorities have been so afraid that the Hindu
leader’s arrest could trigger mass unrest that he wasn’t touched
even after proclaiming in 1992 that stormtroopers from his
Shiv Sena party had demolished the disputed mosque at Ayodh-
ya, setting off nationwide violence.’’ππ

The turmoil that has been the life’s blood of an extremist
movement like Shiv Sena has drained away economic resources
from Bombay (Mumbai). Despite the city’s long predominance
as India’s pre-eminent commercial and industrial center—40
percent of all the direct taxes in India were collected there—
many foreign companies began choosing Bangalore, Hydera-
bad, and Madras for their headquarters instead, and domestic
businesses have likewise begun to relocate. In 1998, Bombay’s
excise and customs revenues dropped for the first time.π∫

None of this seems to have dampened Shiv Sena’s penchant
for symbolic outbursts—for example, ‘‘ransacking and throw-
ing cowdung at McDonald’s outlets.’’πΩ However, there have
been signs that Shiv Sena may be losing support. In 2001, Bal
Thackeray was finally arrested for his part in the destruction of
a mosque that he had admitted publicly nine years earlier.

However, the political success of local xenophobic move-
ments seeking preferential treatment in various parts of In-
dia has promoted xenophobia of other kinds, including anti-
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Western xenophobia. The state of Uttar Pradesh, for example,
has officially banned Valentine’s Day celebrations, and gangs in
the state of Orissa have launched attacks on Christians:

Bibles were burnt, priests and nuns assaulted, churches damaged
and chapels set afire. Graham Staines charred to death with his
children. Father Christudas paraded naked and humiliated on
the streets of Dumka and a nun in Bihar forced to drink human
refuse.∫≠

Tolerating, condoning, or rewarding lawless xenophobia
has only caused it to spread and become more extreme and
more ugly. In December 2002, the Hindu extremist Bharatiya
Janata Party won a landslide victory in the state of Gujarat.

NON-PREFERRED GROUPS

Despite the relatively small amount of actual realized benefits to
the untouchables and poor tribal groups, the whole system of
preferences and quotas bears heavily on non-preferred groups,
especially those higher-caste individuals who do not have inde-
pendent sources of income or wealth, and who are therefore
more dependent on access to education for professional and
government jobs. The progressive extension of preferences and
quotas to numerous groups, and especially to ‘‘other backward
classes’’ who are in a better position to actually utilize these
preferences, means that at least three-quarters of the popula-
tion of India are members of officially preferred groups. While
the remaining minority are generally members of higher castes,
that ascribed status does not automatically translate into eco-
nomic privilige. While brahmins are in general more prosper-
ous than untouchables, there are also poor brahmins and afflu-
ent untouchables. Those young people from non-preferred
groups who are dependent on gaining an education to earn the
kind of living required to maintain their position in society can
thus find themselves in a desperate situation and resort to des-
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perate measures. After the national government elected in
1989 expanded quotas, there were violent reactions from the
non-preferred groups:

Students set fire to themselves; others led protest campaigns
across the country; trains were derailed and vehicles burnt; the
police opened fire and demonstrators were killed.∫∞

Much more is involved here than a simple moral melo-
drama of the rich versus the poor. Most of the truly poor are
little affected by the preferences and quotas instituted in their
name but going primarily to others. Nor are most of the truly
rich likely to be seriously inconvenienced by lessened access to
civil service jobs, especially since they can be appointed to
much higher positions if they wish. Moreover, the ability of the
rich to provide their children with the finest primary and sec-
ondary education virtually ensures that their offspring will be
able to score high enough on university entrance examinations
that they are not likely to be the ones sacrificed to provide
places to members of preferred groups.

In short, neither the rich nor the poor are likely to be greatly
affected by preferences and quotas. It is those in between who
receive either windfall losses or windfall gains, according to
which broad-brush category they happen to fall in, and regard-
less of whether their individual circumstances are more fortu-
nate or less fortunate. As for the genuinely affluent or wealthy,
they seem to have done well. As one study concluded:

The wealthier 25 percent now owned more land than they had a
generation earlier, and the level of rural unrest had risen in pro-
portion to the immiseration of scheduled-caste families.∫≤

Preferences and quotas are not merely zero-sum games, as
the rich-versus-poor image might suggest. There are costs to
society as a whole, borne to some extent by all the various
groups in it. These include whatever losses of efficiency may
follow from putting less qualified people in particular jobs or
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admitting them to universities for which they do not qualify
and from which they are unlikely to graduate. More serious
costs include increased intergroup hostility, as well as the vio-
lence and deaths to which this often leads.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

As the country with the longest history of preferences and
quotas for the purpose of advancing poorer and disadvantaged
groups, India’s experience is particularly relevant to the story of
the actual consequences of such programs, as distinguished from
their hopes or rationales. Much of what happened in India
foreshadowed what happened later in other countries that fol-
lowed in her wake with similar affirmative action policies.

The record is particularly clear in India because of more
detailed statistics being available on the country’s many sub-
groups. While statistics in the United States, for example, are
kept on such broad-brush categories as blacks, whites, and His-
panics, in India the four broad castes of Hindus are broken
down more finely into the many sub-castes that are the living
reality in particular localities across the country. Thus it is
easier to see how the benefits set aside for untouchables go
disproportionately to those groups of untouchables who are
more prosperous. While there is evidence that preferences and
quotas in the United States—and in Malaysia and Sri Lanka,
for that matter—also benefit primarily the more fortunate
members of less fortunate groups, American government sta-
tistics do not break down the black population by recognizable
classes (or ethnic sub-groups like West Indians) to see who
gained and who lost.

There is no need to quarrel with the underlying purposes of
affirmative action programs to help severely disadvantaged
groups. Nor is there the slightest reason to doubt that India has
had—and continues to have—some of the poorest and most
oppressed groups in the world. But, unless one is content to
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simply ‘‘do something,’’ without regard to the actual conse-
quences, it is hard to escape the conclusion that affirmative
action in India has produced minimal benefits to those most in
need of them and maximum resentments and hostility toward
them on the part of others. The need for supplementary contri-
butions—whether financial or cultural—from members of the
designated beneficiary groups themselves, in order to make
preferences and quotas effective, has all but ensured that the
benefits would go disproportionately to those individuals and
subgroups who are already most fortunate, rather than those
most in need.

Hard data tell this painful story again and again. Despite an
emphasis on intergroup disparities as the driving force behind
affirmative action policies in India, these policies have them-
selves shown great disparities in their distribution of benefits.
Nor has this fact been lost on Indians themselves. Opponents
of affirmative action have argued in parliament that ‘‘a section
of the backward castes are already wealthy and need no help to
compete.’’∫≥ India’s Supreme Court in 1992 upheld the exclu-
sion of more fortunate individuals and groups from quotas for
members of ‘‘other backward classes.’’ In 1999, the Supreme
Court struck down a quota law in the State of Kerala which
had declared that there was no ‘‘creamy layer’’ among those
granted preferences in that state.

The continuing legal and political controversies in India
over what to do about the skewed distribution of the benefits of
group quotas, which go disproportionately to those already
more fortunate, at least shows a public awareness of this skew-
ness—an awareness that has not yet become widespread in the
United States, where a similar skewness exists.

Despite talk of limited or temporary preferences, these
preferences have persisted and spread until they now apply to
at least three-quarters of the population of India,∫∂ though In-
dian courts limit quotas to 50 percent of available places. More-
over, as an exhaustive scholarly study of group preferences in
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India concluded, quotas for the ‘‘other backward classes’’ are
often not only larger than quotas for untouchables and tribal
peoples, ‘‘they never go unfilled.’’∫∑

Such facts have been known for decades, but this has not
led to any alternative approach to help those at the bottom of
the socioeconomic scale. Given the vast amount of intellectual,
judicial, and political thinking that has gone into assessments
of affirmative action in India, it is hard to believe that there is
any readily available solution. Nor does it seem politically possi-
ble to end such programs, despite growing demands that they
be ended and the rising tide of violence against untouchables
as supposed beneficiaries. Nor have members of the ‘‘other
backward classes’’ escaped violence. After the state govern-
ment of Gujarat expanded the size of the quotas for members
of the backward classes in 1985 from 10 percent to 28 percent,
riots broke out in which ‘‘some two hundred and seventy five
people died in an orgy of arson and murder.’’∫∏

Neither advocates nor critics of affirmative action seem
ready to back down. Where courts or officials have balked at
various double standards, those double standards have often
gone underground, rather than going away. Objective stan-
dards have been offset by an increase in non-objective stan-
dards, used clearly as counterweights to produce the same
group representation results produced by explicit double stan-
dards. For example, applicants to a medical school in Tamil
Nadu were allowed to receive 75 out of 275 points for such
things as sports, extracurricular activities, ‘‘aptitude’’ and ‘‘gen-
eral abilities’’—as determined by interviews which lasted approx-

imately three minutes per applicant. Moreover, the ratings of
these applicants on the interviews showed what an Indian court
called a ‘‘disturbing’’ pattern of discrepancy from their ratings
on other criteria.∫π

In short, whatever the appeal of ‘‘nuanced’’ and non-
objective criteria, they lend themselves to being used as arbi-
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trary offsets to deficient qualifications by objective criteria. In
another case that reached the Indian courts, it was found that
many ‘‘students whose performance in the University examina-
tions was none too satisfactory nor their past records cred-
itable’’ nevertheless received ‘‘very high marks at the inter-
view’’ while ‘‘a large number of students who had secured very
high marks in the University examinations and who had per-
formed well in their earlier classes had secured low marks at the
interview.’’∫∫

Although the initial rationale for affirmative action or ‘‘pos-
itive discrimination’’ in India was to help the poorest and most
discriminated against groups, these preferences and quotas
rapidly spread to ‘‘other backward classes’’ and to many local
groups—such as those in Assam, Andhra Pradesh, and Maha-
rashtra—whose main problem was their own inadequacy and
their resentment of other groups who were more successful in
education and in the economy. Neither the scope nor the ra-
tionale for group preferences and quotas could be confined to
what they were initially.

Within the short run—which is to say, within the time hori-
zon of elected officials—the most politically expedient thing to
do is to continue to extend preferences to more groups and
more sectors of the society and the economy. That is in fact
what is being done. In the longer run, cultural changes within
the intended beneficiary groups would be necessary in order
for the poorest of them to actually utilize all the benefits theo-
retically available to them. Yet there is no political mileage to be
made by telling people to change themselves. Nor would it be
easy for untouchables and others to adjust to changed condi-
tions in ways that would promote their own advance or the
advance of their children.

Money for school supplies, transportation to schools that
are widely scattered, or living expenses for residential schools
or colleges, are not easy to come by for desperately poor people.
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Equally difficult to provide are cultural prerequisites—parental
literacy, books in the home, or just an appreciation of a need for
education great enough to overcome the competing need for
the fruits of the children’s labor in families living on the edge of
subsistence. Uneducated or less educated parents are also less
able to provide guidance to their children in their educational
choices. Moreover, the apathy born of hoplessness does not
evaporate immediately when a new world of opportunities and
prerequisites appears. Even a fervent advocate of the untouch-
ables, and of preferential policies for them, has urged untouch-
able students in medical and engineering schools to abandon
their ‘‘indifference.’’∫Ω

The cumulative effects of these disadvantages are stagger-
ing. Moreover, most of the ways of lightening the burden
are not politically expedient. In addition to telling disadvan-
taged groups unpalatable truths, statesmanlike political lead-
ers would have to tell taxpayers the equally unpalatable truth
that more money is needed to cover complementary costs that
the poorest simply cannot afford—and tell more fortunate in-
dividuals and groups that there is no excuse for them to absorb
benefits more urgently needed by others. Given the scope of
the political task, it can hardly be surprising that it has not been
performed.

Even for intellectuals on the sidelines and free of the need
to get re-elected, there are challenging tasks. The first chal-
lenge is to give up easy indulgence in moral melodrama and
look at the actual empirical consequences of affirmative action,
rather than its rationales or its vision. It is so much easier to
condemn a painful social reality than to determine what can be
done in an almost impossible situation to make matters incre-
mentally better without making other things worse. Dealing
seriously with such problems means giving up easy ‘‘feel-good’’
gestures like adding points to the scores of less fortunate appli-
cants for university admissions and subtracting points from the
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scores of the more fortunate—none of which changes the un-
derlying realities or the consequences that will ultimately fol-
low from those realities, including massive failures of students
in settings where they are overmatched.

Any serious concern for the success of socially disadvan-
taged students in higher education must begin years before
they reach universities. This means that even the most success-
ful efforts at giving them the educational foundation that they
need—and such success is not easy to come by—is unlikely to
show results at the university level until perhaps a decade later.
Yet how many politicians, activists, or intellectuals are prepared
to wait that long? And if the easier path of group preferences
and quotas is in place in the meantime, how much incentive
will there be for the disadvantaged students to subject them-
selves to the painful self-discipline and hard work required to
break old patterns of behavior and attitudes, in order to seize
opportunities far out on the horizon? India is not the only
country in which those given group preferences have shown
‘‘indifference’’ toward the hard task of preparing themselves to
meet the standards expected of others. Similar complacency
among those given group preferences has been observed in the
United States, South Africa, and Malaysia. Why should anyone
expect Indians to be different?

A small but encouraging sign has been an opinion survey
among untouchables who are scavengers in various villages.
While most see no better alternatives available for themselves, a
majority have aspirations for their children to become edu-
cated for better work.Ω≠ This longer run perspective among
downtrodden people is both encouraging in itself and puts to
shame the short-run expediency too often found among those
further up the social scale in politics and in academia. Pref-
erences and quotas can produce immediate increases in body
counts of people from particular groups, however tenuous
the position of such people may be—especially as university
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students who fail to finish. The make-believe equality of their
physical presence can be both a mockery and an obstacle to
real achievement.

How India will cope with its problems is a question with no
easy answer and one obviously to be dealt with by Indians. What
is clearer are the lessons that others can learn from India’s
experience with affirmative action. It has been said that those
who refuse to heed history will be forced to repeat it. Much of
the history of affirmative action in India has already begun to
be repeated in other countries.



chapter 3

A≈rmative Action in Malaysia

Malaysia is a country of about 23 million people and one
of the more prosperous countries in Southeast Asia.
The population of Malaysia is 50 percent Malay, 24

percent Chinese and 7 percent Indian.∞ In earlier times, the
Chinese minority was much larger—and at one time exceeded
in size the Malay population. As of 1948, the population of
colonial Malaya was 45 percent Chinese, 43 percent Malay and
10 percent Indian.≤ Much history lay behind those statistics, as
well as the very different statistics of today. The higher fertility
rate among the Malays than among the Chinese and Indian
minorities≥ suggests that a Malay majority is assured for the
future.

HISTORY

What is today called Malaysia is a combination of territories that
were ruled by the British for about a century and a half. During
most of that colonial era, which ended with independence in
1957, the central and most economically developed part of
these territories was the Malay peninsula, at the tip of which is
the island of Singapore, one of the leading ports in Asia. As the
colony known as Malaya evolved into the independent nation of
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Malaysia, it absorbed both Singapore and some territories on
the island of Borneo to the east, which these territories shared
with Indonesia. Most of the large island of Borneo belongs to
Indonesia, whose other great island—Java— flanks Malaysia on
the west.

While the two largest ethnic groups in Malaysia are the
Malays and the Chinese, there is also a small Indian minority—
mostly Tamils—and other indigenous peoples who, together
with the Malays, make up the bumiputeras or ‘‘sons of the soil,’’
for whom special provisions are made by the government. Al-
though Malays are just half of the population of Malaysia, all
the bumiputeras put together add up to 61 percent of the coun-
try’s population.∂ In times past, the country’s changing demog-
raphy had much to do with its changing political structure. The
first of these demographic changes began in the early nine-
teenth century, when immigrants began arriving from China.

British-ruled Malaya was just one of the countries in South-
east Asia to which vast numbers of immigrants from China
moved during the era of European imperialism.∑ These Chi-
nese immigrants were typically poor and illiterate, and so
started at the bottom, working in hard, dirty, and menial tasks
that the indigenous peoples of the region largely disdained. In
British-ruled Malaya, the Chinese provided much of the labor
of field hands working on rubber plantations, while people
from India predominated among the miners working in the
country’s tin mines, as Malaya became and remained for many
years the world’s leading producer of these two products.

The capital and management for these enterprises were
supplied by Westerners, while the labor was supplied by the
Chinese and Indians, leaving little role for the Malays in the
development of their own country’s modern sectors. However,
the Malays owned land and thus many were in a position to
spurn the lowly and arduous jobs filled by the poverty-stricken
Chinese and Indian immigrants. Where some Malays did work
alongside the Chinese on rubber plantations, their output per
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worker was less than half that of the Chinese.∏ As the inflow of
immigrants from China continued over the years and genera-
tions, the Chinese population of the Malay states rose from an
estimated 100,000 in 1881 to more than a million just 50 years
later.π By 1941, the Chinese out-numbered the Malays in Brit-
ish Malaya.∫

Although the Chinese began at the bottom economically,
their frugality enabled them to begin to move out of the ranks
of laborers by setting up small businesses, usually tiny retail
shops. While more than half of all the Chinese in Malaya in
1911 were laborers, either in agriculture or in the mines, just
twenty years later only 11 percent were still in those occupa-
tions.Ω Even as they rose economically, however, the Chinese
remained socially very separate and distinct from the indige-
nous Malays. The two groups spoke different languages, had
different religions, and had wholly different lifestyles. The fru-
gal Chinese lifestyle, for example, was very different from that
of the Malays, who were known for free spending and for go-
ing into debt for the sake of social celebrations.∞≠ Population
growth rates and infant mortality rates among the Chinese
were both roughly half of these rates among the bumiputeras.∞∞

Given the many cultural differences among the various groups
in Malaysia, it is not surprising that there have been very few
inter-racial neighborhoods or inter-racial marriages in colonial
Malaya or in the independent nation of Malaysia.

Over the years and generations, the Chinese built up busi-
nesses across Malaya, creating whole new industries in the pro-
cess. In addition to innumerable small retail establishments,
the Chinese also went into some larger ventures. For example,
by 1920 Chinese-owned mines produced nearly two-thirds of
the tin in Malaya, though Europeans later overtook them in tin
production.∞≤ Retail trade, however, continued to be domi-
nated by the Chinese, who eventually came to own 85 percent
of all retail outlets in the country.∞≥ Although the Chinese had
begun in Malaya much poorer than the Malays, their incomes
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rose over the years until they were earning more than double
the average income of the Malays. Most of the capital invested
in the country was owned by foreigners but, among the domes-
tically owned corporate equity, most was owned by the Chinese.

Malaysia exhibits on a national scale patterns already seen
in India’s states of Assam, Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, and
Karnataka—local people outperformed by outsiders, whether
in education, in the labor force, or in business and industry.
This situation produced the same explosive resentments found
in India and in other countries, and ended with similar de-
mands for preferential policies for those who could not meet
the competition of the outsiders.

The Malays already enjoyed some preferential treatment
under British colonial rule. Non-Malays faced strong restric-
tions against owning land in Malaya and the colonial govern-
ment provided free education for Malays, while leaving others
to educate their children however they could. Malays were also
preferred for jobs in the colonial bureaucracy. Despite prefer-
ential treatment for Malays, however, the Chinese continued to
outperform them. A higher percentage of Chinese children
than Malay children received an education, even though the
Chinese had to pay for their own private schooling.∞∂

Inter-ethnic tensions were among the major challenges fac-
ing the British colony of Malaya when it became the indepen-
dent Federation of Malaya in 1957. Later, after the addition of
Singapore and other territories, the Federation of Malaya be-
came the nation of Malaysia. The country’s constitution guar-
anteed the political supremacy of the indigenous Malays, both
directly and by weighting votes in rural areas, where the Malays
predominated, more heavily than votes in the cities, where the
Chinese were in the majority. The close similarity in population
sizes between the Chinese and the Malays at that point made
the Malays uneasy about maintaining that supremacy in the
future. The Chinese were already demanding equal treatment
for all citizens of Malaysia, while the Malays wanted to maintain
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and expand preferential treatment for themselves and other
indigenous people as bumiputeras or ‘‘sons of the soil.’’

This inter-ethnic strife was resolved by one of the most re-
markable political decisions: Singapore was expelled from Ma-
laysia in 1965—one of the few times in history when a country
has voluntarily divested itself of part of its own territory. Be-
cause Singapore had a heavily Chinese population, its expul-
sion left Malaysia with a comfortable Malay majority, which was
the whole point of the action. Now Malays held unchallenge-
able political control of Malaysia.

POLITICS AND PREFERENCES

Malaysia’s major political parties have been ethnic parties—
the United Malay Nationalist Organization (UMNO) being the
largest, with the Malayan Chinese Association and the Ma-
layan Indian Congress representing the two principal minority
groups. In other countries around the world, political parties
representing a single ethnic group each have been promoters
of polarization. In Malaysia, however, these three ethnic parties
formed a political coalition known as the Alliance Party, seek-
ing to mollify all segments of the society. The mutual accom-
modations growing out of coalition politics were challenged by
other ethnic parties, each demanding more for its own respec-
tive group. Yet none of these more militant ethnic parties has
succeeded in displacing the ruling coalition parties, which
have held power in Malaysia from the moment of its indepen-
dence onward, and the country’s prime ministers have all been
ethnically Malay.

Government policies steered a middle course between
equal rights for all—both politically and constitutionally un-
attainable in Malaysia—and extreme demands for an Islamic
state and suppression of Chinese economic activities. The initial
compromise included a continuation and expansion of pref-
erences for the Malays in government, with various symbolic
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recognitions of Malay supremacy, and a raising of taxes largely
from Chinese and foreign businesses, to be spent largely to
benefit Malays.∞∑ Meanwhile, there was a more or less free hand
for the Chinese, the Indians and others in the economy, and
admission to university education was by performance stan-
dards that were the same for all. With admission to the Uni-
versity of Malaysia being determined solely on the basis of
examination results, Malays gained only 20 percent of the
places and most of the non-Malay students were Chinese.∞∏ In
the Malaysian air force, more than half the officers were Chi-
nese in 1969.∞π

Another feature of the Malaysian political landscape has
been draconian emergency powers of the government, partly a
holdover from colonial days, when the British had been fight-
ing a Communist guerilla movement. Now these laws could
be—and were—invoked whenever the government wished to
suppress any public questioning of the country’s racial policies.
This severe limit on free speech was also a severe limit on the
kind of racial demagoguery that has torn other multi-ethnic
countries apart.

The continued and highly visible inferior position of Malays
outside the political realm was galling to the pride and aspira-
tions of the Malays, providing political fuel to those who wished
to attack the compromises of the ruling UMNO-led coalition.
However, when the coalition won a close victory in the elec-
tions of 1969, some jubilant Chinese began celebrating in the
streets—setting off riots by angry Malays that changed the
whole future direction of the country.

Malay mobs attacked Chinese and killed hundreds of them,
with thousands more being made homeless.∞∫ In order to fur-
ther mollify the Malays and spare the country more bloodshed,
the government launched a sweeping set of programs called the
New Economic Policy, designed to achieve what it called ‘‘racial
balance.’’ In the words of an official government publication:
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If racial balance in the employment field is to be achieved such
that the proportion of the various races in employment in the
major sectors of the economy reflects the racial composition of
the labour force, all racial groups benefit fully from full employ-
ment and existing differentials in per capita income between the
various races are narrowed, then intersectorial movements of la-
bour, as well as movements to higher productivity activities within
sectors, of a sizeable order will be necessary.∞Ω

Under the New Economic Policy, the preferences which
already existed in government employment were extended to
employment in the private sector, including foreign firms oper-
ating in Malaysia. In addition, the New Economic Policy set as a
goal the transfer of 30 percent of all corporate stock in Malay-
sia to Malays—either individually or to the government acting
in the name of the Malay population. As of the time this goal
was set, Malays owned less than 2 percent of the country’s cor-
porate equity.≤≠ They did not reach the goal of 30 percent
ownership by the target date of 1990, but they did reach 21
percent by 1995.≤∞ However, the composition of those who ben-
efitted was biased toward elites whose political support was im-
portant to the ruling coalition:

Malay businesspeople, virtually all of whom had UMNO connec-
tions, were given preference in obtaining licenses, credit, and
government contracts. As part of the strategy to increase Malay
participation in the modern economy, the government forced
established Chinese and foreign enterprises to restructure in
such a way that at least 30 percent of their shares would be owned
by Malays—either government agencies acting ‘‘on behalf of’’ the
Malay community or private Malay businesspeople. Enterprises
that failed to restructure found it increasingly difficult to re-
new necessary licenses or obtain contracts with the expanding
state sector. The normal way for large companies to restructure
was through the issue of new shares that were made available to
Malay purchasers at below par prices.≤≤
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Government loan programs were also established to offer
credit preferentially to Malays. Educational preferences for
Malays were also greatly expanded. The New Economic Policy
provided numerous opportunities for dispensing patronage to
officials and supporters of the ruling coalition parties, espe-
cially the dominant United Malays National Organization. For
example, UMNO politicians have often had their own business
enterprises, which receive preferential treatment from the gov-
ernment. A World Bank report on the issuance of housing li-
censes in Malaysia called it ‘‘an easy route to instant wealth’’ for
politicians.≤≥

While members of parliament and state assemblies had spe-
cial opportunities to profit from the New Economic Policy, ben-
efits were also passed down to lower level officials of govern-
ment and of the ruling parties, as well as to their supporters.
Preferential access to taxi or trucking licenses for Malays be-
came, in practice, preferential access to those Malays who were
members of UMNO or relatives or protégés of UMNO officials.
Moreover, people who spoke out in opposition to the ruling
coalition could find government benefits denied or discon-
tinued for themselves or their localities.≤∂

Loans to give Malays preferential access to credit to start
businesses often became in practice gifts because of a wide-
spread feeling that these ‘‘loans do not have to be repaid.’’ This
was especially so when ‘‘the debtors, drawn largely from the
ranks of the local, ruling party stalwarts, are well-nigh untouch-
able.’’≤∑ Similarly with the State Economic Development Cor-
porations. Of the 314 companies set up by the SEDCs, less than
a third made a profit in 1982, while 125 operated at a loss and
86 did not even bother to file reports.≤∏ In short, Malaysia’s
preferential policies, like those in other countries, tended to
benefit primarily those who were already well off and well con-
nected. Even Chinese developers with connections to Malay
politicians benefitted from government housing programs.≤π
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The country’s program to eradicate poverty likewise tended
‘‘to benefit the relatively better off in rural areas.’’≤∫

Although preferential hiring of Malays for government jobs
had existed since colonial times, Malay predominance in ad-
ministrative and non-professional occupations did not extend
to the scientific, professional, and technical branches of gov-
ernment, where the Chinese and the Indians continued to
dominate for some time, even after independence.≤Ω This pre-
dominance of the Chinese in the private economy and in
those government functions requiring higher levels of scien-
tific, technical, or professional skills was too overwhelming to
go unnoticed. Malaysia was not a poor country like India. The
Malays’ problem was not hunger or grinding poverty, but was
rather the fact that they were clearly outshone by others. The
New Economic Policy was designed to remedy these embarrass-
ing ethnic imbalances in educational insitutions and in the
economy.

Like so many other preferential programs, the New Eco-
nomic Policy was initially designed to be temporary. It was set to
expire in 20 years but, like those in India and Pakistan, has
continued on long past the projected cut-off date. In a formal
sense, the New Economic Policy ended in 1990 as planned, but
was replaced by the National Development Policy, which con-
tinued many of the same policies under the new name. When
in the year 2000 a Chinese political group suggested that pref-
erences and quotas actually end, angry responses from the
Malay public and the Malaysian government caused the sugges-
tion to be withdrawn.

EDUCATIONAL DIFFERENCES AND CHANGES

Educationally, the Malays lagged behind the Chinese, not only
quantitatively but also qualitatively. At the university level, Ma-
lay students enrolled in the least demanding courses, while
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there were few with the qualifications to specialize in subjects
requiring mathematical or scientific knowledge.≥≠ As of aca-
demic year 1962–63, for example, Malay students at the Uni-
versity of Malaya were outnumbered by Chinese students in the
faculties of agriculture, arts, engineering, and science. In the
latter two faculties, Malays were outnumbered even by students
from the small Indian minority.≥∞ In mathematical, scientific,
and technological specialties, the disparities between the Chi-
nese and the Malays were particularly extreme. In the 1960s,
Chinese students received 1,488 Bachelor of Science degrees,
while Malay students received just 69. In engineering, Chinese
students received 408 Bachelor’s degrees, while Malay students
received just four.≥≤

Although the government assured ‘‘other Malaysians’’ that
the New Economic Policy to advance the indigenous bumipu-

teras would not adversely affect the minorities,≥≥ the changes
had a particularly adverse effect in education. Among the
changes in the rules was the imposition of the Malay language
as the medium of instruction in schools and colleges, and the
ending of admissions to the country’s universities on the basis
of individual performance. Both changes had devastating im-
pacts on the Chinese and Indian younger generations.

Under the new admissions policy, the number of Chinese
students attending the University of Malaysia declined abso-
lutely between 1970 and 1980,≥∂ despite an increase in the
total number of university students during that decade.≥∑ The
total number of degrees received by students of Chinese ances-
try in the country’s institutions of higher education declined
during the decade of the 1970s,≥∏ even though the total num-
ber of degree recipients in Malaysia more than doubled.≥π

The conversion of English-language public schools into
Malay-language schools began in 1970 with the first grade of
primary school. Each year another grade was converted until
the process was completed in 1982. The Chinese and Indians,
long used to being educated in English and seldom being flu-
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ent in Malay, found it more difficult to attend the government-
provided schools and to master materials taught in a different
language. While 72 percent of Malay students with six years of
education passed a composition test in the Malay language in
1991, only 33 percent of the Chinese students and 19 percent
of the Indian students passed. In mathematics, 87 percent of
the Malay students passed, while only 57 percent of the Chi-
nese students and 50 percent of the Indian students passed.≥∫

In view of the prior record of achievements in education, by the
Chinese especially, clearly these new results reflected problems
created by the new language policy, rather than academic defi-
ciencies in the students.

With Chinese and Indian students having a harder time
getting into Malaysia’s universities, many began to look to
other countries as places for higher education. By 1980, tens of
thousands of students from Malaysia had left the country to
study at the university level. Three-fifths of these students were
Chinese.≥Ω A majority of all Indian students seeking higher edu-
cation also left Malaysia.∂≠ Even at the secondary school level,
more than 10,000 students left Malaysia to study in adjoining
Singapore,∂∞ where teaching was still done in the English lan-
guage. Some of those who studied abroad stayed abroad.∂≤

A partial reversal in language policy occurred in 1993,
when the prime minister of Malaysia announced that instruc-
tion in English at the university level would be permitted in the
fields of science, technology, and medicine∂≥—fields where ap-
parently it was difficult to get enough Malays to replace the
Chinese and the Indians, and where there was a shortage of
highly skilled personnel.∂∂ In August 2001, the government
announced that university admission would again be based on
individual performance.∂∑ However, this so-called ‘‘merit’’ sys-
tem established two different ways of gaining university admis-
sions, the easier method being open only to Malay students.
The net result was that the Malay share of university admissions
rose from what it had been under the racial quota system.
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ECONOMIC DIFFERENCES AND CHANGES

Expanded preferences for the bumiputeras or ‘‘sons of the soil’’
took place during a period of rapid expansion in the Malaysian
economy. Over the period from 1971 to 1990, Malaysia’s an-
nual rate of economic growth averaged 6.7 percent—which
then escalated to 8.7 percent over the next five years. During
that whole period, real per capita income in Malaysia more
than tripled.∂∏ The official poverty rate declined from 52 per-
cent in 1970 to 17 percent by 1990 and fell under 10 percent
by 1995.∂π In short, Malaysia’s growing ‘‘sons of the soil’’ prefer-
ences took effect during an unusually favorable economic cli-
mate. This permitted the indigenous Malays to have both an
absolute and a relative rise economically, without requiring the
Chinese to suffer an absolute decline in the economy, as they
did in educational institutions.

Before the New Economic Policy went into effect in 1971,
Malay income was a little less than half of Chinese income.
Twenty eight years later, there were apparently modest changes
in relative incomes. However, official statistics have used chang-
ing definitions over the years, making comparisons inexact.
The statistics are suggestive, rather than definitive, in part be-
cause the earlier data are for Malays and Chinese in ‘‘peninsu-
lar Malaysia’’ and later data compare ‘‘bumiputeras’’—which
include some indigenous non-Malays—and cover the whole
of Malaysia, including communities on the island of Borneo.
Mean income is compared, rather than median income, simply
because data for the latter are unavailable from the later five-
year plans. However, the relative ratios showed little or no dif-
ferences between mean and median percentages during the
years when both were available. In any event, see Table 1.

What the data suggest is that changes in the relative in-
comes of the Chinese and the Malays after the New Economic
Policy was instituted have not been dramatic. Malay income as
a percentage of Chinese income increased by 3 percentage
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TABLE 1: MEAN MONTHLY INCOME OF MALAYS
AND CHINESE

YEAR MALAY CHINESE PERCENTAGE

∞Ωπ≠ ∞π≤ dollars ≥Ω∂ dollars ∂∂ percent

∞Ωπ≥ ≤≠Ω dollars ∂∏∞ dollars ∂∑ percent

∞Ωπ∏ ≤≥π dollars ∑∂≠ dollars ∂∂ percent

∞ΩπΩ ≥≠Ω dollars ∏∑Ω dollars ∂π percent

points during the decade of the 1970s and bumiputera income
increased by 5 percentage points in the later era with a dif-
ferent base year. However, this is not to say that the total in-
crease was 8 percentage points. In the one overlapping year—
1979—there was a five-point difference between the percent-
ages in Table 1 and those in Table 2, so the data in the two
tables cannot be added because they are not comparable for
the same year.

TABLE 2: MEAN MONTHLY INCOME OF BUMIPUTERAS
AND CHINESE

YEAR BUMIPUTERA CHINESE PERCENTAGE

∞ΩπΩ ≤Ω∏ dollars ∑∏∑ dollars ∑≤ percent

∞Ω∫∂ ≥∫∂ dollars ∏π∫ dollars ∑π percent

∞ΩΩ≠ Ω∂≠ ringgit ∞,∏≥∞ ringgit ∑∫ percent

∞ΩΩ∑ ∞,∏≠≠ ringgit ≤,∫Ω∑ ringgit ∑∑ percent

∞ΩΩπ ≤,≠≥∫ ringgit ≥,π≥∫ ringgit ∑∑ percent

∞ΩΩΩ ∞,Ω∫∂ ringgit ≥,∂∑∏ ringgit ∑π percent

Sources: Fourth Malaysia Plan: 1981–1985 (Kuala Lumpur: National Printing De-
partment, 1981), p. 56; Fifth Malaysia Plan: 1986–1990 (Kuala Lumpur: National
Printing Department, 1986), p. 99; Buku Tahunan Peranqkaan: Yearbook of Statistics,

Malaysia 2001 (Department of Statistics, 2001), p. 226.
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There were a number of other factors at work, besides
group preferences, during this era, which might have influ-
enced whatever income changes took place. Between 1970 and
1995, the Malaysian economy evolved from being one where a
majority of people worked in agriculture and forestry to one in
which fewer than one fifth did.∂∫ Since the Chinese were al-
ready predominantly urban at the beginning of the period, this
meant that it was the Malays whose rural-urban mix was chang-
ing dramatically. This in turn affected the relative incomes of
the two groups, since urban incomes have consistently been
substantially higher than rural incomes in Malaysia, as in other
countries. Therefore, a mere shift of population from the
countrysides to the towns would itself raise the Malay income as
a percentage of Chinese income nationally, whether or not
there were affirmative action policies and whether or not those
policies had much impact on the average Malay.

The emigration of Chinese professionals and Chinese capi-
tal from Malaysia in the wake of the New Economic Policy is
another factor, of unknown magnitude in its effects on the
relative incomes of the Chinese and the Malays. Between 1976
and 1985, an estimated $12 billion worth of capital left Malay-
sia, more than half owned by the Chinese.∂Ω If the Chinese who
emigrated from Malaysia were more prosperous than those
who remained, as seems quite possible, then that would also
affect the relative income of the two groups, as an indirect
effect of group preferences.

Separating out the effect of preferences and quotas is com-
plicated in Malaysia, as in other countries, by the fact that a
dramatic increase in education among the preferred group
preceded these policies. The number of children attending the
government’s secondary schools increased by 73 percent in the
five years before 1970—that is, before the New Economic Pol-
icy escalated Malay preferences. That number jumped another
86 percent during the decade of the 1970s and by another 56
percent during the 1980s.∑≠ The expansion of enrollments in
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higher education during these years further complicates any
attempt to assess how much of the income changes were due to
‘‘sons of the soil’’ preferences, as such. Certainly policy changes
did not take place in an unchanging environment.

In Malaysia, as in other countries, the principal beneficia-
ries of preferences and quotas were those who were already
more fortunate. An early empirical study of the effects of the
New Economic Policy concluded that ‘‘at most 5 percent’’ of
the Malays benefited from such policies.∑∞ Within the Malay
population, the income share of the top 10 percent rose signifi-
cantly.∑≤ Dr. Mahathir bin Mohamad, a Malay political leader
later destined to become prime minister, recognized the fact
that it was the elite, rather than the masses, who benefitted
from group preferences for the bumiputeras and bluntly admit-
ted it, as well as seeking to justify it:

These few Malays, for they are still only very few, have waxed rich
not because of themselves but because of the policy of a govern-
ment supported by a huge majority of poor Malays. It would seem
that the efforts of the poor Malays have gone to enrich a select few
of their own people. The poor Malays themselves have not gained
one iota. But if these few Malays are not enriched the poor Malays
will not gain either. It is the Chinese who will continue to live in
huge houses and regard the Malays as only fit to drive their cars.
With the existence of the few rich Malays at least the poor can say
their fate is not entirely to serve rich non-Malays. From the point
of view of racial ego, and this ego is still strong, the unseemly
existence of Malay tycoons is essential.∑≥

With the passing decades, Malays began to move into areas
where they had been greatly under-represented before. Be-
cause of the country’s rising prosperity, combined with its shift
from an agricultural to a commercial and industrial economy,
the demand for more skilled and educated people opened
more opportunities for the Malays, without reducing the
absolute numbers of Chinese in the same professions. For ex-
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ample, Malays were only 4 percent of all engineers in Malaysia
in 1970, before the New Economic Policy went into effect, but
this rose to 24 percent a decade later and then to 35 percent of
the engineers in Malaysia by 1990. Yet, even at this latter date,
the Chinese were 58 percent of the engineers. Five years later,
Malays were 38 percent of the engineers and the Chinese 55
percent—and yet both groups now contained more engineers
in absolute numbers, with their combined totals of engineers
having risen nearly 50 percent in the years between 1990 and
1995. It was much the same story in the medical profession.
Malays were just 4 percent of the doctors in Malaysia in 1970
but, by 1995, Malays rose to become 28 percent of the doc-
tors—and again, there were both more Malay doctors and
more Chinese doctors in 1995.∑∂ In the year 2000, the distribu-
tion of the principal ethnic groups in various professional oc-
cupations was as follows:

TABLE 3: PROFESSIONAL OCCUPATIONS, 2000

BUMIPUTERA CHINESE INDIANS

architects ∞,≤∑∫ ∞,∏ππ ∂∫

accountants ≤,∏π≥ ∞∞,Ω∂∂ ∫∫≥

engineers ∞∑,≥≥∂ ∞∫,∂∞∏ ∞,∫∏∂

doctors ∂,∑Ω≤ ≥,∫≤π ≥,∏∫Ω

lawyers ≥,∞∞∫ ≥,∫∏∞ ≤,∑∫∫

Source: Buku Tahunan Perangkaan: Yearbook of Statistics, Malaysia 2001 (Department
of Statistics, 2001), p. 215.

Although the goal of increasing the share of corporate capi-
tal owned by the Malays was not reached by 1990, as originally
planned, a considerable change in the shares owned by dif-
ferent ethnic groups was visible. The Malay share rose from 2
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percent in 1969 to 19 percent by 1990. This included about 5
percent owned by the government in the name of the bumipu-

teras. At the same time, the Chinese owned 46 percent of the
corporate capital—a little more than that owned by Malays and
foreigners combined. By 1995, however, the Chinese share had
fallen to 41 percent while the Malay share rose to 21 percent,
with the foreign share at 28 percent. Nevertheless, all of them
had more capital, in absolute amounts, as the corporate capital
in Malaysia grew by 11 percent per year.∑∑

In short, a rapidly growing Malaysian economy, especially in
its modern and industrial sectors, has allowed the Malays to
advance economically, both absolutely and relative to the Chi-
nese, without the Chinese having to suffer absolute declines in
income or occupation or ownership of capital. Only in govern-
mental institutions did the Chinese suffer absolute declines as a
result of preferential policies for the Malays. This was in keep-
ing with patterns found elsewhere around the world, where
preferential policies have had their strongest effects within gov-
ernment and in government-controlled institutions.

A 1971 survey showed that most Malay doctors, lawyers,
engineers, and other such professionals were employed by the
government, while most Chinese in the same professions were
employed in the private sector.∑∏ Moreover, within government,
Malay advancement took place at the expense of the Chinese.
Between 1969 and 1973, 98 percent of the new government
employees were Malays. Including the armed forces makes that
99 percent.∑π While the total number of people in Malaysia’s
police force and the military expanded substantially between
1969–70 and 1974–80, the number of non-Malays in both or-
ganizations declined absolutely.∑∫ Similarly, in the government-
controlled universities, as already noted, the number of Chi-
nese students declined absolutely between 1970 and 1980,∑Ω

even as the total number of students there was increasing.∏≠
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SINGAPORE

Although Singapore is an independent city-state, its experi-
ence is relevant to that of Malaysia, not only because it was
once part of Malaysia back in the early 1960s, but also because
the same two principal racial ethnic groups—Malays and Chi-
nese—comprise the great majority of its population. As of
1995, 77 percent of the people in Singapore were Chinese, 14
percent Malay and 7 percent Indian.∏∞ Singapore is one of the
principal ports in its part of the world, handling nearly one-
fourth of Malaysia’s exports, in addition to its own exports.
Singapore is also one of the most prosperous countries in Asia,
with a per capita gross domestic product more than five times
that of Malaysia.

Unlike Malaysia, Singapore does not have preferential pol-
icies, and in fact tries to promote a generic Singaporean iden-
tity for members of all groups. All children in Singapore are
taught English, which is the principal language of government
and business there, though most Singaporeans do not speak
English in their homes,∏≤ but instead speak Chinese, Malay,
or Tamil. Here, as in Malaysia, the Malays have been outper-
formed by the Chinese in both the schools and the economy.
Nor has this been demonstrably changed by the Singapore
government’s policy of scattering Malay families among Chi-
nese families in housing developments. However, some Malays
express a preference for Chinese neighbors ‘‘because they con-
sider that the Chinese will not intrude or interfere in their
personal or family lives.’’ Some Malay parents and children
‘‘choose schools where there are more Chinese and few Malays,
in the hope that the student will learn good study habits from
the Chinese while also avoiding Malay company.’’∏≥ Chinese as
well as Malay parents recognize such differences. As one study
found:

Some parents note with pride that their children have mostly
Chinese friends, because they mix with fellow Chinese students at
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school and avoid Malay company in the neighborhood. In the
process of attempting to gain social mobility through education,
it is not only non-studious children who must be avoided but
Malay children in general, since non-studiousness is a trait taken
by Malays (as well as non-Malays) to characterize Malays as an
ethnic group.∏∂

While it is fashionable in some quarters to dismiss such
views of groups as ‘‘stereotypes,’’ the people who hold these
views are in daily contact with the groups in question, while
those who dismiss their beliefs are often far removed from the
scene. Moreover, the same view is shared by both ethnic groups
in this case.

Although Singapore and Malaysia follow entirely different
policies as regards ethnic groups, both have for many years
avoided intergroup outbreaks of violence of the sort plaguing
India and other countries. The common factor behind relative
peace between the Chinese and the Malays in the two places
cannot be affirmative action because Singapore does not have
affirmative action. What both governments do have are very
severe repressions of free speech, preventing individuals from
following careers as racial agitators or fomenters of intergroup
strife. Both countries have also had long periods of economic
prosperity.

A minor flap erupted in 2001 when Singapore’s prime min-
ister pointed out that Malays in Singapore are economically
better off than Malays in Malaysia. More Singaporean Malays
have an upper secondary or higher education than do Malays
in Malaysia. Accordingly, a higher percentage of the Malays in
Singapore have administrative or professional jobs.∏∑ Clearly,
Malays have done better as a minority without affirmative ac-
tion in Singapore than as a majority with preferences and
quotas in Malaysia.
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SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

Affirmative action in Malaysia has produced results similar to
those in India and other countries with preferential policies, in
some respects, but very different results in other respects. Just
as the actual beneficiaries of preferences and quotas for un-
touchables in India have been estimated to be no more than 6
percent of the designated beneficiary group, so in Malaysia no
more than 5 percent of the Malays have been estimated to have
actually benefitted from such programs. In both countries,
those people who were initially more fortunate were the most
benefitted. In both countries—and in others—the supposedly
temporary preferences have been extended past the point pro-
jected for their termination. Similarly, the ‘‘indifference’’ noted
among untouchable students admitted preferentially to higher
education in India has been also been observed in Malaysia:
‘‘Malay students, who sense that their future is assured, feel less
pressure to perform.’’∏∏ Even Malaysia’s own long-time Prime
Minister, Mahatir bin Mohamad, one of the advocates and ar-
chitects of the country’s affirmative action policies, said in Au-
gust 2002:

Getting scholarships and places in the universities at home and
abroad is considered a matter of right and is not valued any more.
Indeed, those who get these educational opportunities, for some
unknown reason, seem to dislike the very people who created
these opportunities.

Worse still, they don’t seem to appreciate the opportunities
that they get. They become more interested in other things, poli-
tics in particular, to the detriment of their studies.

In business, the vast majority regarded the opportunities
given them as something to be exploited for the quickest return.

Very early on, they sold off their opportunities in order to
become sleeping partners in an arrangement known cynically as
‘Ali Baba,’ in which Ali merely obtains the licenses, permits,
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shares or contracts, and immediately sells these to non-Malays,
mainly Chinese.

They learn nothing about business and become even less
capable of doing business and earning an income from their
activities.∏π

Dr. Mahathir declared: ‘‘I feel disappointed because I
achieved too little of my principal task of making my race a
successful race, a race that is respected.’’∏∫

In other respects, Malaysia has had one of the most success-
ful programs of affirmative action in the world, where success is
defined solely in terms of the relative advancement of the des-
ignated beneficiary group and avoidance of the kind of wide-
spread violence found in India and elsewhere. But Malaysia has
paid the price in other ways.

Draconian sedition laws stifle public criticisms of the prefer-
ential policies and of racial policies in general. Educational
standards declined in the country’s universities after student
admissions and faculty hiring were no longer based on individ-
ual performances, but on group membership. Shortages of
highly trained people in highly technical fields have devel-
oped, as members of those groups who previously excelled in
these fields have been systematically kept out of the universi-
ties and have often left the country for their education and
not returned. However, like some other countries promoting
group preferences and quotas, Malaysia did so in the name of
‘‘national unity,’’∏Ω however little unity it actually produced or
however such disaffection it created.

While the degree of success of affirmative action in Malay-
sia compares favorably with that of similar programs in other
countries today, it is not historically unique. Similar success, in
terms of benefitting one group at all costs, was achieved by
apartheid in South Africa and by the racial laws in Germany
under the Nazis. What has yet to be achieved is similar ‘‘suc-
cess’’ in democratic nations with freedom of speech. Moreover,
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even in Malaysia, the benefits of preferential policies have gone
disproportionately to those who were already more fortunate.
Nor is it clear, after more than 30 years of such policies, that
even the fortunate Malay beneficiaries have reached the point
where they are able to compete on equal terms with members
of the Chinese or Indian minorities.

Prime Minister Mahathir, who had declared in 1966 that
Malays must become prepared to compete with other groups
on equal terms,π≠ declared in August 2000: ‘‘There are some
who think that they can progress on their own. They are mis-
taken. Without the government’s help, those who think they
are strong will fall flat.’’ Moreover, he was keenly aware of the
explosive dangers of allowing racial agitators to stir up the
country’s various groups against one another, creating a ‘‘con-
flagration’’ that would ‘‘engulf us all.’’π∞ The history of many
multi-ethnic societies around the world makes this no idle para-
noia—especially where one group’s achievements have greatly
outstripped another’s, as in Fiji, Sri Lanka, India, Rwanda and
much of pre–World War II Central and Eastern Europe, where
envy and resentment of Jews was stirred up to a fever pitch that
culminated in widespread cooperation with the Holocaust, run
by the Nazis but with a chilling amount of cooperation from
others in Eastern Europe.

If there is any lesson from the history of affirmative ac-
tion in Malaysia, it is that extraordinary economic prosperity
and growth, combined with extraordinary repression of free
speech, can make preferential programs politically viable and
repress mass intergroup violence. But to say that the country as
a whole is better off with affirmative action would be to ignore
many counterproductive consequences. The fact that the ad-
joining city-state of Singapore, which has no affirmative action
program, has likewise had extraordinary prosperity and ex-
traordinary repression of free speech—as well as being ruled by
one political party, in power since its independence, decades
ago—suggests some of the other factors responsible for racial
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peace between the Malays and the Chinese. Neither country’s
experience can serve as a guide to racial peace in countries
where free speech and other democratic rights prevail.

Malaysia’s experience is very relevant, however, to a wide-
spread belief in some countries that ethnic imbalances can only
be a result of discrimination against the under-represented
group—and that any suggestion that this is due to a failure of
the group itself to achieve the same qualifications as others is
‘‘blaming the victim,’’ if not racism. No one in Malaysia has
been in any position to discriminate against the Malays or to
victimize them otherwise. When admission to the University of
Malaysia was based on individual performance, this university
was run by Malays and was responsible to a government that was
also run by Malays. Yet Chinese students predominated in many
areas of the university and even the small Indian minority sup-
plied more students than the Malay majority in some fields.
There were simply not enough qualified Malays.

Even after the imposition of ‘‘some of the soil’’ preferences
for their benefit, there were still not enough qualified Malays in
scientific, medical, and technical fields to satisfy the Malaysian
government, dominated by Malays, leading to a reversal in lan-
guage policy in 1993. A reversion to an admissions policy based
on individual achievement in 2001 further strengthens the
conclusion that even a government dominated by Malays found
the qualifications of Malay students inadequate. The fact that
some groups are less qualified than others cannot be arbitrarily
dismissed as a mere ‘‘stereotype’’ or ‘‘perception’’ by outsiders.
Nor are performance differences limited to academic perfor-
mances. According to The Straits Times, published in Singapore,
in January 2002 Malaysia’s Prime Minister Mahathir ‘‘lamented
the fact that bumiputeras are not serious in completing govern-
ment projects because they tend to sell them to second, third,
and fourth parties. According to the prime minister, nearly 85
percent of the projects have not been completed.’’π≤



chapter 4

A≈rmative Action in Sri Lanka

The island nation of Sri Lanka, located about 20 miles off
the southeast coast of India, stretches 270 miles from
north to south and 140 miles from east to west. It has a

population of 19 million. Roughly three-quarters of its people
are Sinhalese and the principal minority, the Tamils, are less
than one-sixth of the population. Since the middle of the twen-
tieth century, Sri Lanka has undergone one of the most re-
markable—and catastrophic—changes in the relationship be-
tween its majority and minority populations.

Formerly the British colony of Ceylon, Sri Lanka achieved
independence in 1948 with a promising future being antici-
pated by its own people and by outside observers alike. There
was a basis for such optimism. Although the Sinhalese and the
Tamils differed in ethnicity, language and religion—and sel-
dom intermarried—there was much evidence of goodwill
across the social lines that divided them. The elites of both
groups were Westernized, English-speaking, and cosmopoli-
tan, and were used to working together in the British civil ser-
vice and in private British businesses. Both elites tended to live
in Westernized enclaves together, and apart from the more
traditional masses of their respective groups. Moreover, the
country’s political leaders were committed to a secular, demo-
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cratic state, recognizing the rights of all its citizens, regardless
of their ethnicity or religion. This live-and-let-live pattern was
not confined to the elites or to politics. Whatever the historic
clashes of Sinhalese and Tamils in centuries past, there had
never been a race riot between them during the first half of the
twentieth century.∞

Other groups in the population of the country included
Moslems and Christians. Relations among the various ethnic
and religious groups in Sri Lanka were described by an Ameri-
can scholar as ‘‘cordial, unmarred by the sort of friction that
exists between Hindus and Moslems in India.’’ It was not un-
usual for Buddhists to appear at Hindu festivals or Christmas
celebrations, for example. As a Sri Lankan scholar described
the situation:

In striking contrast to other parts of South Asia (including
Burma), Sri Lanka in 1948 was an oasis of stability, peace and
order. The transfer of power was smooth and peaceful, a reflec-
tion of the moderate tone of the dominant strand in the country’s
nationalist movement. More important, one saw very little of the
divisions and bitterness which were tearing at the recent inde-
pendence of the South Asian countries. In general, the situation
seemed to provide an impressive basis for a solid start in nation-
building and national regeneration.≤

Yet this all changed radically within a decade after indepen-
dence, as a result of politicizing intergroup differences and
instituting preferential policies. The basis for such policies was
the familiar fact that different groups were not proportionally
represented in the universities or the professions or in busi-
nesses. More specifically, the Tamil minority was more favor-
ably situated in all these respects than the Sinhalese majority.
As with other such differences in other countries, the reasons
go back into history.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

A succession of European conquerors arrived in Ceylon over
the centuries—first the Portuguese (1597–1658), then the
Dutch (1658–1796), and finally the British (1796–1948). The
first two invaders conquered the coastal regions of the island,
but the British eventually conquered all of it, though not all at
one time. One lasting consequence of this history was that dif-
ferent regions of the country experienced Westernization of
different kinds for differing periods of time and therefore dif-
fered among themselves culturally. Such differences existed
within the Sinhalese and Tamil populations, as well as between
them.

The Tamils were concentrated in the geographically less
promising and less prosperous northern part of the island, with
a dry climate and a lack of natural resources, while the Sinhalese
lived where there was more fertile soil and more ample rainfall.
When the various conquerors established Christian missionary
schools, the Tamils more readily seized upon education as a way
out of their geographically disadvantaged circumstances. Dur-
ing the era of British rule, Americans also established a mis-
sionary school that eventually became Jaffna College, located in
the northern region, where Tamils were concentrated. Ameri-
can educators put more emphasis on mathematics and science
than did the British schools, where a more literary education
was offered. This meant that the Tamils were particularly well
trained in subjects that would permit them to enter the sci-
ences, engineering, and the medical field in the years ahead.

Historic head starts had enduring consequences in Ceylon,
as in other parts of the world. Nor were Tamils the only group
to benefit from Western education. The much earlier Dutch
colonial rule had left as part of its legacy a racially mixed Cey-
lonese group known as ‘‘Burghers’’ (many being part-Dutch),
whose earlier assimilation to Western culture enabled them to
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prosper in later colonial regimes, including that of the British,
where they served in the colonial civil service. As of 1870,
these Eurasian Burghers constituted the great majority of phy-
sicians and surgeons employed by the colonial government,
even though Burghers were less than one percent of Ceylon’s
population.≥ Although descended from the Dutch and the Cey-
lonese, most Burghers spoke English after the imposition of
British rule, since English facilitated employment by the British
authorities. As late as 1911, less than ten percent of the Sin-
halese or Tamils spoke English, compared to more than three-
quarters of the Burghers.

Geography has complicated the cultural differences within
both the Sinhalese and the Tamil groups. As has often hap-
pened in other parts of the world, the highlands resisted the
invaders longer than the lowlands. It was not until 1815 that
the British conquered the Kandyan highlands in the south of
Ceylon. What this meant culturally was that the lowland Sin-
halese began to be Westernized before the Kandyan Sinhalese.
After the British conquest of the Kandyan highlands, they be-
gan to import Tamils from India to work on British-owned plan-
tations there. This meant that there were now two culturally
different groups of Tamils in Ceylon as well, often referred to as
the ‘‘Ceylon Tamils’’ and the ‘‘Indian Tamils.’’ Separated geo-
graphically as well as culturally, these two Tamil groups had
little interaction with or impact on one another. The ‘‘Indian
Tamils’’—still called that a hundred years after their settlement
in Ceylon—were the poorest, most isolated and uneducated
portion of the country’s population and were generally of
lower caste than the Ceylon Tamils.

Against this historical background, it is hardly surprising
that there remained in the twentieth century great differences
in the relative representation of the various groups and sub-
groups at the university level or in business and the professions.
With the passing years and the spread of education among the
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Ceylon Tamils and the Sinhalese, the tiny minority of Bur-
ghers was overtaken in government employment by these much
larger groups. Moreover, among all these various groups, the
timing and degree of their Westernization, education, and abil-
ity to speak English in colonial times was reflected in their
educational and employment patterns for generations, extend-
ing well into the post-colonial era of Sri Lanka.

As of 1921, half the lawyers in Ceylon were Sinhalese, the
lowlanders being 46 percent and the highlanders 4 percent,
even though the highlanders were about half as numerous as
the lowland Sinhalese. Ceylon Tamils, who were only about half
as numerous as the highland Sinhalese, nevertheless provided
28 percent of the lawyers, despite being only 12 percent of the
total population at that time.∂ But there were no Indian Tamil
lawyers at all, even though Indian Tamils at that point outnum-
bered Ceylon Tamils.∑

It was much the same story in the medical profession. The
Ceylon Tamil minority actually produced more doctors than
any other group—44 percent of all doctors or other medical
practitioners, compared to 34 percent who were Sinhalese
(only a tenth of whom were highland Sinhalese). Burghers
provided another 12 percent—and, again, none at all were
Indian Tamils.∏ Similar patterns continued over the years. In
Ceylon University College in 1942, 30 percent of all the stu-
dents were Ceylon Tamils, nearly three times their representa-
tion in the population.π

Although the top echelons of the colonial civil service were
dominated by Englishmen, and the Sinhalese were a majority
of the native Ceylonese civil servants, the Ceylon Tamils were
still much over-represented relative to their percentage of the
population.∫ Over the years, the Sinhalese began catching up
with the Tamils in English education and by 1946 there were
205 Sinhalese doctors, compared to 115 Tamils.Ω However, the
Ceylon Tamils continued to be over-represented relative to
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their share of the population. That same year, two years before
independence, Ceylon Tamils occupied 30 percent of the posi-
tions in the Ceylon government and 40 percent of the judicial
posts.∞≠ In keeping with their educational backgrounds, Ceylon
Tamils were especially successful in scientific and technical
fields.∞∞ As of 1948, the year of national independence, 40
percent of the engineers in the government’s irrigation depart-
ment were Tamils.∞≤

Although the vast majority of Indian Tamils remained plan-
tation laborers, on into the second half of the twentieth cen-
tury, there were other immigrants from India who came to
Ceylon in other capacities. While many of these other Indians
worked in lowly occupations such as laborers, servants, and
rickshaw pullers, some of these later Indian immigrants be-
came traders, businessmen, and money-lenders. These latter
were typically from groups with an entrepreneurial history in
India, such as the Gujaratis and the Chettiars. In business as
elsewhere, the Sinhalese were eclipsed by minorities, as well as
by Europeans. At one point, 40 percent of all the credit ex-
tended by pawn-brokers in Ceylon was extended by Chettiars.
Nearly 90 percent of all the imported rice was imported by
Indians—and the rest by Europeans. As of 1945, there were an
estimated 750 Chettiar firms in Ceylon, with an aggregate capi-
tal of £7.5 million.∞≥ The retailing, wholesaling, and textile
trades were also largely in the hands of Indians.∞∂

None of this went unnoticed, least of all by politicians look-
ing for issues with which to mobilize voters. Even during British
colonial rule, laws passed in 1938 began restrictions against
Indian businessmen and these restriction were tightened in
later years.∞∑ Despite such restrictions, however, a Sinhalese
politician could still complain in 1955, ‘‘in the towns and vil-
lages, in business and in boutiques most of the work is in the
hands of the Tamil-speaking people.’’∞∏ The stage was set for
affirmative action.
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND ITS AFTERMATH

When Ceylon achieved its independence in 1948 and later
changed its name to Sri Lanka, its positions of power, wealth
and prestige were largely in the hands of an educated, English-
speaking, often Christian, elite, both Sinhalese and Tamil. Yet
the great majority of the country’s population was Buddhist
and Sinhala-speaking, while most members of its principal mi-
nority were Hindu and spoke Tamil. However historically un-
derstandable this situation might be, its political viability was
another story. In Sri Lanka, as in some other countries, there
was a growing number of newly educated people seeking em-
ployment in positions dominated by other groups—especially
as government employees—and this newly educated group
created political pressures for group preferences and quotas.∞π

At first, the rising numbers of educated but non-English-
speaking Sinhalese spearheaded a reaction against Western
culture, language and religion.∞∫ Buddhists resented the large
role of government-subsidized Christian missionary schools in
the education of Sri Lankans. There was also an understand-
able demand that the affairs of the government no longer be
conducted in English but in the people’s ‘‘own language.’’ Like
so many political catchwords, the demand for their ‘‘own lan-
guage’’ instead of English concealed more than it revealed.
There was no ‘‘own language’’ of the Ceylonese people as a
whole, but two different languages representing the two largest
population groups. While this demand was made as far back as
the early 1940s, before independence, when it meant a transi-
tion to the two languages of the principal groups in the coun-
try, the transition from English was still not yet implemented as
the 1950s began, largely due to the caution of Prime Minister
D. S. Senanayake, who sensed the explosive potential of issues
like language and religion in a newly independent and eth-
nically divided country.

Amid rising agitation over the language issue, an ambitious
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member of the government, Solomon Bandaranaike, went into
opposition in 1951, establishing his own party dedicated to a
quick implementation of the ‘‘own language’’ policy. At this
point, that still meant the two languages of the two principal
groups in the country but, in response to growing demands
from the Sinhalese majority, there was a swift transition in just a
few years to demands for ‘‘Sinhala only’’ as the language of Sri
Lanka. As in other countries, such as India, behind the lan-
guage issue was the issue of access to jobs, especially jobs in the
government. For this purpose, a change from English to both

indigenous languages as the official language of government
and free competition for civil service jobs could have meant a
displacement of an English-speaking elite by a largely, or dis-
proportionately, Tamil elite.

The key figure in the transformation of a general resent-
ment against the old elite and what they stood for into a specific
program of preferential treatment of the Sinhala language—
which entailed preferential access of the Sinhalese population
to jobs and education—was Bandaranaike. Like so many mili-
tant group leaders in other countries, Bandaranaike himself
was not at all representative of those in whose name he spoke
stridently. He was an Oxford-educated, Christian, Sinhalese
aristocrat (his godfather was the British colonial governor),
who grew up speaking English and unable to speak Sinhala.
But, like some other Sinhalese politicians of his time, Ban-
daranike became Buddhist, Sinhala-speaking and an extremist
on language, religion, and Sinhalese culture.∞Ω His own goals
were neither religious nor ideological. He wanted to become
prime minister—and he succeeded.

In 1956, Bandaranaike was elected in a landslide victory
that swept away the old elite so thoroughly that only he and one
cabinet member in the new government had ever held high
office before. Bandaranaike’s new government produced legis-
lation requiring ‘‘Sinhala only’’ as the official language of Sri
Lanka—the language not only of government itself, but also
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the language in which businesses and other institutions had to
communicate with government. As in India and Malaysia, lan-
guage policy in Sri Lanka became a focus of intergroup strife,
because of its potentiality for having profound effects on edu-
cational and economic opportunities. However, once having
achieved the prime minister’s office by whipping up inter-
group resentments, Bandaranaike then attempted to moder-
ate the anti-Tamil policies, but this only set off howls of protest
from other Sinhalese demagogues with political ambitions of
their own, including a future president, J. R. Jayawardene.≤≠

The Tamils’ disproportionate representation in institutions
of higher learning continued for some time, despite pref-
erential treatment in favor of Sinhalese students. This over-
representation of Tamil students was especially striking in engi-
neering and medical science, where students from the Tamil
minority were 48 and 49 percent, respectively, of all the stu-
dents. The Sinhalese students were heavily concentrated in the
liberal arts, while the Tamils were concentrated in the sci-
ences.≤∞ However, a series of policies providing preferences and
quotas for the Sinhalese progressively reduced the Tamils’
prospects in education and employment.

Christian missionary schools also were a special target.
In 1960, the government took over more than 2,000 private
schools ‘‘to ensure equality of educational opportunity to all
children regardless of race, religion, economic condition or
social status’’ and to provide a kind of education ‘‘which is na-
tional in its scope, aims and objects and in conformity with the
cultural, religious and economic aspirations of the people.’’≤≤

At the university level, Sinhalese applicants could gain ad-
mission by meeting lower standards than those required for
Tamils to gain admission.≤≥ In the civil service, in 1963 the
government began sending Sinhalese employees to staff their
offices in the northern region, where the Tamils were concen-
trated. A year later, the government began the compulsory
retirement of Tamil civil servants who could not speak Sin-
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hala.≤∂ Sri Lanka’s constitution was modified to eliminate a
section that guaranteed minority rights.≤∑

Declining prospects for education and employment now
facing many Tamils—especially the young, looking forward to
university education and professional careers—led to protests.
Although these were peaceful protests in the tradition estab-
lished by Gandhi in India, in the frenzied atmosphere whipped
up by Sinhalese politicians and Buddhist monks, these protests
led to Sinhalese mob attacks on Tamils. Despite the absence of
race riots between these two groups in the first half of the
twentieth century, a number of such riots erupted from 1956 to
1958,≤∏ but these were only the first in what would become a
long series of bloody and lethal riots in the years ahead. Trains
and cars were stopped by angry mobs, their passengers as-
saulted and some burned alive. Such horrifying scenes would
be repeated many times in outbreaks of riots over the years.

The Tamils’ political responses at first included relatively
moderate demands for the use of their own language in offi-
cial communications and then for some autonomy in the re-
gions where they were concentrated. Such demands were in
response to the central government’s unabashed favoritism to-
ward the Sinhalese and to such weakening of the Tamils politi-
cally as the disfranchisement of the Indian Tamils and the pres-
suring of them to ‘‘return’’ to an India that many of them had
never seen.

Bandaranaike created an accord with the Tamils, compro-
mising on some issues, but political outcries from the Sinhalese
prevented this accord from being carried out. In 1959, a Sin-
ahalese Buddhist extremist assassinated Bandaranaike for hav-
ing betrayed the cause. As in other countries, the illusion
of being able to control the course of events was shattered.
Sinhalese political parties across the ideological spectrum all
jumped on the bandwagon of group rights and tried to outbid
one another for the Sinhalese vote. The disfranchisement of
the Indian Tamils meant that the Tamil vote was now so small
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that it could be disregarded, leaving the only question how best
to compete for the votes of the Sinhalese majority.

Despite preferential admissions policies at the university
level, and despite attempts to reduce the Tamils’ educational
edge in the schools, Tamil students continued to be over-
represented in the science-based fields. The next attempt to
change this was called ‘‘standardization.’’ Instead of basing ad-
missions decisions on the actual scores made by individual stu-
dents, each student was given a ‘‘standardized’’ score based on
his score relative to other students from his own ethnic group. Such
preferences were later supplemented by quotas. In 1972, a
‘‘district quota system’’ was introduced, to allocate university
admissions on the basis of the population in each district. Since
Sinhalese and Tamils were concentrated in different districts,
district quotas were, in effect, ethnic quotas. Under this system,
the proportion of Tamil university students in the sciences fell
from 35 percent in 1970 to 19 percent by 1974.

Because the Tamil plantation laborers in the Kandyan re-
gion were counted as part of the population, but were unlikely
to use any of the university places set aside in the district
quotas, this made it especially easy for Sinhalese students from
that region to get into universities. Many of these students pref-
erentially admitted were ‘‘from the affluent classes,’’ according
to a study of these policies and their effects.≤π Protests against
quotas and preference by academics were futile, as university
admissions policies were determined by political authorities at
the Cabinet level.≤∫

A drying up of educational opportunities was especially se-
rious for Tamils, because of their concentration in a part of Sri
Lanka with poor geographic conditions for making economic
progress without relying heavily on education. As attempts to
salvage opportunities at the national level proved unavailing,
Tamils began to seek more autonomy in their own regions of
the country, notably on the northern Jaffna peninsula. After
appeals, protests, and civil disobedience campaigns all failed
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to produce the autonomy that Tamils were seeking, armed
guerilla warfare began—and the Tamils’ demands now esca-
lated to include a separate, independent nation of their own.
Moderate leadership among the Tamils gave way to more mili-
tant and extreme leadership, eventually led by a guerilla group
called the Tamil Tigers, formed in 1975. Sri Lanka was now on
the road to civil war.

It was a war filled with atrocities on both sides. Moreover, a
substantial number of Tamils living in regions of the country
where the majority population was Sinhalese found themselves
singled out as targets for mob violence. A hundred and fifty
people were killed and 20,000 made homeless in riots in 1977.≤Ω

This was only a prelude to new riots in 1981 and worse riots in
1983—the riots in both these years bearing the marks of delib-
erately organized activity by Sinhalese gangs, with indifference
or complicity on the part of the police and the military.≥≠ Nor
were such explosions of violence due solely to hooligans. After
the 1981 riots, President Junius Jayawardene said: ‘‘I regret that
some members of my party have spoken in Parliament and
outside words that encourage violence and the murders, rapes
and arson that have been committed.’’≥∞

In July 1983, there were ‘‘five days of pillage and slaughter
aimed at Tamils living throughout the south and their busi-
nesses and property.’’ It was a large-scale outbreak, beginning
in the country’s capital city of Colombo:

As many as 3,000 Tamils are said to have been killed, nearly 60
percent of the Tamils in Colombo were turned into refugees, and
most of the Colombo Tamil business community, which had ac-
counted for over half the city’s commercial infrastructure, was
ruined. Many Sinhalese burned down their own workplaces, tar-
geting, in particular, Tamil-owned garment factories. Much of the
wholesale food district of Colombo was destroyed. The stately
Victorian railroad station in the center of the city had to be con-
verted into a morgue to accommodate the corpses.≥≤
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Not only the numbers, but also the nature of the atrocities,
suggested the levels of hatred that had developed in a once
peaceful and harmonious country. For example, a bus was ac-
costed by a mob and the bus driver ordered to turn over a
Tamil. He pointed to a woman passenger who was then taken
out into the street, where her belly was ripped open with a
broken bottle and she was set on fire. People in the mob
‘‘clapped and danced’’ as she died in agony.≥≥

Meanwhile, in the Tamil areas, similar savagery was in-
flicted on Sinhalese who lived there. Moreover, the Sinhalese
army units sent into the Tamil areas were equally cavalier about
the lives of the civilians they encountered. After being am-
bushed by guerrillas, the army sometimes lashed out with indis-
criminate attacks on Tamil civilians. The New York Times of
August 7, 1983, reported:

Sri Lankan Army troops pulled 20 civilians off a bus and executed
them two weeks ago in retaliation for a Tamil guerrilla attack that
killed 13 soldiers a government spokesman confirmed today.≥∂

Nor was this an isolated episode. A year later The Economist of
London reported, ‘‘random acts of revenge by soldiers or riot
policemen continue.’’≥∑

Tamils began to flee, not only from the areas with a Sin-
halese majority, but also from Sri Lanka as a whole. By 1985,
nearby India had received 40,000 Tamil refugees.≥∏ Other Ta-
mils emigrated to European or European offshoot societies,
including Australia, Britain, and the Scandinavian countries.≥π

Meanwhile, the Tamil Tigers took over de facto control of the
northern areas between 1977 and 1987, fighting the Sinhalese
army and slaughtering other Tamils who opposed them, killing
in the process more Tamils than the Sinhalese army killed.≥∫

As violent incidents escalated into full-scale civil war in Sri
Lanka, nearby India was drawn into the conflict. The Indian
state of Tamil Nadu, across the water from Sri Lanka, became a
base for the training of Sri Lankan guerrillas, who returned to
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their native land to fight for independence. In August 1987,
the Indian army intervened directly by landing 50,000 troops
as peace-keepers in the northern Tamil regions of Sri Lanka—
a move which outraged the Sinhalese population and was ini-
tially welcomed by the Tamils. The Indian troops’ mission was
to take over the maintenance of order from the Sri Lankan
army and police forces and to disarm the Tamil guerrillas. But
the Tamil guerrillas resisted being disarmed and the process
cost the Indian army more than 400 lives in the first year. Now
engaged in hostilities, the Indian army’s own brutalities and
atrocities alienated many Tamils, while their very presence—
ostensibly at the invitation of President Jayawardene, who actu-
ally had no choice, given the relative sizes of the two coun-
tries—spurred the formation of Sinhalese terrorists, as op-
posed to any peace effort as their Tamil counterparts in the
north.

Sinhalese terrorists killed more than 200 supporters of
the international accord that had ratified the intervention of
Indian troops, and narrowly missed an assassination attempt
on President Jayawardene himself.≥Ω An assassination attempt
which did not miss was one in which a Tamil suicide bomber
from Sri Lanka killed herself and Indian Prime Minister Rajiv
Gandhi in India in 1991.

Sri Lanka had now reached a stage where the initial issues
that ignited the conflict were buried under a large overlay of
mutual hatreds, distrust, vengeance and counter-vengeance.
Perhaps most ominous of all was the formation of murderous
extremist organizations among both the Sinhalese and the Ta-
mils—organizations with a vested interest in the continuation
of conflict and prepared to kill those who sought reconcilia-
tion. A provision in a new constitution in 1978 recognized lan-
guage rights of the Tamils, but this could not restore the status
quo ante. It was, in a World War II phrase, ‘‘too little and too
late.’’ The civil war continued on for decades more.

With all the lives that it has claimed, what did affirmative
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action accomplish in Sri Lanka? By 1973, the Sinhalese had
overtaken the Sri Lankan Tamils in education and incomes,∂≠

and of course they were already better off than the Indian
Tamils in both respects, even before group preferences and
quotas were instituted. Contrary to widespread assumptions,
it was not when economic disparities were greater that inter-
group strife was greater. On the contrary, the Sinhalese and
Tamils co-existed peacefully in the 1920s, when the Tamil mi-
nority produced more doctors than the Sinhalese majority. It
was a decade after the Sinhalese had overtaken the Tamils in
numbers of doctors in 1946 that the first mob violence against
the Tamils erupted, and it was a decade after the Sinhalese had
overtaken the Tamils in income and education—with the help
of preferences and quotas—that the majority unleashed its big-
gest and most savage riots against the minority. In short, it was
not the disparities which led to intergroup violence but the
politicizing of those disparities and the promotion of group
identity politics.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

The history of Sri Lanka in the second half of the twentieth
century represents the most blatant, painful, and tragic mock-
ery of the underlying assumption of being able to control the
course of events—an assumption implicit in affirmative action
policies in countries around the world. The actual course that
events took in Sri Lanka was foreseen by no one and made all
groups worse off, on net balance, as the country as a whole
suffered repeated race riots, civil war, atrocities, widespread
terror and the assassinations of the country’s national leaders,
not to mention the assassination of the prime minister of India
by a Tamil extremist, as a result of the Indian army’s interven-
tion. Such a record of carnage and atrocities would be shock-
ing in any country, but was especially shocking in a country
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with a record of intergroup toleration that was once among the
best in the world.

If nothing else, Sri Lanka demonstrated that complacency
is never in order when racial or ethnic relationships are con-
cerned, for even generations of peaceful co-existence can
quickly turn ugly when the right circumstances and the right
demagogue come together. Nor are such developments as
readily stopped as they are started. Even concessions that
would have brought peace in the past can fail to bring peace
after many bitter experiences have hardened both sides and
produced extremists with a vested interest in the continuation
of the struggle itself, which enhances their power, rather than
concern for any social results likely to be produced by the
struggle. In September 2000, The New York Times reported this
scene of casual deaths in Jaffna:

A young woman riding a bicycle near her home was struck by
shrapnel that severed her femoral artery. A cow, lazily chewing its
cud, was taken out by a stray shell. A 5-year old boy, whose grand-
mother had sent him to the store to buy fruit juice, was struck in
the spine by shrapnel from a shell that had crashed into a drum-
stick tree. Two people died when incoming fire hit a home for
elderly residents.∂∞

The same account also reported this:

A plaintive, unsigned poster, pasted to walls all over town,
asks, ‘‘Can’t we stop this madness?’’

Stopping such madness was not nearly so easy as starting it,
as was done nearly half a century earlier, by a man who was not
even a racial fanatic but simply someone who wanted to be-
come prime minister and decided that stirring up intergroup
conflict was the easiest way to achieve that political goal. The
net result has been a decades-long civil war in which a small
island nation has suffered more deaths than the United States
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suffered during the long years of the Vietnam war. The 2001
election in Sri Lanka brought to power a party pledged to try-
ing to negotiate a peace with the Tamil political leaders.∂≤ In
the worldwide revulsion against terrorism after the Septem-
ber 11, 2001, attacks against the United States, many foreign
governments pledged to stop Tamil Tiger fund-raising in their
respective countries, which had been financing a civil war in
which roughly 64,000 Sri Lankans died.∂≥

Early in 2002, the Tamil Tigers announced a cease fire and
the end of suicide bombing. Their leader emerged from the
jungle, for the first time in more than a decade, to pledge to
work for peace. By the end of the year, an accord between the
government and the Tamil Tigers set in motion a process for
the final settlement of their differences. It was the first hopeful
sign in nearly half a century. Near the end of the year, the New

York Times reported:

The unexpected concessions during the second round of talks
raised hopes of a permanent solution to the 19-year war that has
killed 64,500 people. But a final settlement could be years away,
as both sides and the Norwegian mediators brokering the talks
conceded.∂∂



chapter 5

A≈rmative Action in Nigeria

Like many a country which emerged from colonial rule,
Nigeria was never a country before colonial rule. Its very
name was given to it by its British rulers. More important,

it was an amalgamation of many very diverse West African com-
munities—a fact that was to have fateful implications for its
future as a multi-ethnic state. The regions brought together
under British hegemony were not only different ethnically, they
were different economically, culturally, and geographically.

Islamic conquests from the north were in progress when
British conquest intervened. The Moslem Fulani tribe had con-
quered the Hausa tribe in the north, but not the Yoruba or Ibo
tribes in the South, when British rule was extended over them
all. Although these were and are the largest ethnic groups in Ni-
geria, there are numerous other tribes, some exclusive to a
given territory and others scattered among larger tribal groups.
While these various groups are called ‘‘tribes’’ in Nigeria, they
are by no means all small bands of people. Some tribes num-
ber in the millions and are scattered over areas larger than
some nations in Europe. Nigeria has the largest population of
any nation in Africa and one out of every eight Africans is a
Nigerian.

Internally, Nigeria is fragmented by language, religion, and
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ethnicity. There is no majority group in any of these respects.
The largest of the ethnic groups are the Hausa-Fulani tribes
of the northern region, constituting about 28 percent of the
country’s population. The next largest group—about 18 per-
cent of the population—are the Ibos, with the Yorubas from
the southwestern region being very similar in size at 17 per-
cent.∞ Altogether, there are hundreds of smaller tribes.

More than demographic or even cultural differences are
involved. These tribal divisions are accompanied by deeply
felt alienation and hostility among many of these groups. A
1970 study of Nigerian students studying abroad in Edinburgh
found that, among the Yoruba, more than 40 percent of the
males and more than 60 percent of the females excluded the
possibility of friendship with a Hausa. Marriage with a Hausa
was excluded by more than 80 percent of the males and more
than 90 percent of the females. Among the Ibos, similar pro-
portions would exclude marriage with Hausas—or with Yo-
rubas.≤ Such alienation has social, political, and economic
implications. An econometric study in 1997 estimated that
Nigeria’s economic growth rate would have been almost dou-
ble its actual rate if its ethnic diversity were only average for
African nations, instead of being nearly double the average.≥

HISTORY

Geographically more fortunate than many other parts of sub-
Saharan Africa, the region of West Africa now called Nigeria
contains the Niger River and its tributaries, facilitating the de-
velopment of towns and villages, which have long been more
common in this region than in most of tropical Africa. About
half the population of Nigeria lived in these urban commu-
nities before the beginning of the twentieth century. Nigeria
has also had larger and more complex indigenous political
systems than those in other parts of sub-Saharan Africa and has
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been more advanced in other ways. For example, iron was
smelted in what is now Nigeria, five centuries before Christ.∂

Islam came to the northern regions of the country five cen-
turies ago, while the southeastern region inhabited by the Ibos
became predominantly Christian in the wake of British mission-
ary activity and, later, British political hegemony. The south-
western region, inhabited by the Yoruba, has become roughly
half Islamic and half Christian, while indigenous African reli-
gions also continue to be practiced. In centuries past, the
coastal peoples of the region were more powerful and more ad-
vanced than the peoples of the interior, as in much of the rest of
the world. As elsewhere in sub-Saharan Africa, these coastal
peoples raided and enslaved their less fortunate brethren in the
interior—in this case, the Ibos. The Ibos have been described,
by a scholar largely sympathetic to Africans, as having barely
advanced beyond the state of savagery in the early twentieth
century. This was said not in denigration of the Ibos, but rather
to accentuate their rapid rise later in that century.∑

The British became involved in West Africa in the nine-
teenth century, seeking to advance and protect various British
interests, including British missionaries and traders, by estab-
lishing a sphere of influence. Britain’s historic decision to ban
the international slave trade in 1808 led not only to the banish-
ment of slave trading from the British Empire, but also to the
suppression of the slave trade in other places, including its
principal sources in sub-Saharan Africa.

Whether or not the colonial officials realized it at the outset,
this entailed a long-run political and military involvement in
the region, while the British navy patrolled the Atlantic off the
west coast of Africa to deter and intercept slave shipments to the
Western Hemisphere. Reluctant to incur the expense of estab-
lishing and administering a colony, the British were neverthe-
less drawn into local political and military conflicts among the
various contending Africans. Eventually, the British sphere of
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influence evolved into British rule in the twentieth century—
though ‘‘indirect rule’’ through local indigenous authorities.

What the British attempted was what might be called low-
budget imperialism, with local societies, political structures,
and cultures left as much as they had been as possible. Despite
this conservative agenda, however, the British presence was it-
self a transforming and even revolutionary influence. Unwill-
ing to bear the high costs of staffing their colonial administra-
tion from top to bottom with people from Britain, the British
hired local Nigerians as clerks and in other subordinate oc-
cupations. This in turn meant creating a whole new class of
Africans with English-language education, familiar with West-
ern concepts and experienced in Western ways of doing things.
This class tended to become critical of indigenous African in-
stitutions and authorities—and eventually also critical of Brit-
ish authorities and their colonial rule.

Group Differences

British rule also had major effects on the relationships
among the various peoples of Nigeria. Some of these peoples
were more receptive than others to the Western education now
being offered by missionaries, leading to great disparities in the
numbers of educated indigenous people in the different re-
gions. The Moslem authorities in the north, for example, did
not want Christian missionaries establishing schools in their
region. Since virtually all schools in Nigeria were missionary
schools during the colonial era, this left the north lagging far
behind the south in modern education and the skills and eco-
nomic experience growing out of it. Moreover, after the British
established their hegemony over the various African tribes, it
was now safe for people from one region of Nigeria to travel
and even settle in what had once been enemy territory before
the colonial era. This led to a large influx of southern Nige-
rians into the north, not only to staff colonial institutions but
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also to establish themselves in business and in various modern
occupations in the private sector.

One of the groups particularly prone to seize upon the
opportunities presented by Western education were the Ibos of
southeastern Nigeria, a group once lowly and backwards,∏ who
now rose up the occupational ladder, often above their erst-
while superiors. These erstwhile superiors, particularly in the
north, did not take this social reversal with good grace. As
Nigeria approached its independence in 1960, intergroup jeal-
ousies and friction delayed the creation of a constitution and a
government—which in turn delayed independence itself. The
British were prepared to grant independence before the vari-
ous ethnic groups within Nigeria were prepared to agree to
accept it, since they had first to iron out their disagreements on
a constitution.

Although the upstart group whose rise was particularly re-
sented were the Ibos, the Yorubas had the highest per capita
income of any of these groups. The southeastern region where
the Ibos originated had less fertile land and had long lagged
behind other regions in economic level and urbanization, a
fact which led many ambitious and Western-educated Ibos to
migrate elsewhere to pursue their careers. This in turn led to
their being widely interspersed among other peoples hostile
to them. Northern authorities, for example, insisted that Ibos
live in separate communities and send their children to segre-
gated schools.π Around the middle of the twentieth century, as
independence approached, per capita income in the western
(Yoruba) region was twice that in the northern (Hausa-Fulani)
region, with the eastern (Ibo) region income being in between.

These economic differences reflected in part the fact that
educational differences among the tribes and regions remained
extreme throughout the colonial era. As of 1912, for example,
there were fewer than a thousand students in elementary school
in northern Nigeria, where more than half the population of
the country lived, while there were 35,000 students attending
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primary schools in the southern regions. While Western educa-
tion grew over time in all regions of Nigeria, the huge disparities
continued.

By 1957, when there were approximately 185,000 children
enrolled in elementary school education in the northern re-
gions, there were 2.3 million in the other regions whose com-
bined populations were not as large. Similar disparities existed
and persisted in secondary and higher education. As of 1951,
only one person out of the 16 million people in the northern
region had a university degree. Virtually all the Nigerian stu-
dents in institutions of higher learning, whether overseas or at
home, were from southern Nigeria. In academic year 1959–60,
on the eve of independence, northern Nigerians were just 9
percent of the students at the country’s University of Ibadan.
Among the much larger number of Nigerian students receiv-
ing a higher education abroad, only 2 percent were Hausa-
Fulani as late as 1966, six years after independence.

Such disparities in higher education were reflected in oc-
cupational disparities, especially in the higher professions. Of
the 160 physicians in Nigeria in the early 1950s, 76 were Yoru-
bas, 49 were Ibos, and only one was from the Hausa-Fulani
group, the largest group in the population.∫ In the army, three-
quarters of the riflemen were Hausa-Fulani, while four-fifths of
the officers were southerners. As late as 1965, one-half of the
officer corps were specifically Ibos.Ω Even within the northern
region, southern Nigerians outnumbered northern Nigerians
in many coveted occupations. These included not only occupa-
tions requiring medical or technical skills,∞≠ but also clerical
and other semi-skilled jobs in the postal service, banks and the
railroad, and southerners were also prominent as traders, ar-
tisans, merchants and factory workers in northern Nigeria.∞∞

Among senior public officials in northern Nigeria, more
than four-fifths were expatriates—mostly Europeans but a few
from other African countries—and about one-third of the
Nigerians in such positions in the north were southerners. This
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dependency on outsiders was very different from the situation
in the eastern and southern regions of Nigeria. In each of these
other regions, Nigerians were roughly three-quarters of the
senior public officials.∞≤ Among the spoils of independence
were government jobs currently held by Europeans, and while
a policy of ‘‘Nigerianization’’ of such jobs was proclaimed, in
the northern region the policy was more specifically ‘‘north-
ernization.’’ There the emphasis was on expelling southern
Nigerians from these jobs, even if that required replacing them
for the time being with European expatriates, because of a lack
of qualified northern Nigerians.∞≥

National Independence

Demands for independence came first from the southern
and eastern regions of Nigeria, while northern Nigerian offi-
cials resisted until they could get some constitutional guar-
antees that the country’s administrative apparatus would not
be dominated by officials from the other regions. Northern
Nigeria, where a majority of the country’s population lived, was
the politically dominant region of the country, but the central
government apparatus required to carry out policy—the bu-
reaucracy—would clearly not be, if hiring for government posi-
tions were to be on the basis of individual qualifications alone.
Those positions were important not only as a means of con-
trolling the application of whatever policies the political lead-
ers might choose, but also as a source of patronage assuring the
continuation in power of incumbent northern politicians.

Both the northern resistance to early independence and its
insistence on group representation in federal government po-
sitions put them in conflict with the leaders and peoples of the
other regions. All clearly understood the high stakes involved
in these conflicts and both sides reacted with hostility and bit-
terness. As one northern leader later confessed, ‘‘We had to
teach the people to hate the southerners; to look at them as
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people depriving them of their rights,’’ so as to gain the politi-
cal support of the northern population.∞∂ Another northern
spokesman said:

The South with its many schools and colleges, is producing hun-
dreds of academically and technically qualified people for the
public services. The common cry now is Nigeranisation of the
public services. It is most important that the federal service shall
be fully representative of all units which make up the federation.
Now, what do we find in Nigeria today? There are 45,000 men and
women in the Federal Public Services. I have not been able to
obtain the figures of the number of northerners in the service but
I very much doubt if they even amount to one percent . . . ∞∑

In short, the northern position was that group representa-
tion was more important than individual skills. One advocate of
group representation rejected what he called ‘‘the tyranny of
skills.’’∞∏ This was not simply an issue to be settled in the political
arena after independence. Northern fears of southern domina-
tion of the administrative apparatus of government led to op-
position to early independence without some prior guarantees
of northern representation in the bureaucracy. In turn, this
provoked southern hostility to northern leaders. In 1953, after
a motion in the House of Representatives, located in Lagos in
the south, asking the British to grant independence in 1956,
was opposed by northern members, those members were later
surrounded by groups of Ibos and Yoruba who called them
‘‘thieves,’’ ‘‘slaves of the white man’’ and ‘‘stupid Hausas.’’∞π

Afterwards, when advocates of early independence took
their case to the people in the north, they were met with riots,
fomented by northern political leaders, in which dozens of
people were killed and more than a hundred wounded.∞∫ In an
effort to defuse the situation, the British held a conference in
London at which it was decided to allow more regional auton-
omy. As a result of this, between January 1954 and August 1958
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more than 2,000 southerners were fired by the Northern Pub-
lic Service and urged to go south. Nor could they be imme-
diately replaced by qualified northern Nigerians; hence the
large number of expatriates employed. Before 1954, there was
not a single northern Nigerian in the administrative cadre of
the Northern Public Service. Immediately after the ‘‘northern-
isation’’ policy, five were appointed and by 1958 there were a
little over 300. But they had still not replaced all the south-
erners fired earlier.

Although such group preferences were initially limited to
government employment, they began to spread into the pri-
vate sector as a result of northern government actions. Euro-
pean firms in northern Nigeria, which tended to hire southern
Nigerians for responsible positions, found themselves under
political pressure to hire northerners instead. In addition, the
local government itself provided loans to northern Nigerian
businessmen trying to compete with southern Nigerians, who
were more successful. Ironically, one of the political advocates
of the northernization policies himself hired Ibos rather than
other northerners in his private businesses.∞Ω Apparently the
belief that southern Nigerians were more efficient was not just
a ‘‘perception’’ or ‘‘stereotype.’’

Given such intergroup hostility, it was perhaps not surpris-
ing that the first decade of Nigeria’s independence was marked
by riots, plots, and coups. The country’s first census had to be
nullified, amid charges of fraud. Early in 1966, the prime min-
ister was assassinated in the course of a military coup. Because
he was from the Moslem northern region and most of the coup
leaders were Ibo military officers from the Christian south, this
set up a fateful backlash, in which the new military government
was rebelled against and then overthrown in a counter-coup in
July of the same year by Moslem military officers. By Septem-
ber, the backlash against the Ibos took the form of new and
bloodier riots in the north:
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Northern soldiers chased Ibo troops from their barracks and mur-
dered scores with bayonets. Screaming Moslem mobs descended
on the Ibo quarters of every northern city, killing their victims
with clubs, poison arrows and shotguns. Tens of thousands of Ibos
were murdered in the systematic massacres that followed.≤≠

After these traumatic events, more than a million Ibos fled
the northern region to join their fellow Ibos in the south-
eastern part of the country. This region then decided to secede
from Nigeria, where they no longer felt safe, and form their
own independent country, which they named Biafra. This is
turn set off a civil war that lasted two years. The Nigerian gov-
ernment blockaded this landlocked region, to prevent food or
military supplies from reaching it. Ibos then starved to death at
a rate of a thousand a day.≤∞ Altogether, more than a million
people died in Biafra from a combination of starvation, mili-
tary actions, and disease. Biafra collapsed and was re-absorbed
into Nigeria.

After this catastrophic episode, and after all the years of in-
tergroup hostility that preceded it, Nigeria changed to a policy
of reconciliation. The devastated economy in the southeastern
region was rebuilt and Ibo political and military personnel were
rehabilitated, including some officials of the former Biafran
government. Years later, in 1982, even the exiled leader of
Biafra was pardoned. Ibos in general resumed their role as a
prosperous element in Nigerian society.

The Federal Military Government which took power in the
July 1966 coup remained in power until 1979, when a new
constitution was written for a return to civilian rule. The new
constitution was designed to mitigate ethnic politics by reorga-
nizing political regions, in an attempt to break up ethnic blocs.
Nevertheless, in the 1979 elections held under the new consti-
tution, each of five presidential candidates received an abso-
lute majority of the votes in at least one state and less than five
percent of the vote in another state or states.≤≤ Since Nigeria’s
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major ethnic groups live in different states, this voting pattern
represented a continuation of extreme ethnic polarization.

What also continued was a large role for government in the
economy and rampant corruption in the carrying out of that
role. In a very poor country, the central government’s control
of much of the country’s wealth makes the struggle to control
the central government desperate and the use of that control
shameless. Although not unique in these respects, Nigeria is
usually ranked among the most corrupt countries in the world
and in some years an international survey has ranked it as the

most corrupt country in the world.≤≥ Widespread and large-
scale financial corruption—$30 million stolen by one state gov-
ernor, for example—has been accompanied by equally gross
electoral fraud, in which a ‘‘defeated’’ candidate later turned
out upon investigation, years later, to have won by more than a
million votes.≤∂ Meanwhile, civil servants’ pay fell in arrears,
inflation soared, and total national output declined.

As public confidence in their elected officials also declined,
this set the stage for another military coup in 1983, part of a
history of short-lived civilian governments and long-lived mili-
tary regimes in Nigeria. Even in its more or less legitimate
activities, the government of Nigeria has served as an instru-
ment for milking one ethnic group for the benefit of another. In
1961, for example, the northern region paid only 9 percent of
the country’s personal income taxes and received 45 percent of
the money dispensed to the various regions by the federal gov-
ernment. Meanwhile, the western region paid 64 percent of the
country’s personal income taxes and received less than one-
quarter of the regional funds.≤∑ In essence, the Yoruba were
being drained financially for the benefit of the Hausa-Fulani.

PREFERENCES AND QUOTAS

In addition to various informal ways in which Nigerian gov-
ernments at state and national levels have practiced favoritism
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toward one ethnic group over another, more formal systems of
ethnic preferences and quotas have been imposed under the
requirement that numerous activities must ‘‘reflect the federal
character of the country.’’ This expresses ethnic preferences in
regional terms. According to a provision of the 1979 constitu-
tion, ‘‘the composition of the Government of the Federation
and any of its agencies, shall be carried out in such a manner as
to reflect the federal character of Nigeria, and the need to
promote national loyalty, thereby ensuring that there shall be
no predominance of persons from a few states or from a few
ethnic or other sectional groups in that government or any of
its agencies.’’≤∏ Even before this constitutional provision was
written, special efforts were made to recruit northerners into
the national government’s civilian branches and into its mili-
tary services.

Seeking to redress regional—and therefore ethnic—im-
balances in education, the federal government established
both universities and pre-university remedial educational in-
stitutions in the more educationally backward regions. Then it
established a Joint Admissions and Matriculation Board to
control admissions to the country’s universities, using ethnic
quotas. Moreover, similar principles of regional and ethnic bal-
ance were applied to a wide range of government activities and
projects:

With the enunciation of the principle of federal character,
politicians and ethnic champions as well as ethnic entrepreneurs
now watch assiduously every aspect of life to make sure that they
are not denied any possible benefits arising from the implementa-
tion of the concept. Hence demands have arisen over the siting of
industries by the government, the building of roads, hospitals and
schools in various parts of the federation in conformity with the
principle of federal character. Emphasis is placed on balancing
the location of socio-economic projects in the North with those in
the South. In fact, the iron and steel project of the country was
delayed over the demands for balancing in the location of signifi-
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cant national projects. Similarly, the construction of the oil refin-
ery in Kaduna, an area where no crude oil is produced, is moti-
vated in part by the principle of ethno-regional balancing. The
location of federally-sponsored specialist hospitals has followed
the same principle of balancing that inspired the geographic loca-
tion of the federal government colleges.≤π

As in other countries, the things made available through
ethnic balancing have been primarily those things of interest
and concern to the more fortunate members of the various
ethnic groups, such as university admissions, rather than free
and universal compulsory education for the poor. In Nigeria,
group preferences concentrate on those things which serve the
interests of those people who have already moved out of tradi-
tional ways of life and into the modern sectors of the economy
and society, with little concern for those still left behind.≤∫ The
‘‘federal character’’ principle has been extended to promo-
tions, school admission, and even membership on the national
soccer team.≤Ω Intergroup hostilities have been especially sharp
in those modern sectors, such as in the cities, where locally
indigenous and non-indigenous groups have confronted one
another:

Native urban dwellers resent migrants and often seek preferential
treatment with respect to urban administration and planning.
Non-indigenous dwellers, on the other hand, feel alienated and
reluctant to participate in the development of the city. This is
especially evident in northern Nigerian cities and in Lagos where
‘sons of the soil’ regularly harass ‘strangers.’≥≠

Because the ‘‘federal character’’ principle is administered
by the federal government, these affirmative action programs
have strengthened the role of the central government vis-à-vis
state and local governments, which have lost much of their
taxing authority and have therefore been forced to rely for the
bulk of their income on money received from the national
treasury. Moreover, competing ethnic and regional claims on
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the federal treasury have made something as ordinarily mun-
dane as a census a matter of heated controversy and bitter
charges and counter-charges of corruption and fraud. Yet, far
from settling or defusing intergroup tensions, the administra-
tion and application of the federal character principle became
itself a matter of unending contention.

Regional autonomy allowed the dominant tribal or ethnic
group in each region to show favoritism to its own members in
the allocation of government jobs, subsidies and other benefits.
Because these represented essentially preferences and quotas
for the majority population of each region, the ability of other
groups to challenge such policies politically was limited. How-
ever, with the concentration of power in the federal govern-
ment, more evenly matched regional majorities could more
effectively vie with one another for the favors of those holding
the power of the central government. Whether or not this re-
sulted in more fairness, it resulted in more conflict.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

Territorially separated and politically polarized ethnic groups
have been a formula for disaster in many countries around the
world. Some of these countries have degenerated into civil war,
like Sri Lanka and Yugoslavia, or have broken apart, either with
or without military action—like Czechoslovakia, the Soviet
Union, and first Pakistan from India and then Bangladesh
from Pakistan. Nigeria’s civil war was part of this general pat-
tern, and its re-uniting after breaking apart was one of the
more favorable outcomes, tenuous as its national unity has con-
tinued to be.

Against this background, the effects of group preferences
and quotas are harder to assess. Given the huge differences in
education and cultures among the different tribes in Nigeria,
would a policy of equal opportunity for all—with its inevita-
ble predominance of southern Nigerians in coveted positions,
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even in northern Nigeria—have been politically viable? It is
hard to imagine how such a situation would not have led to
political demands for group preferences and quotas—and to
mutual recriminations, demonization and polarization among
the different groups. Perhaps a country with a long history of
national concerns predominating over regional or tribal differ-
ences, or a tradition of equal treatment for all, could have
avoided the tragedies which have racked Nigeria. But Nigeria
was not such a country. The very idea of making such disparate
regions of the British empire in West Africa into one country
was a belated and perhaps ill-advised decision. As far back as
1899, early colonizers recommended breaking the territory of
Nigeria into two separate provinces. In the years immediately
following independence in 1960, more than one region threat-
ened secession before the Ibos actually seceded to form the ill-
fated nation of Biafra.≥∞

If the goal of group preferences and quotas was to create a
sense of national unity, as often proclaimed, there is no evi-
dence that it has in fact advanced that goal or even moved the
country in that direction. As a study in 2001 concluded: ‘‘Nige-
rians seldom categorize others by their wealth or occupation
but by ethnicity.’’≥≤ This is more than a social custom. It has
political implications. As an earlier study put it:

To the average Nigerian, a political leader is good only if he is able
to patronise members of his family at the expense of other fam-
ilies, to promote the cause of his tribe at the expense of the na-
tion, and, if need be, to defend the wrong of a brother at the
expense of justice.≥≥

In October 2001, the president of Nigeria acknowledged
continuing ethnic clashes and found it necessary to re-assert
the right of any Nigerian citizen ‘‘to live and enjoy full citizen-
ship anywhere within this country.’’ He urged all Nigerians
‘‘not to see any fellow Nigerian as a settler—in our coun-
try where he or she is a citizen by birth—so that we can feel
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justified to demand that he or she departs our neighborhood,
when it suits our whims.’’≥∂ Nor had such ethnic clashes sub-
sided months later, when a correspondent in Lagos reported:

Gangs of youths armed with machetes, swords and bows and ar-
rows took to the streets of Lagos yesterday in a third day of ethnic
conflict in which at least 55 people have been killed.

Grabbing what possessions they could, thousands left their homes
as plumes of black smoke rose from the city’s slum. . . . Soldiers
were deployed yesterday to help contain the violence, which be-
gan on Saturday between Yoruba and Hausa tribal fights in the
impoverished northern areas of Idi Araba and Mushin.≥∑

Estimates of the number of deaths in intergroup clashes
between 1999 and early 2002 ranged from 6,000 to 10,000.≥∏

If it is difficult to isolate the effects of preferences and
quotas, as such, on Nigeria’s troubled history, it is much clearer
that the group polarization which preceded and produced the
preferences and quotas has been deadly in its effects, both in
peace and in war, and under both civilian and military govern-
ments. So much rancor and bitterness had been built up in
Nigeria before policies ‘‘reflecting the federal character of the
country’’ were instituted, that both the policies and the disas-
ters which followed may be seen as consequences of the same
underlying polarization. This situation is somewhat different
from that in a country where a majority chooses to grant prefer-
ences and quotas to a minority, whether out of a sense of guilt,
fear, or magnanimity. In such countries, good will may prevail,
at least initially, and subsequent polarization may later be at-
tributed to the effects of the policies themselves. In Nigeria,
however, both the policies and the poisonous politics which
produced them have been inextricably bound up together
from the beginning, in a situation which unfolded with vir-
tually the inevitability of a Greek tragedy.

Only in the wake of repeated disasters have there been steps
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taken to dampen the ethnic polarization through political re-
structuring, aimed at requiring candidates to demonstrate po-
litical support in different regions of the country—which is
to say, among different ethnic groups. That such efforts have
largely failed thus far may be less important in the long run
than the fact that the problem has been identified and its im-
portance recognized, which is a necessary prelude to any fu-
ture actions that might succeed.

While preferences cannot be said to have created ethnic
polarization in Nigeria, as they did in Sri Lanka, nevertheless
the question may be asked whether these preferences have
eased or accentuated the pre-existing frictions and hostilities
among the country’s many minorities—in a country with no
majority. The prestigious Economist Intelligence Unit in Lon-
don made this assessment:

Various explanations have been given for the sharp rise in sec-
tarian and communal violence in Nigeria since 1999. The unrest
is said to stem from the release of pent-up anger and frustration
following years of authoritarian military rule. Unease in the coun-
try has also increased as historically fragile relations between pre-
dominantly Muslim northerners and mainly Christian southern-
ers have been critically strained by the introduction of sharia
(Islamic law), including harsh punishments for offenders in many
parts of the north. But the most widely accepted reason for Nige-
ria’s enduring civil unrest is the mistrust between its more than
250 ethnic groups that make up Nigeria, many of which consider
themselves separate nationalities. The persistence of racial mis-
trust reflects the failure of nation-building in Nigeria, where most
people’s loyalty is to their ethnic group rather than the nation.≥π

From the standpoint of others seeking to glean some les-
sons from the experience of Nigeria, clearly the spectacle of
ethnic groups organized into different political parties—each
party exclusively dependent on the votes of one group, and all
fighting over the dispensation of government largess—is not
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one to encourage emulation elsewhere. It is not the simple fact
that one group gives the vast majority of its votes to one party
that is crucial. That happens in many countries, including the
United States, without producing ethnic parties in the sense in
which such parties have existed in Nigeria or Sri Lanka, where
these parties have freely insulted, demonized, and alienated
other groups—and led both countries into civil wars. What
must also exist to produce such tragedies is such exclusive pre-
occupation with intergroup struggles that attacks on other
groups provoke no backlash from voters offended by such po-
larization. That situation existed in the American South during
the era when ‘‘white supremacy’’ was loudly proclaimed during
election campaigns. But, in the absence of such extreme condi-
tions, parties based on a variety of issues and constituencies
have tended to play down or paper over inter-ethnic conflicts
that could cost them votes among the general public.

What has saved the United States from the fate of Nigeria is
that polarizing political tactics have for more than a century
been confined to one region of the country and that the disap-
proval of many other Americans limited how far such tactics
could go. Where there was no such disapproval of unbridled
polarization, Americans also had a civil war, even though be-
tween two groups that were not racially or ethnically different,
but territorially separate. In Nigeria, there was no such concern
over polarization or even violence directed against other ethnic
groups. For example, during the bloody outbreaks of violence
in northern Nigeria that killed tens of thousands of Ibos in
1966, the Yoruba expressed little concern, either from a hu-
manitarian point of view or from the standpoint of the damage
to the nation as a whole.≥∫

India has not had an outright civil war between territorially
separated groups, though it has had escalating violence around
the country, in the wake of polarization among many groups,
including in recent years polarization by Hindu politicians tar-
geting Moslems. Malaysia and Singapore have avoided the fates
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of Nigeria and Sri Lanka partly by not having territorially sepa-
rate ethnic groups, and has avoided the fate of India by essen-
tially banning free speech on ethnic issues. But where none of
these restraints or countervailing forces is at work, Nigeria has
been a painful example of what can happen. What has been
clear from its experience is that the often repeated idea that
attempts at equalizing outcomes through group preferences
and quotas would enhance ‘‘national unity’’ has been proven
to be as false in Nigeria as in other countries. The goal of
national unity behind policies ‘‘reflecting the federal character
of the country’’ has given the various groups something to fight
over, rather than something to bring them closer together.

The underlying assumption that the degree of economic or
other inequality is not only correlated with the degree of inter-
group antagonism, but is the main cause of it, may seem plausi-
ble to some and may be accepted without question by others,
but it does not fit the facts in Nigeria, nor in other countries.
While the region where the Yoruba are indigenous has long
had a higher economic level than the region inhabited by the
Ibos, the hostility of the Hausa-Fulani toward the upstart Ibos,
who were historically closer to their own economic level, has
long been far more fierce than that toward the more pros-
perous Yoruba. Moreover, it was precisely when the Ibos began
to close the economic gap between themselves and the Yoruba
during the late 1940s that hostilities between Ibos and Yoruba
then erupted and escalated.≥Ω In the 1990s, when the Katafs,
formerly lagging behind the Hausa economically, had closed
the gap, the relations between these two groups likewise be-
came more polarized than ever, so that ‘‘the slightest disagree-
ment tends to explode into violence.’’ The same phenomenon
has been found among other Nigerian tribal or ethnic groups.∂≠

Similar patterns have existed in other African countries, as well
as in Asia, Europe, and the Western Hemisphere. In Sri Lanka,
for example, the disproportionate success of the Tamils in edu-
cational institutions and professional occupations was even
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greater in the peaceful first half of the twentieth century than
in the tragically bloody second half. There, as in Nigeria and
elsewhere, it was not the economic or other differences, as
such, which provoked polarization and violence, but the pol-
iticizing of those differences.

Intergroup strife within various regions of Nigeria has led
to the creation of more states—first a dozen in 1967 and then
36 in 1996.∂∞ Having suffered the deadly consequences of con-
flicts growing out of ethnic heterogeneity, Nigeria has sought
to create more homogeneity within separate enclaves, in order
to defuse the polarization that has threatened to tear the coun-
try apart.



chapter 6

A≈rmative Action in the United States

Affirmative action policies by the government of the
United States confront a problem not found in many
other countries. Both the American Constitution and

statutes such as the Civil Rights Act of 1964 mandate equal
treatment of individuals. Advocates of official group prefer-
ences and quotas in the United States have therefore often
sought to deny that these were in fact group preferences and
quotas. Instead, such policies have been depicted as a correc-
tion or forestalling of discrimination, or as promoting ‘‘diver-
sity,’’ whose social benefits are sweepingly asserted or assumed,
without actually being tested or demonstrated.∞

The historical evolution of affirmative action in the United
States would be difficult to understand without first realizing
the legal obstacles which such policies must overcome in order
to be acceptable in American courts of law, as well as in the
political arena. Group preferences and quotas in the United
States evolved out of laws initially seeking to ban discrimination
against individuals—including laws explicitly repudiating the
principle of group preferences and quotas.

The central statute in this evolution was the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 and the central group whose plight provided the
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impetus and rationale for this law were blacks. As in other
countries, however, these policies spread far beyond the initial
beneficiaries. Blacks are just 12 percent of the American popu-
lation, but affirmative action programs have expanded over the
years to include not only other racial or ethnic groups, but also
women, so that such policies now apply to a substantial majority
of the American population. Put differently, failure to have
statistical representativeness among employees can be equated
with job discrimination for a wide range of groups, with the
burden of proof to the contrary falling on the employer.

Official group preferential policies go far back in American
history. Religious discrimination existed in much of colonial
America. Different laws applied to whites and free blacks in the
antebellum South, and continuing legal distinctions between
blacks and whites persisted during the long Jim Crow era that
began after the Civil War and extended past the middle of the
twentieth century. Nor were blacks the only racial group dis-
criminated against in law and policy, for the sake of the white
majority. The indigenous population of American Indians were
also subject to different—and worse—laws than the white ma-
jority, as were Chinese and Japanese immigrants. Ironically,
however, the first official preferential policy for a racial minor-
ity in the United States appeared in the 1830s, long before
racial discrimination laws were repealed. American Indians
were given preferential employment status in the Bureau of
Indian Affairs.≤

Rather than attempt to follow in detail the changing laws
and policies affecting the many religious, racial, ethnic and
other groups at various times in American history, we can see in
broad outline what has happened to American blacks, because
this is the group most often used as justification for affirmative
action policies, however more widely such policies have been
applied to others. While this history is rather straightforward,
what is a challenge is disentangling the myths which have be-
come intertwined with that history.
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MY THS VERSUS HISTORY

In a history geared toward justifying current political policies
and movements, blacks have been seen as a group whose eco-
nomic and social disparities today are a direct consequence of
their enslavement and maltreatment in the past, as well as con-
tinuing racism and discrimination in the present. Whether it is
the lower incomes of blacks, compared to other Americans, or
their higher infant mortality rates, lower levels of marriage and
labor force participation, or other social pathology, the general
cause has been believed to be the behavior of whites. Accord-
ingly, the socioeconomic rise of blacks in the second half of the
twentieth century has been seen as a consequence of laws and
policies countering the discrimination inflicted on blacks by
whites and attempting to redress past inequities. Virtually all
these widespread explanations of social pathology among black
Americans are demonstrably false.

Blacks have indeed been maltreated—first enslaved for
more than two centuries and then subjected to gross official
discrimination for another century in the South, where most
blacks have always lived. Nor was the rest of the country free of
either racism or discrimination. But neither the initial poverty
of blacks, nor the later rise of most blacks out of poverty fol-
lows the path sketched by those who promote preferential poli-
cies. The facts of history contradict much of today’s prevailing
vision.

While such things as the much lower labor force participa-
tion rates of blacks and the much lower marriage rates among
blacks today are often attributed to ‘‘a legacy of slavery,’’ in
reality blacks had higher rates of labor force participation than
whites, and slightly higher marriage rates than whites, in the
late nineteenth century, when they were just one generation
out of slavery.≥ Indeed, this continued to be true well into the
twentieth century. The drastically different patterns seen today
began after the 1960s.
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Undoubtedly, racial discrimination has contributed histor-
ically to blacks having lower incomes than whites. But that is
very different from saying how much or in what ways. It cannot
simply be assumed that blacks would have had the same in-
comes as whites in the absence of racial discrimination, given
that various groups of American whites have had very different
incomes from one another at various periods of history. In
addition, a number of non-white groups in the United States—
Chinese, Japanese, Asian Indians, and black Barbadians—have
had higher incomes than white Americans. Moreover, one of
the most serious forms of discrimination against blacks has
historically been discrimination by government in its provision
of education. Black-white differences in per pupil expenditure,
especially in the South during the Jim Crow era, have been
extensively documented. Inferior education would assure in-
come differences, even in the absence of employer discrimina-
tion. The point here is not to deny employer discrimination,
either in the public sector or the private sector, but simply to
point out some of the difficulties in determining its nature and
magnitude—difficulties that are too often overlooked when
equating statistical disparities in income or employment with
employer discrimination.

Although simple quantitative differences in education are
not the only criteria of educational discrimination against
blacks, historically the differences in this respect have been
sufficiently dramatic to make it unnecessary to go into qualita-
tive differences as well. Suffice it to say that blacks lagged sub-
stantially behind whites in education for most of American
history. As late as 1940, non-white males had completed just 5.4
years of school, compared to 8.7 years for white males. For
young adult males, aged 25 to 29 years of age, the black-white
difference was four years. Twenty years later, the black-white
difference in schooling among young adult males in these age
brackets had shrunk to less than two years. By 1970, the years of
schooling for young black men in these age brackets was less
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than one year—12.1 years of schooling for young black men,
compared to 12.7 years for their white counterparts.∂

In short, black education rose substantially, both absolutely
and relative to white education, in the decades preceding the
civil rights legislation of the 1960s and the affirmative action
policies that began in the 1970s. What economic changes ac-
companied this rise in black education? As of 1940, 87 percent
of black families had incomes below the official poverty line. By
1960, this was down to 47 percent of black families.∑ This dra-
matic 40-percentage-point decline came at a time when there
was no major federal civil rights legislation. But this was a time
not only of rising black education, but also a time of a mas-
sive exodus of blacks out of the South—more than 3 million
people∏—escaping both the Jim Crow laws and the substan-
dard Southern black schools. In short, this was a time when vast
members of blacks lifted themselves out of poverty—‘‘by their
own bootstraps,’’ as the phrase goes.

Beginning in the 1960s, there were also major federal civil
rights laws. While the percentage of black families with in-
comes below the poverty level continued to decline, to 30 per-
cent during this decade, it is not so clear which factors contrib-
uted most to this. But it cannot be assumed arbitrarily that it
was all due to civil rights laws, as too often it is in various politi-
cal discussions. While it is an often repeated fact that the num-
ber of blacks in professional and other higher level occupations
increased in the five years following passage of the landmark
Civil Rights Act of 1964, it is an almost completely ignored fact
that the number of blacks rising into such occupations was
even greater in the five years preceding passage of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.π

While the role of the 1960s ‘‘equal opportunity’’ legislation
and policies epitomized by the Civil Right Act can be debated,
the effect of the federal affirmative action policies that began
in the 1970s are clearly less impressive. During the decade of
the 1970s, the poverty rate among black families fell from
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30 percent to 29 percent.∫ Even if all of this one-percentage-
point decline were arbitrarily attributed to affirmative action, it
would still not be a significant part of the history of the eco-
nomic rise of blacks out of poverty, however crucial affirmative
action has been made to seem politically. Nor should this be
surprising, given that preferences and quotas in India and Ma-
laysia have benefitted primarily the already more fortunate,
rather than those in poverty.

In the United States as well, affirmative action has been a
boon to those already more fortunate. A study of a random
sample of minority beneficiaries of government contracts set
aside by the Small Business Administration showed that more
than two-thirds of these beneficiaries had net worths of more
than a million dollars each. These include a black businessman
in a position to offer to arrange a buy-out of the multibillion-
dollar Viacom media conglomerate. This entrepreneur had
previously been a government official at the Federal Communi-
cations Commission and thus knew from the inside how minor-
ity set-aside programs worked in the media. These programs
also benefitted wealthy black athletes like Lou Brock, Julius
Erving and O. J. Simpson. Yet when some members of Congress
publicly opposed such programs, Congressman Charles Rangel
from Harlem compared them to Hitler and depicted any at-
tempt to roll back affirmative action as an attack on all blacks.Ω

In reality, during the period from 1967 to 1992—most of
this being in the affirmative action era—the top 20 percent of
black income-earners had their income share rising at about
the same rate as that of their white counterparts, while the
bottom 20 percent of black income-earners had their income
share fall at more than double the rate of the bottom 20 per-
cent of white income earners.∞≠ In short, the affirmative action
era in the United States saw the more fortunate blacks benefit
while the least fortunate lost ground in terms of their share of
incomes. Neither the gains nor the losses can be arbitrarily
attributed to affirmative action, but neither can affirmative ac-
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tion claim to have advanced low-income blacks when in fact
those blacks fell behind.

Because minority immigrants are eligible for affirmative ac-
tion, even though they have obviously suffered no past discrimi-
nation in the United States, members of the Fanjul family from
Cuba—with a fortune exceeding $500 million—have received
government contracts set aside for minority businesses.∞∞ An
absolute majority of the money paid to ‘‘minority’’-owned con-
struction firms in Washington, D.C., during the period from
1986 to 1990 went to European businessmen from Portugal.
Asian entrepreneurs have likewise immigrated to the United
States and then acquired preferential access to government
contracts.∞≤ Such results once again demonstrate how far the
reality of affirmative action departs from its rationale of reme-
dying past discrimination.

Although affirmative action began as a program primarily
intended to benefit blacks, most of the ‘‘minority and women-
owned businesses’’ favored by government preferences are
owned by groups other than blacks. More than four times as
many businesses are owned by Hispanics and Asian Americans
and thirteen times as many businesses are owned by women as
by blacks. Moreover, even within this omnibus category of mi-
nority and women-owned businesses, some evidence suggests
that the vast majority of firms receive nothing from these pref-
erences, while a relatively few receive the bulk of the benefits.
In Cincinnati, for example, the city vendor list identified 682
such firms, but 13 percent of these firms received 62 percent of
all the preferential contracts and 83 percent of the money.
Nationally, only about one-fourth of one percent of minority-
owned enterprises were even certified as entitled to prefer-
ences under the Small Business Administration. Then, even
among this tiny fraction of minority firms, 2 percent received
40 percent of the money.∞≥

A special benefit has been created for American Indians
who run gambling casinos on reservations. But here, again,
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there has been the same skewed distribution of benefits seen in
many other contexts. Five states, with almost half the total
American Indian population of the country, receive less than 3
percent of all casino proceeds, amounting to about $400 per In-
dian. Meanwhile, three states with only 3 percent of the Indian
population receive 44 percent of all casino revenue—and aver-
age of $100,000 per Indian. One casino in California brings in
more than $100 million a year, or about $900,000 per Indian.
These are revenues, rather than profits, and many non-Indian
investors reap profits from Indian casinos.∞∂

THE EVOLUTION OF AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 was not only a law mandating
equal rights for individuals, both the Congressional debates
leading up to its passage and particular provisions of the Act
itself explicitly repudiated the concept of group preferences or
quotas. The term ‘‘discrimination’’ which sometimes has very
different meanings to different people, was specifically defined
in the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to mean intentional actions by an
employer against individuals, as distinguished from disparate
consequences of particular tests or other criteria on different
groups. The principal advocate for the Act, Senator Hubert
Humphrey, put it this way:

The express requirement of intent is designed to make it wholly
clear that inadvertent or accidental discriminations will not vio-
late the title or result in entry of court orders. It means simply that
the respondent must have intended to discriminate.∞∑

While guiding the Civil Rights Act of 1964 through the
Senate, Senator Humphrey assured his colleagues that it ‘‘does
not require an employer to achieve any kind of racial balance
in his work force by giving preferential treatment to any indi-
vidual or group.’’∞∏ He pointed out that subsection 703( j) un-
der Title VII of the Civil Rights Act ‘‘is added to state this point
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expressly.’’∞π That subsection declared that nothing in Title VII
required an employer ‘‘to grant preferential treatment to any
individual or group on account of any imbalance which may
exist’’ with respect to the numbers of employees in such groups
‘‘in comparison with the total number or percentage of persons
of such race, color, religion, sex, or national origin in any com-
munity, State, section or other area.’’

While the Civil Rights Act clearly did not create affirmative
action in the United States, it is much less clear just what specif-
ically did. In part this is because group preferences and quotas
arose and evolved incrementally and even surreptitiously. The
very phrase ‘‘affirmative action’’ meant different things at dif-
ferent times.

In the American context, there has been what might be
called generic affirmative action, as well as highly specific affir-
mative action. Generic affirmative action is distinguished from
a policy of passively adhering to a non-discrimination principle,
while waiting to respond to particular problems as they arise.
Thus the National Labor Relations Act of 1935 required em-
ployers to take ‘‘affirmative action’’ to ensure that their em-
ployees had a free choice as to whether or not to vote to be
represented by a labor union. Such actions might include post-
ing relevant federal laws on the subject in the workplace and/
or announcing the end of any anti-union activities or policies
previously engaged in by the management. In other words, it
was not considered sufficient simply to ‘‘cease and desist’’ from
anti-union activity and passively comply with the new federal
laws giving workers the right to choose collective bargaining, it
was necessary to affirmatively proclaim that right and repudi-
ate any pre-existing policies whose lingering effects might in-
timidate workers in exercising their rights.

Similarly, in the much later application of this principle to
racial and other groups, it was not considered sufficient for the
employer simply to cease and desist from discriminating. It was
necessary for the employers to take ‘‘affirmative action’’ to en-
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sure that previously excluded groups were made aware of new
opportunities now open to them, so as to be able to take practi-
cal steps to prepare for and apply for such opportunities. Affir-
mative action might also include voluntary efforts, both inside
and outside the workplace, by both employers and others, to
advise and train people for new opportunities in employment,
college admissions and other benefits.

Such generic affirmative action has long had far wider sup-
port from the general public, and from both conservatives and
liberals in the political arena, than more specific affirmative
action in the form of group preferences and quotas.∞∫ In short,
there has been widespread support in the American popula-
tion at large for efforts to bring less fortunate groups up to the
existing standards, even among people completely opposed to
bringing the standards down to these groups.

The first official use of the term ‘‘affirmative action’’ in a racial
or ethnic context was in President John F. Kennedy’s Executive
Order No. 10,925 in 1961, where he said that federal contractors
should ‘‘take affirmative action to ensure that the applicants are
employed, and that employees are treated during employment,
without regard to their race, creed, color or national origin.’’ This
first in a series of Executive Orders, extending over several ad-
ministrations, was clearly not calling for group preferences or
quotas. On the contrary, it was calling upon employers to hire
and promote without regard to group membership—and to make
that fact clear to all. It was generic affirmative action.

The next major development in the evolution of affirmative
action was the creation of the Office of Federal Contract Com-
pliance in the U.S. Department of Labor by President Lyndon
Johnson’s Executive Order No. 11,246 in 1965. In May 1968,
this office issued guidelines containing the fateful expression
‘‘goals and timetables’’ and ‘‘representation.’’ But as yet these
were still not quotas, for 1968 guidelines spoke of ‘‘goals and
timetables for the prompt achievement of full and equal em-
ployment opportunity.’’ By 1970, however, during the Nixon
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administration new guidelines referred to ‘‘results-oriented
procedures,’’ which hinted more strongly at what was to come.
In December 1971 the decisive guidelines were issued, which
made it clear that ‘‘goals and timetables’’ were meant to ‘‘in-
crease materially the utilization of minorities and women,’’
with ‘‘under-utilization’’ being spelled out as ‘‘having fewer mi-
norities or women in a particular job classification than would
reasonably be expected by their availability . . .’’∞Ω Employers
were required to confess to ‘‘deficiencies in the utilization’’ of
minorities and women whenever this statistical parity could not
be found in all job classifications, as a first step toward correct-
ing this situation. The burden of proof—and remedy—was on
the employer. ‘‘Affirmative action’’ was now decisively trans-
formed into a numerical concept, whether called ‘‘goals’’ or
‘‘quotas.’’ Affirmative action in this specific sense was thus a
product of the decade of the 1970s.

Many have seen the emergence of affirmative action, in the
sense of group preferences and quotas, as a later perversion of
the initial equal-opportunity intent of the law. However, even
before the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was passed, there were al-
ready developments which foreshadowed the shift to prefer-
ences and quotas. Moreover, this shift was in keeping with the
underlying social vision of the problems of black Americans. If
economic differences between groups were presumed to be
strange and/or sinister, then the obvious remedy was to elimi-
nate such differences. The fact that such differences can be
found in countries around the world and over centuries of
history—often on a larger scale than differences between black
and white Americans—may be known to some scholars and
their students and readers, but these are still a minuscule frac-
tion of the population, and certainly too small to have any
political or even intellectual effect on widespread beliefs.

When the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was being debated in
Congress, there was already a prominent state case in Illinois,
in which the Motorola Company was judged to have violated
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state laws against discrimination by refusing to hire a black
applicant who had failed a test they had given him. An exam-
iner for a state agency considered the test to be ‘‘unfair to
culturally deprived and disadvantaged groups.’’≤≠ Here the
charge was not that this individual was given a test not required
of other individuals, but that the group to which he belonged
was less likely to pass such tests. The question of whether the
law should focus on individuals or groups was joined early on at
the state level, while the federal Civil Rights Act was still under
consideration in Congress.

Supporters of the Civil Rights Act dismissed the Illinois
case as an oddity unlikely to survive the normal legal processes,
as a case where one examiner ‘‘went too far’’ and as a ‘‘red
herring’’ as regards Congressional debates over federal anti-
discrimination law.≤∞ But when one of the critics of the Act,
Senator John Tower of Texas, introduced an amendment to
declare that an employer ‘‘may give any professionally devel-
oped ability test to any individual seeking employment’’ and
use such tests in making hiring or promotions decisions, Sena-
tor Humphrey said: ‘‘These tests are legal. They do not need to
be legalized a second time.’’ He also said: ‘‘The Motorola case
has been discussed, discussed, and cussed.’’≤≤

Despite this clear legislative history, the U.S. Supreme
Court later ruled in Griggs vs. Duke Power Company (1971) that
tests and other procedures which ‘‘act as ‘built-in headwinds’
for minority groups’’ could not be allowed to stand, even if they
were ‘‘neutral on their face, and even if neutral in terms of
intent,’’ when they are ‘‘unrelated to measuring job capabil-
ity.’’≤≥ This last proviso meant that employers had to ‘‘validate’’
any tests they used which had a disparate impact on minor-
ity groups. This apparently innocent requirement concealed
costly and complicated statistical validation processes, open to
endless legal challenges, that became for many employers sim-
ply prohibitions against using tests.≤∂

The Griggs decision was not the only example of courts
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reading the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to mean precisely what the
Act and its legislative history had clearly said that it did not

mean. A case that was decided by the U.S. Supreme Court in
1979 was brought by a white employee of Kaiser Aluminum
named Brian Weber, who had been rejected for a job training
program for insufficient seniority, even though black employ-
ees with less seniority were accepted. This was because of the
company’s affirmative action plan—a plan ‘‘voluntarily’’ estab-
lished by the company to retain its status as a government con-
tractor. Weber sued on grounds that the Civil Rights Act of
1964 had been violated by discrimination based on race. Sec-
tion 703(a) of the Act declared it unlawful for an employer ‘‘to
discriminate against any individual with respect to his compen-
sation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment, because
of such individual’s race, color, religion, sex, or national ori-
gin’’ and Section 703(d) more specifically declared it unlawful
to ‘‘discriminate against any individual’’ in ‘‘apprenticeship or
other training.’’

Notwithstanding this plain language, the Supreme Court
voted against Weber’s claim of discrimination. Writing for the
majority, Justice William J. Brennan rejected ‘‘a literal inter-
pretation of these words.’’ He claimed that the ‘‘spirit’’ of the
Act had as its ‘‘primary concern’’ the economic problems of
blacks, so that it did not bar ‘‘temporary, voluntary, affirmative
action undertaken to eliminate manifest racial imbalance in
traditionally segregated job categories.’’ Quite aside from the
fact that these racial quotas were neither temporary nor volun-
tary, this interpretation ignored both the language and the
legislative history of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which had
rejected discrimination against anyone of any clor, as well as
rejecting ideas of correcting racial ‘‘imbalances.’’ Brennan’s
complete evasion of the plain words of the statute was de-
scribed in a dissenting opinion as reminiscent of the great es-
capes of Houdini.≤∑

The Weber case became both a legal landmark and a
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political model for evasions of the law by citing such rationales
as remedial action or ‘‘diversity’’—and for taking the issue out
of the realm of government-sponsored discrimination, which
would be a violation of the Fourteenth Amendment, by main-
taining that affirmative action quotas and preferences created
by employers in order to maintain their eligibility for govern-
ment contracts were ‘‘voluntary’’ and ‘‘private.’’ Although the
Weber case was the high-water mark for advocates of group
preferences and quotas, the Supreme Court continued to go
back and forth on the legality or illegality of particular affir-
mative action programs. Judicial vacillation was signalled not
only by differing decisions on very similar cases—the same
nine justices had invalidated a University of California medical
school quota in the Bakke case just one year before affirming
the job training quota in the Weber case—but also by 5 to 4
decisions and by decisions in which there was no overall major-
ity for the decision as a whole, but only shifting majorities,
made up of different justices, for the particular sections that
added up to the whole decision. Reconciling equal treatment
of individuals with group preferences was not easy.

Despite a zig-zag pattern of judicial decisions over the years,
the general trend has been toward ever more expansive defi-
nitions of ‘‘discrimination,’’ leading to more and more ‘‘re-
medial’’ group preferences and quotas. In the controversies
swirling around both judicial and political policies involving
affirmative action, there has been much confusion between
generic affirmative action, such as ‘‘outreach’’ efforts, and
more specific affirmative action in the sense of group prefer-
ences and quotas. Indeed, much of that confusion has been
cultivated by defenders of affirmative action who decry the
notion that nothing should be done to help the less fortu-
nate—which is of course not the issue at all.

The real issue is what specifically shall and shall not be
done, for whom, for what reason, and for how long. Such issues
remain unresolved. As late as 2003, the Supreme Court of the
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United States declared in Grutter v. Bollinger that ‘‘all govern-
ment use of race must have a logical end point.’’ Yet the Court
neither imposed such a time limit nor provided any criterion by
which anyone could know when that limit had been reached.

EXTENSIONS OF AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

As in other countries, affirmative action in the United States
has not merely evolved but spread. It has spread to a succession
of groups, to a wider range of activities and industries, and the
meanings of words have also spread, so that ‘‘discrimination,’’
for example, now encompasses things that no one would have
considered to be discrimination when the Civil Rights Act of
1964 was passed.

Extensions of ‘‘Discrimination’’

Because discrimination so often serves as a predicate for
preferences and quotas under American laws and policies, the
definition of discrimination has tended to expand over time,
along with the groups and activities to which affirmative action
has been successively extended. The ‘‘intentional’’ act which
constituted discrimination, as described by Senator Hubert
Humphrey when he successfully led the effort to get the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 passed, has long since been superseded by
more expansive concepts and more vague and shifting stan-
dards of proof.

The most decisive shift in the burden of proof has been to
make the accused disprove a prima facie case of discrimina-
tion, based on statistical disparities in group results. These may
be disparities in test results or disparities in group ‘‘representa-
tion’’ among employees of businesses or students admitted to
college, for example. The Griggs decision by the U.S. Supreme
Court shifted the burden of proof to employers whenever tests
were passed at very different rates by different segments of the
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population. This became known as the principle of ‘‘disparate
impact,’’ which was applied not only to tests but also to other
criteria such as academic credentials or a non-criminal history,
when these criteria led to different proportions of different
groups being accepted.

The policies of federal administrative agencies codified and
extended the principle that lesser performances by A were to
be regarded as presumptively the fault of B, the latter being left
to try to prove a negative, so as to avoid a charge of discrimina-
tion. Guidelines issued by the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission declared that ‘‘a selection rate for any race, sex, or
ethnic group which is less that four-fifths . . . of the rate for the
group with the highest rate will generally be regarded by the
Federal enforcement agencies as evidence of adverse impact’’
of the selection process.≤∏

The redefinition of ‘‘discrimination’’ was often accom-
panied by denials that this represented a lowering of stand-
ards. The argument has been made that no one was being
forced to hire people who were not ‘‘qualified.’’ But this word
sidestepped the real question, which was whether people of
lesser qualifications were to be hired in preference to people of
greater qualifications, simply because of the respective groups
to which they belonged. The word ‘‘qualified’’ essentially ho-
mogenized applicants who met whatever minimum standard
might be arbitrarily set by third parties. If that standard were to
be set as correctly answering half the questions on a test, then
someone who answered 51 percent correctly was just as much a
part of the ‘‘qualified’’ pool as someone who answered 99 per-
cent. More important, an employer who hired proportionately
fewer black ‘‘qualified’’ applicants than white ‘‘qualified’’ appli-
cants could be considered to be engaging in racial discrimina-
tion, even if the average test scores of the black applicants were
substantially lower. Moreover, this was not officially considered
to be a policy of racial preferences, but only an application of
anti-discrimination law.
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The boldest application of this principle was ‘‘race-norming’’
of tests. The U.S. Employment Service, for example, reported
the percentile rankings of job applicants to employers, without
informing those employers that these were separate percentile
rankings according to the racial group to which the applicant
belonged. Thus a black job applicant who ranked at the 90th
percentile among fellow blacks might have a lower absolute
score than a white applicant who ranked at the 80th percentile
among whites. In Sri Lanka, the same practice was called by the
innocuous name ‘‘standardization,’’ which offset the higher
average academic performances of Tamil students as compared
to Sinhalese students. In both countries, it was simply a dis-
guised form of group preferences.

When the clandestine practice of race-norming became
known and a matter of public controversy in the United States,
it was banned in the Civil Rights Act of 1991. However, the kind
of thinking it involved was not banned and has continued in
other guises. Moreover, that such a practice could have been
imposed secretly in the first place—and persist undetected for
a decade≤π—suggests some of the difficulties of attempting
to ban affirmative action—and especially of trying to have a
‘‘nuanced’’ reduction of it, to ‘‘mend it, not end it,’’ as some
have said. Anything short of unequivocally banning it outright
simply invites such subterfuges. Indeed, even outright bans on
group preferences in admissions to state colleges and univer-
sities in Texas and in California have set off searches for non-
objective criteria, such as have already been used in India to
circumvent court limitations on group preferences there.

In addition, laws have been passed to admit students who
finish in the top 10 percent of their high school classes, in
disregard of the highly disparate qualities of different high
schools— and, more particularly, the very low quality of the
high schools from which many minority students graduate.
Thus students with composite SAT scores below 900 have been
admitted to the University of Texas because they were in the top
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10 percent of their high schools, while other students with SAT
scores hundreds of points higher—some over 1500—have
been rejected.≤∫ In California, the search for non-academic cri-
teria for granting admissions to the University of California has
in practice meant the use of such criteria to admit more His-
panics, but not Asian Americans who meet those same non-
academic criteria, in addition to having higher academic cre-
dentials.≤Ω It is race-norming by another name.

The ease with which discrimination charges can be made
with statistics alone, and the difficulty or impossibility of prov-
ing a negative when the burden of proof shifts to the employer,
provide incentives for businesses to locate away from concen-
trations of blacks, for example. Whether the jobs lost by blacks
as a result of such locational decisions are greater or less than
the jobs gained by blacks as a result of racial preferences is
another empirical question seldom asked, much less answered.
Here, as in other countries, affirmative action tends to be dis-
cussed and debated primarily in terms of its rationales and
goals, rather than its actual consequences.

Extensions to New Groups

The rationale of remedying or forestalling the effects of
discrimination extends well beyond the various racial or ethnic
groups originally used as a reason for creating affirmative ac-
tion policies. The largest of these new groups—indeed, larger
than all the other groups put together—are women. And, of
course, in the United States most of those women are white.
Although the rationale has wandered far from the ‘‘legacy of
slavery’’ argument, the practices growing out of affirmative ac-
tion have not wandered far from the practices used in situa-
tions involving blacks. Women have become entitled to employ-
ment quotas and business set-asides like other groups. The
need for specific evidence of prior specific harm has likewise
been evaded, in this case by the phrase ‘‘glass ceiling’’—that
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is, discrimination that cannot be seen but which is simply as-
sumed as a basis for preferential treatment.

Women have even had a fictitious history created for them,
much as there has been a fictitious history of the rise of blacks
from poverty. In reality, the socioeconomic history of women in
the United States is very different from the socioeconomic his-
tory of blacks—and even more radically different from the
history depicted by those seeking affirmative action for women.
Unlike the more or less continuous rise of blacks from lower to
higher levels of education and from lower to higher occupa-
tional levels during the twentieth century, women’s educa-
tional and occupational trajectories varied considerably during
that century. Although the conventional explanation of wom-
en’s lag behind men in the economy is discrimination, and
their rise in more recent times has been credited to feminist or
‘‘women’s liberation’’ movements that began in the 1960s and
the government laws and policies created in response to such
political efforts, the cold fact is that women were in many ways
better represented in higher occupational levels in the 1930s
or earlier than in the 1960s. This can scarcely be credited to
movements that had not yet begun in these earlier times, much
less to affirmative action policies that began in the 1970s.

Unlike what happened in the history of blacks, women’s
percentage share of the jobs in professional and technical oc-
cupations declined in the middle decades of the twentieth cen-
tury—and then rose later. A similar pattern of fall followed by
rise can be seen in women’s percentage shares of the college
and university degrees required for such occupations.

Women’s representation in professional and technical oc-
cupations declined by 9 percent from 1940 to 1950 and then
by another 9 percent from 1950 to 1968.≥≠ As far back as 1902,
women’s share of the people listed in Who’s Who was more than
double their share in 1958.≥∞ Women received 34 percent of
the Bachelor’s degrees in 1920 but only 24 percent in 1950.
They received just over 15 percent of the doctoral degrees in
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1920 but just under 10 percent in 1950.≥≤ In mathematics,
women’s share of doctorates declined from 15 percent to 5
percent over a period of decades, and in economics from 10
percent to 2 percent.≥≥ There were similar declines in women’s
shares of doctoral degrees in the humanities, law and chemis-
try. For no year during the 1950s or 1960s did women receive
as high a percentage share of all master’s degrees, or of all
doctoral degrees, as they had back in 1930.≥∂

If statistical disparities between women and men are attrib-
utable to discrimination by men, then this remarkable history
would suggest that men inexplicably became more discrimina-
tory toward women during the first half of the twentieth cen-
tury and then relented later in the second half, causing the
trend to reverse. However, this whole puzzling—and politi-
cally inconvenient—question does not even arise in discussions
where the educational and occupational history of women in
the early twentieth century is ignored and trends are plotted
only for the period since 1960. Such ignoring of an inconve-
nient earlier history has been the rule, rather than the excep-
tion, in discussions of discrimination against women and of
the presumed need for affirmative action to overcome that
discrimination.

In reality, the fall and later rise of women in their education
and occupations, relative to men, is far more strongly corre-
lated with demographic trends than with political, legal, or
ideological trends. As women began having fewer children—a
trend that began in the nineteenth century and continued on
into the 1930s—they became better represented in higher lev-
els of education and professional occupations. Then, when
birth rates began to rise again, from the 1930s to the 1950s,≥∑

women began to be less well represented in these higher educa-
tional and occupational levels. The role of men in all this was
primarily that of fathers of the children born to women. If
this period of relative occupational retrogression were due to
men’s actions as employers, then it would be hard to see why
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the very same trends occurred in the hiring of faculty at wom-
en’s colleges, run by women administrators.≥∏ Alumni of wom-
en’s colleges, returning for class reunions in the later period,
were often surprised to find male professors far more common
in women’s colleges than in the days when these alumni were
students.

After the birth rate began to decline again in the 1960s,≥π

women’s representation in higher levels of education and oc-
cupations began to rise again. The crucial role of marriage and
child-bearing on women’s economic level can also be seen by
breaking down the female population as a whole into those
who do and those who do not become wives and mothers, those
whose careers are continuous and those who interrupt their ca-
reers to assume domestic responsibilities. As far back as 1971,
women who remained unmarried into their thirties and who
had worked continuously since high school earned slightly more

than men of the same description.≥∫ Academic women who
never married averaged slightly higher incomes in 1968–69—
before affirmative action—than academic men who never
married.≥Ω

Substantial male-female differences in income reflect the
fact that most women do get married, do have children, and do
interrupt their careers for domestic responsibilities more often
than men do. Different occupations have different rates of ob-
solescence of their respective skills, so that interruptions of
careers in some fields are more damaging to one’s career than
in other fields. For example, a physicist loses about half the
value of his or her knowledge from a six-year layoff, but it would
take a historian more than a quarter of a century to suffer a
similar loss.∂≠ Women tend to specialize in occupations where
career interruptions are easier to accommodate—teaching
rather than computer engineering, for example.

Another factor in male-female differences in earnings is
that men tend to specialize more in hazardous occupations
that pay higher compensation. Although men are 54 percent
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of the workforce, they account for 92 percent of job-related
deaths.∂∞ Innumerable other economically relevant differences
between the sexes exist, even with men and women who seem
to be ‘‘the same’’ superficially,∂≤ and whose different incomes
cannot therefore be automatically attributed to employer
discrimination.

As for the effect of ‘‘women’s liberation’’ movements and
government legislation in increasing women’s income relative
to that of men, there is no evidence of any such trend for those
women who worked full-time and year around over the period
from 1960 to 1980.∂≥ What was happening over this span was
that more women were working full time and year around,
both absolutely and relative to men.∂∂ This says nothing about
how employers were treating given women or how successful
‘‘women’s liberation’’ was. A significant increase in the ratio of
female to male earnings began in the 1980s∂∑—during the Rea-
gan administration—which is not when most feminists would
claim that their influence began to be felt.

While women are the largest group to whom affirmative
action has been extended, there are others who have bene-
fitted from similar extensions of this principle—and who
are similarly remote from the ‘‘legacy of slavery’’ rationale or
rationales based on lingering effects of past discrimination.
These include not only various immigrants from Latin Amer-
ica, Europe and Asia, but also Eskimos who have been granted
preferential status in Virginia, where it is doubtful that many of
their ancestors ever lived, much less suffered discrimination.
Even for women, the ‘‘lingering effects’’ of past discrimination
argument is far less weighty than it is for blacks or American
Indians, for example. Since women are descended from men
as well as women, there is no evidence that whatever disadvan-
tages their mothers, grandmothers, etc., suffered had more
impact on their current socioeconomic condition than the cor-
responding advantages enjoyed by their fathers, grandfathers
and other male ancestors.
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Successive extensions of the principle of affirmative action
to more and more groups adversely affect both blacks and
whites. As of 1970, blacks were two-thirds of all people in racial
or ethnic groups legally entitled to affirmative action but, a
quarter of a century later, blacks were just 49 percent of such
groups.∂∏ Moreover, this does not count the effect of the exten-
sion of affirmative action to women, mostly white women. With
the addition of women, what affirmative action amounts to is
legalized discrimination against the residual non-preferred
population, mostly white males. None of this takes into account
the illegal or semi-legal uses of affirmative action which have
occurred in the United States, as in other countries.

Minority businesses preferentially awarded government
contracts, for example, can then turn over the actual work of
fulfilling those contracts to others, in essence collecting a roy-
alty for letting non-minority firms rent their minority status to
acquire business from the government. The ‘‘Ali-Baba’’ enter-
prises found in Malaysia and Indonesia have their counterpart
in American firms ostensibly owned by blacks but in fact serving
as ‘‘fronts’’ for whites. A Baltimore grand jury was kept busy for
months exposing such fronts, and an investigation of ‘‘disadvan-
taged business enterprises’’ in Indianapolis ended up decertify-
ing more than one-third of all businesses with that designation.
At the individual level, jobs, promotions and government con-
tracts may go to people with only minute traces of some mi-
nority ancestry—an entrepreneur who was 1/64th Cherokee
Indian won a set-aside contract in California—or with the
effrontery to claim minority status fraudulently.∂π

The successive extension of preferred status to more
groups, both legally and illegally, not only dilutes the bene-
fits for those for whom the original rationale is strongest,
it changes the terms of competition in ways that can work to
the further disadvantage of genuinely less fortunate groups.
For example, where group preferences must masquerade as
anti-discrimination policies, employers have incentives to use
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employment and promotion criteria which can pass muster in
court, so as to avoid discrimination charges—whether or not
these are the best criteria for assessing the ability to do the jobs
in question. Objective criteria, such as diplomas and degrees,
thus acquire greater weight than they might otherwise have. As
in other countries, the genuinely less fortunate—black males
from the ghetto, for example—are less likely to have these
credentials as compared to white women, who are also legally
entitled to affirmative action. Whether the advantages that
black males acquire over white males, as a result of affirmative
action, outweigh the disadvantages they have relative to white
women is an empirical question. But it is a question unlikely to
be asked.

PRIVATE BUSINESSES

In the United States, as in other countries, businesses closely
controlled by government have tended to have different hiring
standards for different groups to a greater extent than busi-
nesses operating more freely in a competitive marketplace. In
the United States, blacks were more likely to be discriminated
against in government-regulated businesses before the civil
rights era and more likely to received preferential hiring in
such businesses after that era. The telephone industry, before
the break-up of the American Telephone & Telegraph Com-
pany, was a classic example of a heavily regulated enterprise
with a monopoly in its markets nationwide.

As of 1930, there were approximately 235,000 telephone
operators in the United States, of whom just 331 were black. In
all categories of telephone company employees, black males
were 1.2 percent and black females 0.2 percent. Male em-
ployees included many manual laborers doing such work as
digging holes for telephone poles, while the women were pre-
dominantly operators.∂∫ As late as 1950, black women held only
one percent of all jobs in the telephone industry nationwide. In
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the South, few blacks were employed as telephone operators
during the entire decade of the 1950s and they failed to reach
even one percent as late as 1960. Between 1950 and 1960, the
number of telephone operators employed in the Southern
states increased by 6,611, while the number of black telephone
operators increased by just 20.∂Ω

Meanwhile, outside the South, the number of black tele-
phone operators rose rapidly during the decade of the 1950s,
both absolutely and relative to white telephone operators. In
fact, the increase in the number of black telephone operators
nationwide exceeded the total increase in the number of tele-
phone operators nationwide. In short, there were dramatic
changes in the employment of black telephone operators dur-
ing the decade of the 1950s, virtually all of it outside the South,
with more than two-thirds of this increased employment of
black women employed in the telecommunications industry
occurring in just five states—New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois,
Michigan, and Ohio.∑≠ How can this pattern be explained—
and what does it imply?

Although A.T.&T.’s nationwide operations, such as long-
distance service, were regulated by the Federal Communica-
tions Commission, the individual phone companies were regu-
lated by their respective state governments. The immediate
postwar years saw changes in racial attitudes and in state anti-
discrimination legislation∑∞—outside the South. The number
of black women working as telephone operators in New York
City, for example, tripled during the 1950s, even though the
total number of telephone operators in the city remained vir-
tually unchanged during that decade. In San Francisco, the
number of black women hired as telephone operators tripled
during the same decade, while again the total number of tele-
phone operators remained virtually unchanged. In Detroit, the
number of black women who were telephone operators in-
creased five-fold, despite a slight decline in the total number
of telephone operators in the city. No such dramatic changes
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occurred in such Southern cities as Atlanta, Birmingham,
Dallas, or New Orleans, nor in such border state cities as St.
Louis or Washington, D.C.∑≤

The point here is not to claim that these racial employment
policies were a direct consequence of orders from state regula-
tory commissions. Prior to 1970, public utility commissions
generally did not seek to influence the racial hiring policies of
the companies they regulated.∑≥ Instead, the point here is that
the very fact of being a regulated public utility made prefer-
ences for or against any given group less expensive than they
would have been in a free, competitive market. For a regulated
monopoly, any additional costs associated with discrimination
against qualified applicants could simply be passed on to cus-
tomers. Thus it was virtually costless to discriminate against
blacks in an earlier era and it was virtually costless to show them
preferential treatment in a later era. In other words, public
utilities could reflect prevailing social views at little or no costs
to themselves, whether those views favored or opposed the hir-
ing of blacks.

To some extent, the same reasoning applies to non-profit
organizations, such as academic institutions, hospitals, and
foundations. Accordingly, it is not surprising that most Ameri-
can colleges and universities had no black tenured professors
until 1940 and few black or Jewish professors at Ivy League
institutions until well after World War II. As of 1936, only three
black Ph.D. holders were employed by all the white colleges
and universities in the United States. By contrast, more than
three hundred black chemists alone were employed in private
industry at the same time.∑∂ To private industry, these black
chemists represented profits that could be made by hiring
them. But, to a college or university chemistry department,
there was no such incentive and they could easily afford to pass
over these chemists.∑∑

In later decades, the evolution of affirmative action, along
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with the still surviving anti-discrimination laws, created a di-
lemma for many businesses. If they failed to have ‘‘enough’’
black employees, they were liable to be sued for discrimination
by individual blacks, by civil rights groups, or by government
agencies acting on their behalf. However, if they engaged in
preferential hiring of blacks, they could be sued for discrimina-
tion by whites. Court decisions legitimizing affirmative action
under prescribed conditions then provided businesses with a
set of guidelines that could minimize their legal jeopardy.
Therefore, when efforts were made to end group preferences
and quotas during the 1980s by some within the Reagan ad-
ministration, big business support for the continuation of af-
firmative action helped doom the efforts to rescind it.∑∏ In
addition, large corporations tend to have their own internal
affirmative action officials and departments, with their own
vested interests in the continuation of such policies. In the year
2000, several large corporations filed briefs supporting the con-
tinuation of affirmative action at the University of Michigan.∑π

THE ACADEMIC WORLD

Nowhere is affirmative action more deeply entrenched than in
the academic world. Moreover, that world has a special impor-
tance as the gateway to upward mobility. Various arguments
have been made for the admission of black, Hispanic, and
American Indian students to colleges and universities under
lower standards than those applied to white or Asian American
students. Chief among these is the claim that conventional cri-
teria such as test scores and academic records do not reveal
these students’ ‘‘real’’ ability or likelihood of success. Over the
years, this has been one of the most repeatedly studied—and
repeatedly refuted—claims. Black students with low test scores
do not perform better academically than white students with
the same low test scores. On the contrary, black students tend
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to perform slightly less well than white students with the same
test scores—and this applies across the board, not just with low-
scoring students.∑∫

Other claims made as rationales for preferential admissions
of black or other minority students have tended to be either
not testable empricially or not to have been subjected to any
empirical test. One of these claims is that ‘‘diversity’’ enhances
the educational experience for all students. Typical of this
genre of claims was an article in The Chronicle of Higher Education

titled ‘‘Why Affirmative Action Works at Michigan’’—but the
article in fact provided no empirical evidence of either why or
whether it ‘‘works’’ by any definable standard, but only assertions
and anecdotes.∑Ω

Often a related claim is made that black students must be
admitted in numbers sufficient to provide a certain ‘‘critical
mass’’ on campus that will enable individual black students to
feel socially comfortable and secure enough to be able to do
their best work. Again, empirical evidence in support of this
proposition is neither asked nor given. Conceivably, one might
get data from colleges and universities with relatively few black
students and comparable institutions with more substantial
numbers of black students, and then compare these students’
academic performances. Nothing of the sort has been done by
proponents of the ‘‘critical mass’’ theory.

Alternatively, one might compare the academic perfor-
mances of black students in past eras in predominantly white
academic institutions, where there were only a relative handful
of black students at the time, with the academic performances
of later generations of black students in the same institutions
which now have a better approximation of the ‘‘critical mass.’’
But this too remains undone. Nor is there any incentive for pro-
ponents of affirmative action to do such studies when their un-
substantiated assertions are so widely accepted and repeated.

Some data that might be relevant to the ‘‘critical mass’’
theory come from the history of all-black Dunbar High School
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in Washington, D.C. Between 1892 and 1954, Amherst College
admitted 34 graduates of this school. Of these, 25 graduated
from Amherst—74 percent of the admittees—and 21 percent
of these black graduates were Phi Beta Kappas.∏≠ There were
never enough black students at Amherst during this period to
constitute a ‘‘critical mass.’’ The contrast between the aca-
demic achievements of these early black pioneers at Amherst
and the widespread academic failures of black students of a
later era is much more consistent with the opposite theory of
John H. McWhorter, a black professor at the University of Cal-
ifornia at Berkeley, that an anti-intellectual black subculture
reduces black students’ performances well below what they are
capable of.∏∞ If so, then a ‘‘critical mass’’ is likely to be coun-
terproductive academically.

Further evidence of the negative potential of a ‘‘critical
mass’’ comes from numerous reports by observers of black stu-
dents in schools across the country that these students have
developed a habit of referring to fellow black students who are
academically oriented and academically achieving as ‘‘acting
white’’—a charge that can bring anything from social ostra-
cism to outright violence. A recent empirical study published
by the National Bureau of Economic Research found that ‘‘a
higher percentage of Black schoolmates has a strong adverse
effect on achievements of Blacks and, moreover, that the effects
are highly concentrated in the upper half of the ability distribu-
tion.’’∏≤ In other words, black students with higher ability per-
form less well when there are more black students present.

Another bit of empirical evidence comes from a study of the
academic consequences of ability-grouping in schools, which
concluded: ‘‘Schooling in a homogeneous group of students
appears to have a positive effect on the achievements of high-
ability students’ achievements, and even stronger effects on the
achievements of high-ability minority youth.’’∏≥ In other words,
black youngsters with high ability improve particularly well
when put among other high ability youngsters, rather than
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being educated in the presence of other students of lesser abil-
ity. An intellectual critical mass produces opposite results from a
racial critical mass.

Still another bit of evidence comes from a study of gradua-
tion rates in state colleges and universities in Colorado. This
study found that, in general, whites graduated at higher rates
than blacks at most of the institutions studied. However, ‘‘for
the two instances in which blacks graduate at higher rates than
whites, we are dealing with extremely small sample sizes for the
blacks.’’∏∂ In short, it was precisely where they lacked a racial
‘‘critical mass’’ that the black students did markedly better.

All this is more consistent with the McWhorter thesis than
with the ‘‘critical mass’’ theory. However, it is not necessary to
claim that this evidence is conclusive or even to choose be-
tween competing theories of the effects of a ‘‘critical mass’’ on
black students in a given institution. The more fundamental
point here is that the assumption that a ‘‘critical mass’’ is not
only academically beneficial, but academically essential, has
become prevailing dogma without empirical evidence being
asked or given.

A companion dogma is that black ‘‘role models’’ are essen-
tial to the education of black students—another widely trum-
peted belief for which evidence has seldom been asked nor
given. In 2003, long after ‘‘role models’’ had become a mantra,
a survey of empirical studies concluded, ‘‘there is no systematic
evidence that same-gender or same-race/ethnicity role models
have significant influence on a range of dependent variables
that they are assumed to influence, including occupational
choice, learning, and career success.’’∏∑

Certainly most Dunbar High School students who suc-
ceeded at Amherst College between 1892 and 1954 were un-
likely to have seen a black professor. The spectacular rise of the
Nisei generation of Japanese Americans after World War II
came at a time when they were at least equally unlikely to have
been taught by a Japanese American teacher or professor, or to
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have seen or known a Japanese American scientist or engineer,
since the majority of their parents were farmers.

Although racial preferences and quotas in admissions to
American colleges and universities began in the 1960s, usually
without much real discussion of pro’s and con’s—and with
instant dismissal of any critics, some of those critics neverthe-
less made the case against such preferences at length and with
considerable logical and empirical support. One of the most
cogent of these critics was Professor Clyde W. Summers of the
Yale Law School. Like many other critics of affirmative action,
Professor Summers had in previous years written in opposition
to discrimination against blacks, even before that was a popular
position to take.∏∏ Nor was he entirely comfortable when find-
ing himself now arguing against affirmative action:

Anyone who is at all aware of our historic brutal discrimination
against minority groups, and is sensitive to our continued pattern
of deprivation, wants to believe in measures which promise to
open doors of opportunity and provide some recompense for past
injustices. To raise questions about this program in which so many
so deeply believe almost inevitably leads to misunderstanding, no
matter how one tries to make himself understood. More trouble-
some, what one writes may be seized upon and used by those who
seek excuses for doing nothing and thus preserving the present
pattern of deprivation.∏π

Summers called preferential admissions policies ‘‘an unreal
solution to a real problem.’’ His first objection was that prefer-
ential admissions, beginning at the top elite institutions, would
create a nationwide mismatching of minority students and the
institutions they attended, all up and down the academic peck-
ing order. Since his own field was law, he illustrated the pattern
with the admissions policies of law schools:

If Harvard or Yale, for example, admit minority students with test
score 100 to 150 points below that normally required for a non-
minority student to get admitted, the total number of minority
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students able to get a legal education is not increased thereby.
The minority students given such preference would meet the nor-
mal admissions standards at Illinois, Rutgers or Texas. Similarly,
minority students given preference at Pennsylvania would meet
normal standards at Pittsburgh; those given preference at Duke
would meet normal standards at North Carolina, and those given
preference at Vanderbilt would meet normal standards at Ken-
tucky, Mississippi and West Virginia. Thus, each law school, by its
preferential admission, simply takes minority students away from
other schools whose admissions standards are further down the
scale. . . . In sum, the policy of preferential admission has a perva-
sive shifting effect, causing large numbers of minority students to
attend law schools whose normal admission standards they do not
meet, instead of attending other law schools whose normal stan-
dard they do meet.∏∫

Because of this ‘‘pervasive shifting effect,’’ minority stu-
dents would find themselves in serious academic difficulties all
up and down the scale of law schools and other institutions,
because they would be systematically mismatched with institu-
tions at all levels. Put bluntly, many minority students with all
the prerequisites for success would be artificially turned into
failures because of this pervasive mismatching. This argument
would for decades remain at the heart of objections to affirma-
tive action. Attempts to get data on which to confirm or refute
this argument were met by blanket refusals of academic author-
ities to release such information. Instead, there were assur-
ances issued that no ‘‘unqualified’’ students were being admit-
ted—a virtually meaningless statement when coming from
those who arbitrarily define what ‘‘qualified’’ meant, without
revealing what that definition is.

Despite academic policies secreting the data needed to re-
solve this key issue, some such data did become public, in one
way or another. Almost invariably, such data completely under-
mined the academic defenders of affirmative action.

At the University of California at Berkeley, for example, a
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1988 study showed that the average composite Scholastic Apti-
tude Test scores of black undergraduates was 952, which was
above the national average of 900, but well below the univer-
sity’s average of 1232 for white students and 1254 for Asian
American students. Black students with above-average SAT
scores cannot be called ‘‘unqualified’’ but they were certainly
mismatched—and 70 percent of black students failed to grad-
uate from Berkeley. Despite rising numbers of black students at
Berkeley during the 1980s, the number of black graduates de-
clined.∏Ω At M.I.T., the average black student’s math SAT score
was in the top 10 percent nationwide—and in the bottom 10
percent at M.I.T. Nearly one-fourth of these extraordinarily
high-ranking black students failed to graduate from M.I.T.π≠

At the University of Texas, where the average SAT score of
black undergraduates was more than 100 points below that of
white undergraduates, the grade point average for black fresh-
men was 1.97, compared to 2.45 for white freshmen.π∞ At the
Georgetown University Law School, the median test score of
black students on the Law School Aptitude Test was at the 75th
percentile—again, hardly ‘‘unqualified,’’ but that score was
lower than the score of any white student admitted to this elite
law school.π≤ Incidentally, the student who released this George-
town data was denounced as ‘‘racist’’ in the national media, as
well as on campus, despite a lack of any evidence of racism,
unless the release of the data is arbitrarily defined that way,
making the whole argument circular.

As Professor Summers had predicted, the failures were not
confined to the elite institutions. Thus San Jose State Univer-
sity had 70 percent of its black students fail to graduate, just
like Berkeley,π≥ though it is doubtful that the minority students
at Berkeley would have failed at San Jose State. That is the
domino effect of mismatching. Moreover, these costs of affir-
mative action would not stop with unnecessary academic fail-
ures among minority students.

Professor Summers and others predicted, back in the 1960s,
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that black students who were completely overmatched at many
colleges and universities, would not only find their position
intolerable, but would then proceed to find academic standards
and much else about academic life intolerable, leading to a shift
of their focus from academics to ideological crusades on cam-
pus and beyond. Demands for ‘‘relevant’’ courses, black studies
departments, and quota hiring of black faculty without regard
to ‘‘irrelevant’’ academic credentials proliferated across the
country, often backed up by campus disruptions and violence.
As in other countries, the illusion of being able to control the
course of events from the top down under affirmative action was
painfully dispelled.

Easier courses in black studies and in some other depart-
ments were accompanied by what Harvard professor David
Riesman called ‘‘affirmative grading.’’ Many professors inflated
grades all around, reducing failure rates and making most stu-
dents A students. The credible threats represented by orga-
nized black students also tended to lead to preferential treat-
ment of behavioral offenses.π∂

White students were not unaware of all this. As Summers
and others had predicted in the 1960s, whites who saw their
black classmates consistently at the bottom academically and
allowed to get away with things that would not be tolerated in
others, began to manifest increasingly negative attitudes, de-
spite draconian punishments for saying or doing anything that
could be construed as ‘‘racism.’’ White students on a number
of campuses have had outbursts of violence against black stu-
dents of a sort unknown on those campuses in the era before
preferential admissions programs and double standards on
campus.π∑ Even in the absence of overt hostility, black students
at M.I.T. complained that other students there did not regard
them as being desirable partners on group projects or as peo-
ple to study with for tough exams.π∏ Similar reports came from
other academic institutions—and from black professors as well
as black students. Blacks regarded as ‘‘quota’’ professors have
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complained of being less often invited to collaborate on re-
search, which is crucial to their advancement.ππ Even liberal
academic supporters of affirmative action began commenting
on the increasing hostility toward black students on campus
and coined the term ‘‘the new racism.’’π∫

At the heart of the problem, for both black students and
black professors, is the unyielding fact that the numbers who
have the credentials required for being at selective institutions
are nowhere near the numbers required for fulfilling arbitrary
quotas based on their ‘‘representation’’ in the population at
large. As far back as 1969, those black professors with Ph.D.s
from top universities and numerous publications were earning
more than white professors of the same description.πΩ It was just
that there were not very many black professors like this. The
problem was not discrimination, but inadequate numbers with
the requisite qualifications.

Similarly with black students. When elite law schools began
admitting black students preferentially in the 1960s, the total
number of black students who met their usual standards who
met their usual standards on Law School Aptitude test scores
and grade-point average was 39—in the entire country.∫≠ Two
decades later, there were just sixteen.∫∞ At the college level, the
number of black students who scored 650 or higher on the
verbal SAT was less than 700 nationwide in 1995.∫≤ Most Ivy
League institutions average at least 650 in verbal SAT scores.
But there are not enough black students in the whole country
with a 650 verbal SAT score to be admitted to the eight Ivy
League institutions in proportion to their ‘‘representation’’ in
the general population, much less to other elite institutions
from coast to coast.

Although test scores and grade-point averages were pooh-
poohed as predictive factors by advocates of affirmative action,
early factual studies showed the standing of black law school
students averaging at the 8th percentile.∫≥ That is, 92 percent
of their classmates had better academic performance in law
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schools. Moreover, disproportionately higher numbers of black
law school graduates failed the bar exam and disproportion-
ately higher numbers of black medical school graduates failed
medical licensing board exams.∫∂ In the face of such mounting
evidence, in medicine, law and other fields, defenders of affir-
mative action have argued that black doctors, lawyers and other
professionals are so much needed in black communities that it
was still a good thing for them to be preferentially admitted to
colleges, graduate schools and professional schools. ∫∑ Nor has
this argument been forced to confront the fact that many doc-
tors who are not black serve in inner city hospitals, with no
evidence that black patients are any the worse for that.

One example who was repeatedly singled out over the years
as a justification for affirmative action was a young black man
named Patrick Chavis, who had been admitted under affirma-
tive action to the medical school at the University of California
at Davis, where Allan Bakke had been initially rejected. Chavis
had gone back to practice medicine in the black community, in
contrast to Bakke, who went on to become an anesthesiologist
in Minneapolis after graduating from the same medical school,
to which he was admitted in the wake of the landmark Supreme
Court case that bears his name. Senator Edward Kennedy of
Massachusetts was among the many people who extolled Cha-
vis as an example of what affirmative action was meant to ac-
complish. The Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights made the
usual comprison between Chavis and Bakke—to Chavis’ advan-
tage—in 1997, just two weeks before the Medical Board of
California suspended Chavis’ license to practice medicine in
the wake of a suspicious death of one of his patients.∫∏ The
Board cited Chavis’ ‘‘inability to perform some of the most
basic duties required of a physician,’’ according to an admin-
istrative law judge when he ordered the emergency suspension
of Chavis’ license.∫π A year later, after a fuller investigation of
his treatment of several patients, Chavis’ license was revoked.∫∫

Those who had been using Chavis as an example before
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now switched to the position that one isolated example does
not prove anything. Unfortunately, Chavis was not an isolated
example. Plans to use double standards to maneuver black stu-
dents through medical school were reported to me back in
1969 and published in a 1972 book of mine.∫Ω Four years later,
Professor Bernard Davis of the Harvard Medical School re-
ported in the New England Journal of Medicine that black stu-
dents there and at other medical schools were being granted
diplomas ‘‘on a charitable basis.’’ He said, ‘‘It is cruel to admit
students who have a very low probability of measuring up to
reasonable standards’’ and that it was ‘‘even crueler to abandon
those standards and allow the trusting patients to pay for our
irresponsibility.’’Ω≠ The only response to his revelations was a
predictable denunciation of him as a ‘‘racist.’’

Discussions of college admissions policies often proceed as
if the issue is the distribution of benefits to various applicants,
when in fact the issue is selecting those applicants who can best
master the kind and level of academic work at the particular
institution. Those who see the issue as distributing benefits to
applicants object to admissions ‘‘criteria that benefit primarily
white middle-class students.’’Ω∞ Arbitrarily focussing on dif-
ferent groups of applicants ignores those who have the largest
stake of all—in this case, people needing medical attention. In
other fields as well, it is the ignored third parties who have the
biggest stake in what institutions of higher learning do and how
well they do it. Applicants for engineering schools do not have
nearly as large a stake as those millions of other people whose
lives depend on the quality of the engineering that goes into
the bridges they drive across or the planes they fly in or the
equipment they work with.

Colleges and universities were not created to distribute ben-
efits to applicants but to develop minds and create skills that
serve society at large. The criteria that matter are the criteria
which best enable these institutions to carry out that respon-
sibility. Such a responsibility cannot be subordinated to the
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impossible task of equalizing probabilities of academic success
for people born and raised in circumstances which have handi-
capped their development, even if for reasons that are not their
fault and are beyond their control. Perhaps if we were capable
of fully understanding everything that had happened to Pat-
rick Chavis from the moment he was born, we might judge him
less harshly. But the role of academic institutions is not to play
God in judging individual souls. It is, among other things, to
see that people like Patrick Chavis do not end up with scalpels
in their hands and ‘‘M.D.’’ after their names to lure unsuspect-
ing patients to their deaths.

Empirical Studies

While many of the crucial assumptions behind preferences
and quotas are widely accepted without evidence being asked
or given, there have been some empirical studies which bear on
these assumptions. However, the same uncritical acceptance
which has allowed conclusions favorable to affirmative action
to prevail without evidence has also allowed studies done in
questionable ways to be accepted as proof when those studies
reached conclusions favorable to the continuance of group
preferences and quotas.

One of the most widely praised of these exercises in defense
of affirmative action in the academic world was the 1998 book
The Shape of the River by former university presidents William
Bowen and Derek Bok, of Princeton and Harvard, respec-
tively.Ω≤ This book’s premise was that admitting black applicants
to colleges and universities with lower qualifications than those
required of other applicants has not produced the bad results
claimed by critics of affirmative action. The authors mobilized
and displayed voluminous statistics, in an attempt to show that
such students succeeded academically and succeeded later
in life. Unfortunately, however, these many statistics, tables,
graphs and equations were not about black students who were
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admitted with lower qualifications than other students. They
were about black students in general in the institutions cov-
ered, including black students admitted under the same standards as

white students. This much-touted study is Hamlet without the
prince of Denmark.

The controversies about preferences and quotas in college
admissions are not about whether any black students should be
admitted to colleges, but is precisely about the admission of
those particular black students who do not meet the normal
standards applied to other students at the particular institu-
tions they attend. The failure of Bowen and Bok to single out
such students raises the first of many serious questions about
their study—especially since other studies have separated out
such students and found the opposite of what Bowen and Bok
claim to have found. Submerging black students who were ad-
mitted with lower qualifications in broad statistics about black
students in general is particularly suspicious when the raw data
behind the published numbers are not available to others, who
might break down the statistics differently and get at the key
information that these authors excluded. Scholars whose re-
quest for the same data was flatly denied noted that Bowen and
Bok had ‘‘access to student records that schools have never
made available to investigators before.’’Ω≥ While the institu-
tional decision to release this data only to two long-time de-
fenders of affirmative action raises doubts, the way the statistics
were then used casts a further cloud over the Bowen-Bok study.

The sample used in the Bowen-Bok study consists of 24
private and just 4 public institutions of higher education, when
in fact only 9 percent of black students attend private institu-
tions, which constitute the bulk of the Bowen-Bok sample.Ω∂

Moreover, other minorities such as Hispanics and Asians are
omitted from the study. As for the black students in this sample,
64 percent had at least one parent who had graduated from
college—more than five times the proportion among all black,
college-age youths.Ω∑ In short, Bowen and Bok used a highly
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atypical sample of minority students attending highly atypical
colleges and universities—and from this they draw conclusions
about affirmative action admissions policies in general, despite
a pro forma caveat against this early in the preface.Ω∏

More specifically, Bowen and Bok deny the claims of critics
of affirmative action that minority students admitted under
lower standards (1) do not perform as well as other students,
(2) do not survive to graduate as often, and (3) do not do as
well in their post-college careers. The key problem seen by
these critics is that minority students admitted to elite institu-
tions under lower standards are mismatched, rather than un-

qualified, and could have been more successful at other institu-
tions geared to students of their own academic ability levels,
many of which colleges and universities are good institutions.
In short, the argument is that there is no point failing at a big-
name institution when you can succeed at a good quality in-
stitution without such a big name.

How do Bowen and Bok answer such critics of preferential
admissions policies? First of all, The Shape of the River rede-
fines preferences and quotas as ‘‘race-sensitive admissions,’’
and Bowen and Bok say that they are against ‘‘quotas’’—which
apparently means that they are against the word ‘‘quotas,’’
since they make the usual arguments for numerical representa-
tion and assert (without evidence) the educational benefits of
‘‘diversity.’’

Their most triumphant finding is that black students ‘‘grad-
uated at higher rates, the more selective the school that they
attended’’ (emphasis in the original).Ωπ The implication is that
mismatching does not hurt black students’ prospects of gradu-
ating, after all. But closer scrutiny reveals a very different story.

As Bowen and Bok themselves say elsewhere: ‘‘There has
been a much more pronounced narrowing of the black-white
gap in SAT scores among applicants to the most selective col-
leges.’’Ω∫ This is substantiated more clearly by data from others’
research, which show that the gap between black and white
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composite SAT scores has been 95 points at Harvard but 184
points at Duke and 271 points at Rice.ΩΩ The crucial question is
not how selective the college is, but how wide is the gap be-
tween the qualifications of its black students and the normal
standards of the institution, as indicated by the qualifications of
the other students.

A study of racial differences among students in state col-
leges and universities in Colorado found that, although in
general a higher percentage of whites than blacks graduated
within a six-year period, 50 percent of blacks and 48 percent of
whites graduated within that span at the University of Colorado
at Denver, where the difference in SAT scores was only 30
points. Where there were negligible differences in test scores,
there were negligible differences in graduation rates. In Colo-
rado, it so happened that there were smaller differences in test
scores at the lower ranked institution. At the flagship Univer-
sity of Colorado campus at Boulder, where the test score differ-
ence between blacks and whites was more than 200 points, only
39 percent of the black students graduated, compared to 72
percent of the whites.∞≠≠

Clearly racial preferences were greater at the University of
Colorado at Boulder, where 75 percent of both black and white
applicants were accepted, despite a 205-point difference in
SAT scores. Meanwhile, at the University of Colorado at Den-
ver, only 68 percent of black applicants were accepted, com-
pared to 82 percent of white applicants, leading to a student
body with only negligible differences in test scores between
black and white students—and negligible differences in gradu-
ation rates.

A study of five state-run medical schools around the coun-
try found similar patterns. Among these five medical schools,
black-white differences in scores on the Medical College Ad-
mission Test were greatest at the medical school at the State
University of New York in Brooklyn and least at the medical
school at the University of Washington. The racial difference in
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the percentage of students later passing the U.S. Medical Li-
censing Examination was likewise greatest at SUNY Brooklyn
(20 percentage points’ difference) and least at the University
of Washington (9 points’ difference). Even this understates
the difference between these institutions, since 25 percent of
the black medical students at SUNY Brooklyn did not even take
the U.S. Medical Licensing Examination, compared to 10 per-
cent at the University of Washington.∞≠∞

Although blacks in general have had a higher rate of dis-
missal from medical residency programs than other groups,
those particular blacks with academic credentials comparable
to whites have had dismissal rates comparable to whites. Al-
though black physicians in general obtained board certification
only half as often as white physicians, those black physicians who
had college grades and Medical College Admissions Test scores
comparable to those of white physicians actually obtained
board certification more often than whites.∞≠≤ In short, the cru-
cial factor in the success or failure of black students has not been
whether an institution was highly ranked or lower ranked, but
whether the gap between the qualifications of black and other
students was large or small. Bowen and Bok, however, consider
their sample results ‘‘much more conclusive’’∞≠≥ than other
studies—though apparently not so conclusive that the raw data
can be allowed to be seen by other researchers. Yet their results
not only differ from what others have found in studies of par-
ticular institutions, they differ from national patterns:

Blacks with SAT scores between 851 and 1,000 have a 77
percent graduation rate from colleges whose overall SAT average
is 900. By contrast, blacks who score between 700 and 850 on the
SAT graduate from those same schools only 56 percent of the
time, and blacks whose SAT scores are below 700 have just a 38
percent chance of graduating.∞≠∂

The institutions compared by Bowen and Bok differ in
more than just test scores. The most selective group of institu-
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tions—Yale, Stanford, Princeton and the like—averaged an
undergraduate student body of fewer than 3,000 students,
while the least selective group of institutions in this particular
sample—Michigan, Penn State, University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, etc.—averaged more than 13,000 undergradu-
ates. Indeed, the largest number of undergraduates on any
campus in the first group was smaller than the median number
of undergraduates on campuses in the second group. More-
over, even the least selective set of institutions in the Bowen-
Bok sample are by no means mediocre. They appear regularly
in various lists of leading American universities and no one
considers them ‘‘average.’’

Given this context, what the Bowen and Bok data show is
that, within a very narrow range of institutions, black students
who attend the most elite institutions, whose average size is less
than one-fourth of that in another set of elite institutions, grad-
uate at a higher rate. This may say more about large versus
small undergraduate institutions, especially for students who
may need more individual help from their professors, than
about anything else. A well-known study of college students
found that their satisfaction with faculty was inversely related to
the size of the college or university.∞≠∑

Data from other sources reinforce the importance of col-
lege size in the survival rates of black students. For example, 13
percent of black students at Stanford failed to graduate in six
years, compared to 42 percent who failed to graduate in the
same time at the University of California at Berkeley. There
were nearly three times as many undergraduates at Berkeley as
at Stanford and the student:faculty ratio at Berkeley was more
than double the Stanford ratio. Similarly, 12 percent of black
students attending Yale failed to graduate in six years, com-
pared to 41 percent at the University of Michigan at Ann Ar-
bor. Here again, Michigan’s student:faculty ratio was more
than double that at Yale and there were four times as many
undergraduates at Ann Arbor.∞≠∏
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The conclusions of the Bowen-Bok study are further under-
mined by the nature of their sample of institutions, as well as by
their atypical sample of students. Because their comparison is
between different sets of elite institutions with differing average
SAT scores, but with all having scores above the national aver-
age, this creates what statisticians call the ‘‘restricted range’’
problem. You cannot tell the general importance of some fac-
tor by seeing what difference it makes in a sample where there is
only a very limited range of variation in that factor. For exam-
ple, you may find very little correlation between height and
performance among professional basketball players, but pro-
fessional basketball players as a group are much taller than
most other people, so the fact that a player who is 6 foot 11
inches tall is just as good as another player who is 7 foot 2 inches
tall does not disprove the role of height in basketball. No one
would hire a midget to play professional basketball because of a
low correlation between height and performance among exist-
ing basketball players.

Bowen and Bok point out that even the lowest scoring black
students graduate at a higher rate in their sample of the most
elite institutions than in the other elite institutions in their
sample.∞≠π This might be more weighty evidence if was not (1)
based on such an atypical sample of students and institutions,
and (2) contradicted by so much evidence based on others’
statistics that were not such tightly held secrets.

What makes affirmative action urgently needed, according
to Bowen and Bok, is that (1) without it, few black students
would be admitted to the most elite colleges and universities
and that (2) these particular institutions are the gateways to
high-level professions in which blacks are currently under-
represented, so that otherwise these young blacks’ prospects
are bleak. A critic has parodied this argument as suggesting that
‘‘It’s Yale or jail.’’ So long as the big-name colleges and univer-
sities are able to acquire a disproportionate share of the best-
qualified black students, it should not be surprising that such
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students do well after graduation. The only meaningful ques-
tion is whether such students would have done well at other
colleges whose normal admissions standards they met. Many
lesser known colleges have outperformed big-name colleges
when it comes to getting their graduates into top postgraduate,
earning Ph.D.s, or ending up in Who’s Who in America.∞≠∫

In the case of black students, there is a whole history of
their going to predominantly black colleges—none of which is
ranked in the top tier—for generations on end. Today, black
colleges enrol only about one-fourth of all black students in
higher education, but their graduates receive 40 percent of all
science and engineering degrees received by black students
nationwide. Of the ten undergraduate institutions whose black
students go on to receive the most Ph.D.s in science, six are
black institutions.∞≠Ω Apparently it is not Yale or jail, after all.
In fact, none of the institutions in the large Bowen-Bok sample
was among the top ten as the undergraduate home of black
Ph.D.s—and only one—the University of Michigan—was among
the top eighteen.∞∞≠ Again, what is salient is not simply that the
Bowen-Bok thesis is inconsistent with the empirical facts but
that it was so widely accepted with the relevant facts being nei-
ther asked for nor given.

Post–Affirmative Action Results

In 1995, racial preferences and quotas in university admis-
sions were banned by the Regents of the University of Cali-
fornia, and in 1996 a statewide referendum confirmed that
ban. In Texas, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals banned pref-
erential admissions at the University of Texas Law School in
1996. In both states, there were predictions of dire conse-
quences. President Bill Clinton said that the California ban on
group preferences would ‘‘resegregate’’ the universities.∞∞∞

Jesse Jackson likewise spoke of a ‘‘radical resegregation of our
schools and reduction in opportunity’’∞∞≤ and called the ban on
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affirmative action ‘‘ethnic cleansing.’’∞∞≥ Much the same mes-
sage was echoed by many others.

What actually happened?
Black freshmen enrolment in the flagship of the University

of California system—the Berkeley campus—dropped sub-
stantially. So did black freshmen enrolment at the other lead-
ing campus of the system, UCLA. However, these did not repre-
sent similar reductions in the total number of black freshmen
going to college in the University of California system as a
whole. Moreover, the UC system is not the only state-supported
university system in California. There is also the California
State University system, which in fact enrolls more students.∞∞∂

Within the University of California system as a whole, the
enrolment of black freshmen dropped from 917 in 1997 to
739 the following year but rose again to 832 in the year 2000—
a decline of 9 percent over this period—and then rose to 936
in 2002. While there was only a temporary and relatively mod-
est decline in the number of black freshman throughout the
University of California system as a whole, on the flagship
Berkeley campus the decline was much sharper, from 222 in
1996 to 122 by 1999 and the recovery was only to 142 by the
year 2002. At UCLA, the decline from 230 black freshmen in
1996 was likewise never fully recovered and by 2002 there were
just 161 black freshmen on that campus. However, on some
other campuses within the University of California system—
Santa Barbara, Riverside, Irvine, Santa Cruz—there were in-

creases in the number of black freshmen.∞∞∑ What this meant was
that black students redistributed themselves within the Univer-
sity of California system, with no net decline at all between
1996 and 2002. It was much the same story in the California
State University system, where there were more black freshmen
enrolled in 2002 than there had been back in 1996, before the
end of affirmative action∞∞∏—a fact receiving remarkably little
attention or comment in the media, which had widely pub-
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licized earlier hysterical claims about an impending ‘‘resegre-
gation’’ of higher education.

In the University of Texas system, there was likewise a de-
cline in black undergraduate enrolment at the flagship campus
in Austin, but a rise on almost every other campus. In 1996,
there were 1,479 black undergraduates enroled on the Austin
campus and that fell to 1,298 by 2000—a decline of 12 per-
cent. But, for the University of Texas system as a whole, the total
number of black undergraduates rose from 5,250 to 5,657.∞∞π

Although the total number of undergraduates in the system
also rose over these same years, black undergraduates never-
theless increased from 4.6 percent of all undergraduates to
4.8 percent.

In short, despite many hysterical media reports and dire
predictions of minorities losing ‘‘access’’ to higher education in
the wake of bans on affirmative action, there were very modest
changes in the numbers and proportions of black students in
the state university systems of both California and Texas—and,
in the end, a rise. The more substantial change was in black
students’ redistribution among the campuses within these sys-
tems. The crucial question, however, is not how many black or
other minority students are on campus at any given moment,
but how many graduate. There may well be more minority grad-
uates, now that minority students are no longer so mismatched
with the institutions they are attending. Existing data on varia-
tions in test score differences and graduation rate differences
already point in that direction. But data on survival to gradua-
tion have not yet been forthcoming—and may never be forth-
coming, if such data substantiate what critics of affirmative ac-
tion have been saying for decades.

While there are more data available for making compari-
sons between blacks and whites than among other racial or
ethnic groups, there is also a vast amount of data on Asian
Americans. However, proponents of affirmative action tend to
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avoid discussing Asian Americans, even though Asian Ameri-
can experiences might be very relevant to testing many of the
theories behind affirmative action. Indeed, the experiences of
Asian Americans often flatly contradict much that is said by
those making a case for affirmative action.

For example, black-white differences in test scores are often
attributed to cultural biases in the test favoring white, middle-
class students. Yet a higher percentage of Asian Americans stu-
dents score above 700 on the mathematics SAT than among
whites. Despite an emphasis on the lower incomes of the fam-
ilies of black students, as a factor in these students’ lower test
scores, Asian American students from families with low in-
comes average higher scores on the mathematics portion of the
SAT than black students from high-income families.∞∞∫ Claims
of culturally biased tests are also used to back up the claim that
these tests under-estimate the future performances of black
students. Although such claims have been refuted repeatedly
for black students, it is a claim that has in fact turned out to
be true for Asian American students, who outperform whites
with the same IQs in academic institutions and in their later
careers.∞∞Ω But those who use the unsubstantiated allegation
that blacks will perform better than their scores indicate, and
so should be admitted to colleges and universities with lesser
scores than whites, never use the empirically verified fact that
Asian Americans perform better than whites with the same
scores to argue for larger quotas for Asian Americans.

Finally, the argument is often made that objections to affir-
mative action are due to ‘‘angry white males’’ who resent blacks
taking places in college that would normally go to them. In
reality, Asian Americans take more places than blacks in many
leading colleges and universities—and especially in engineer-
ing schools. They have outnumbered blacks at seven of the
eight Ivy League colleges and on all nine campuses of the Uni-
versity of California, as well as at Stanford, the University of
Chicago, and Cal Tech, among other places. Yet there is no
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such backlash against Asian Americans, who are admitted with-
out any group preferences and quotas. This suggests that it is
not the places but the processes that are resented. Again, how-
ever, it is not a question of one set of evidence against another,
but of one set of beliefs becoming prevailing dogma without
evidence being either asked or given.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

In the United States, as in other countries, the rationale for
affirmative action has had little to do with its actual operation or
consequences. Supposedly a means to redress the harm created
by discrimination in the past, preferences and quotas estab-
lished under affirmative action policies require neither the in-
dividual beneficiary nor even the group from which that indi-
vidual comes to demonstrate any specific harm from prior
discrimination. Thus recent immigrants from Asia or Latin
American are eligible for affirmative action benefits in the
United States, though obviously there was no past discrimina-
tion against these individuals or their forebears in this country,
simply because they were not living in this country. Moreover,
even among blacks, benefits to black millionaires under af-
firmative action are far more demonstrable than benefits to
blacks in poverty. Rationales produce political support but the
policy produces results far removed from those rationales.

The costs of affirmative action are as seldom scrutinized as
to the benefits or alleged benefits. Among the costs are lowered
standards of performance in order to get numerical results.
Moreover, these standards are sometimes lowered for all, in
order to avoid the political embarrassment or legal liability of
obvious double standards for favored groups. Grading systems
may be changed to pass-fail or grade inflation may occur all
around. Physical strength requirements may be reduced, so
that more women can be hired, but if that requirement is re-
duced for all, then that can lead to more men, as well as women,
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with inadequate strength in such life-and-death occupations as
firefighters, soldiers, or policemen. Indeed, there may be more
low-performing men than low-performing women in some
fields after the physical standards are lowered to allow more
women to become eligible.

In addition to the hostilities between groups created or
exacerbated by preferences and quotas in other countries, af-
firmative action in the United States has made blacks, who have
largely lifted themselves out of poverty, look like people who
owe their rise to affirmative action and other government pro-
grams. Moreover, this perception is not confined to whites. It
has been carefully cultivated by black politicians and civil rights
leaders, who seek to claim credit for the progress, so as to solid-
ify a constituency conditioned to be dependent on them, as
well as on government.

In this context, there has been a virtual moratorium on
recognition of achievements by blacks, except in so far as they
are collective, political milestones or otherwise serve current
ideological or political interests. Thus, despite much hand-
wringing and finger-pointing over the abysmal education per-
formances of black students in ghetto schools, there has been
at best utter indifference among black organizations and move-
ments to documented examples of black schools that have
been academically successful.∞≤≠ Nor has there been much in-
terest in the fact that some very ordinary black schools in
Harlem performed as well on city-wide tests in the 1940s as the
predominantly white working class schools on the lower east
side of Manhattan—much less that a black high school in
Washington outperformed most white high schools in D.C. as
far back as 1899.∞≤∞ While the rise of many prominent individ-
uals from the lower east side of Manhattan has been justly cele-
brated, there has been little or no interest in blacks who have
done the same thing, for that would be a distraction from the
politics of grievance and demands.

The transparent dishonesty with which quotas and pref-
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erences have been instituted and maintained—a dishonesty
reaching into the highest court in the land, as the Weber case,
among others, demonstrates—has produced cynicism and bit-
terness. As another insult added to injury, airs of moral superi-
ority on the part of those perpetrating deception add to a gall-
ing sense of grievance among many people who are part of the
non-preferred population. That all of this has done relatively
little for the genuinely poor in ghettos and barrios across the
United States is part of the painful irony of the situation.

Many defenders of affirmative action ignore or dismiss un-
welcome facts in favor of more palatable assumptions. Thus,
higher failure rates for blacks on bar exams or medical board
exams are taken as evidence that there is something wrong with
those exams. Fewer blacks made partners in big law firms mean
that there is something wrong with those law firms∞≤≤—and so
on down the line. The very possibility that preferential policies
may have put some people in settings where their chances of
success are reduced is arbitrarily banished from the realm of
possibility. Affirmative action continues to be judged by its ra-
tionales, rather than its results.



chapter 7

The Past and the Future

If studying history is one way to avoid repeating it, there is
much in the history of affirmative action policies around
the world that should never be repeated. In too many coun-

tries, such policies have turned out to be ways of producing
relatively minor benefits for a few and major problems for so-
ciety as a whole. Both advocates and critics of such policies have
tended to over-estimate the benefits that have been transferred.
Moreover, the distribution of benefits from group preferences
and quotas often shows the same disparities as the broader
social inequalities which they are supposed to be remedying.

Allowing black millionaires in the United States to have
preferential access to the purchase of radio station licenses
does not reduce inequality among Americans, nor does it ben-
efit people living in ghettos. Affirmative action does little for
the poor in America, as elsewhere. The poverty rate among
blacks was cut in half before there was affirmative action and
has changed very little since then.

Whatever the peculiarities of particular countries, the gen-
eral patterns which have emerged in one country after another
strongly suggest that similar incentives and constraints tend to
produce similar consequences among human beings in widely
disparate circumstances. The fact that so many of these conse-
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quences were not anticipated by those who promoted group
preferences creates a painful contrast with the confident and
sweeping assertions with which such policies were often begun.
Those who thought that they were directing the course of
events often discovered that they had simply opened the flood-
gates and that events were taking a course far different from
what had been envisioned.

The spread of preferences from group to group and from
activity to activity is just one symptom of the floodgates’ being
open. The whole mindset behind preferences and quotas has
spread as well. France has passed a law requiring political par-
ties to have equal numbers of male and female candidates.∞ In
Pakistan, places have been reserved in educational institutions
for the children of ‘‘sportsmen,’’ military officers, government
employees, attorneys, doctors, and university employees.≤ The
American Society of Newspaper Editors keeps statistics on
the percentage of minority journalists—out to two decimal
places—lamenting a decline in ‘‘journalists of color’’ from
11.86 percent to 11.64 percent in one year and expressing
satisfaction when this rose again to 12.07 percent a year later.≥

Too often, sweeping assumptions about the past and sweep-
ing assertions about the future have served as substitutes for
the difficult task of analyzing hard facts. These facts include a
bitter history of escalating intergroup violence where affirma-
tive action has existed longest, in India, and outright civil war
in Sri Lanka. There has also been a moral dimension to these
illusions—namely, the assumption that we can compensate in-
dividuals today for what was done to groups in the past, that we
can make right among the living the wrongs done to people
long dead. Galling as it may be to acknowledge, every evil of
past generations and past centuries will remain indelibly and
irrevocably evil, despite anything that we can do now. Acts of
symbolic expiation among the living simply create new evils.

The illusion of compensation for disadvantages too of-
ten ignores the reality that those individuals most likely to be
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compensated are often those with the least disadvantages, even
when the groups they come from may suffer misfortunes. In
Pakistan, for example, quotas favoring people from the less
developed districts of the country turned out to favor ‘‘the
relatively well-off candidate from both backward and devel-
oped regions.’’∂ Conversely, those individuals who end up be-
ing sacrificed for the sake of symbolic expiation are likely to be
the least advantaged of the non-preferred population, even if
that population as a whole may be more fortunate than the
group that has been given preferences.

Those whites displaced from admission to elite American
colleges when blacks are admitted with lower qualifications are
unlikely to be named Rockefeller or Vanderbilt and are more
likely to be named Bakke or Grutter. The same pattern can be
found in other countries. When affirmative action was insti-
tuted in Bombay to increase the number of Maharashtrians
among business executives there, the biggest losses of these exe-
cutive positions were not among the dominant Gujaratis but
among the less represented South Indians.∑ In Malaysia, the
requirement that businesses take in Malay partners was more
easily circumvented by the larger Chinese and foreign firms:

Both Chinese and foreign companies began to actively solicit busi-
ness ties with politically-influential Malays willing to lend their
names for a price without taking on executive roles after becom-
ing owners and directors of the companies. . . . Small, predomi-
nantly manufacturing, enterprises, which were not privy to such
avenues to bypass the state were those most affected by the gov-
ernment’s new constraints.∏

THE VOCABULARY OF AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

Failure to come to grips with the actual consequences of affir-
mative action policies has been due not only to an unfamiliarity
with the history of such policies, or to a dearth of statistics in a
particular country, but is also due to words and conceptions
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which obscure and confuse. The desirability of one policy
versus another cannot even be discussed seriously when words
have chameleon-like changes in meaning during the course of
a discussion. Such expressions as ‘‘a level playing field’’ can
have diametrically opposite meanings when no distinction
is made between performance differences and favoritism.
Whether one advocates or opposes affirmative action, its conse-
quences have been too serious to be ignored or hidden behind
a fog of words with vague and shifting meanings.

Blurring Distinctions

In the context of affirmative action, blurring the distinction
between performance differences and favoritism serves the po-
litical purpose of providing a rationale for government inter-
vention with preferences and quotas for particular groups, as
ways of offsetting the supposed favoritism or ‘‘advantages’’ en-
joyed by other groups. However, if we are serious about wanting
to confront realities, then our vocabulary cannot confuse per-
formance differences with favors or advantages.

The expression ‘‘a level playing field’’ cannot mean both (1)
having the same performance receive the same evaluation or
reward, regardless of the group from which the individual
comes, and (2) equal outcomes or equal statistical probabilities
of success for different groups. It is a matter of semantic prefer-
ences which of these definitions one chooses, but it is a matter
of simple clarity and honesty not to choose both, nor to drift
back and forth between these very different concepts in the
course of a discussion. Where it is clear that those whom one is
addressing mean the first and the expression is used to mean
the second, then that is sheer deceit. Among advocates of affir-
mative action, the phrase ‘‘a level playing field’’ has often been
used to describe—not even-handed rules applied to all—but a
deliberate tilting of the rules to produce a preconceived equal-
izing of results.
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These shifting definitions serve to evade facts which chal-
lenge the central dogma behind many discussions of discrim-
ination and affirmative action—namely, that statistical dif-
ferences between groups are due to how others treat these
groups, not due to differences in the performances of the
groups themselves. Yet all around the world, there are perfor-
mance differences among groups.

People from higher socioeconomic classes tend to score
higher on mental tests, whether in China, the Philippines, or
the United States.π People from some geographic settings tend
to score higher than people from other geographic settings:
Indonesians from the island of Java have scored higher than
Indonesians from the outer islands, Filipinos from Manila have
scored higher than Filipinos from other parts of the country,
Pakistanis from the Punjab score higher than people from
other parts of Pakistan, and Tamils from the Jaffna peninsula
consistently outscored the Sinhalese who predominate in the
rest of the country.∫ In the United States, regional differ-
ences in mental test scores among soldiers tested during the
First World War sometimes outweighed even racial differences,
as whites in some Southern states scored lower than blacks
from some Northern states.Ω Indeed, test score differences be-
tween different generations of the same people have, in various
countries, been greater than those between black and white
Americans.∞≠

In countries where there are minority students who have
dramatically outperformed students from the majority popula-
tion which controls the educational institutions, as in Sri Lanka
and Malaysia, then clearly this is not a matter of discrimination
or bias. Nor can the above-average incomes of Japanese Ameri-
cans be attributed to any ability on their part to discriminate or
otherwise get an advantage over white Americans. Superior
economic performances by minorities have been common
around the world—not just in the countries studied here. Ger-
mans in Russia, Armenians in Turkey, Lebanese in West Africa,
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Italians in Brazil, Indians in Fiji, and Jews throughout Eastern
Europe have been just some of the minorities who have ex-
celled economically, without any ability to discriminate against
the majority populations of these countries. In short, the auto-
matic dismissal of evidence that one group performs better or
worse than another by blaming ‘‘test bias,’’ ‘‘covert racism’’
or other such convenient explanations may sound plausible
within the confines of one country, but not against the back-
ground of large and numerous performance differences in
countries around the world.

Groups are often said to be ‘‘excluded’’ from various institu-
tions or activities because they do not meet the qualifications
for those institutions or activities as often as members of some
other groups do, or do not perform as well in these institutions
or activities. But when the Malays are referred to as a ‘‘de-
prived’’ group in Malaysia∞∞ and non-Malays as having ‘‘priv-
ilege,’’∞≤ it would seem that surely no one really means that
there are either legal rights of a lesser nature for Malays or
economic activities which anyone can prevent Malays from en-
gaging in within Malaysia. Yet it is hard to know whether such
statements represent only current verbal fashions or a serious
belief about the real world, especially when a writer for the
British newspaper The Guardian described the situation before
the New Economic Policy in Malaysia this way:

Malays were on the sidelines in their own society, with hardly any
place in economic life, little role in the media, and not much
more in intellectual and academic life.

So action which would normally be inadmissible, interven-
tions in the economic, cultural and education sphere to give
Malays a chance to catch up, ought to be permitted. Foreign firms
and governments which blocked Malay progress could be sim-
ilarly treated.∞≥

When others are said to have ‘‘blocked’’ the progress of
Malays in Malaysia, the clear implication seems to be that the
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outcome was due to what others did, rather than to what the
Malays did not do. In other words, this implies that it was not
any lack of skills, experience, or other capabilities on the part
of the Malays which was responsible for their not ending up
with the same achievements as others in Malaysia. But if this was
meant as a serious statement about the real world, there was no
attempt to specify just what this blocking consisted of.

No doubt there are reasons why one group excels over oth-
ers in particular fields. Nor are these reasons necessarily in-
nate or due to personal merit. The Tamils in Sri Lanka, for
example, were in colonial times educated in American mission-
ary schools that emphasized mathematics and science more so
than the British missionary schools in which the Sinhalese were
educated. The Chinese who immigrated to Malaysia came from
circumstances in southern China that had long made hard
work and frugality necessary for survival, while the Malay cul-
ture developed in easier circumstances, permitting an easier-
going way of life. Much the same distinction could be made
between the Indians who settled in Fiji and the indigenous
Fijians. Many other influences may have been behind other
differences between other groups in other countries. But that
does not make those differences any less real or automatically
make them simply results of discrimination by others.

Words can confuse the vagaries of fate with the sins of man.
Philosophically, we might regard it as unjust, in some cosmic
sense, that one group was better prepared for a particular kind
of competition than other groups, even if its advantage con-
sisted only of prior adversity. However such a conception might
be debated in the abstract around a seminar table, the empiri-
cal question in public policy issues is whether one group out-
performs another or is simply rewarded more for the same (or
lesser) performances. At the very least, these are different ques-
tions, even if these differences are blurred or confused by
words and phrases about one group’s greater ‘‘access,’’ ‘‘advan-
tages,’’ ‘‘opportunity’’ and the like.
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A common complaint in countries around the world is that
some groups have less ‘‘access’’ to credit, making it harder for
them to start businesses or to buy homes, for example. Yet both
government programs and private lending organizations have
suffered devastating losses when lending to groups who are said
to have been denied ‘‘access’’ to credit in a market economy. In
Malaysia, for example, ‘‘of the 55,000 loans that had been
given to Malay businesses, only 6,000 had been paid back.’’∞∂ In
the United States, when the Bank of America set up a special
subsidiary to lend to people in the ‘‘subprime market’’—that
is, people with lower credit ratings—it lost hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars and announced that its offices ‘‘will stop making
subprime loans immediately.’’∞∑

When people with a track record of not repaying loans as
often as others are not granted loans as often as others, or not
at as low an interest rate as others, is that a denial of equal
‘‘opportunity’’ or a reflection of unequal prospects of repay-
ment? When those students or workers who do not perform as
well as others do not advance as well as others, does this mean a
lack of ‘‘access’’ beforehand or a lack of achievement after-
ward? These are not semantic questions but questions about
the real world. Beclouding the realities of these situations
with tendentious words does not facilitate determining either
causes or cures.

The widely accepted doctrine that prior favoritism pre-
determines the future likewise cannot withstand scrutiny. The
clear favoritism of the British colonial government in providing
free education to Malays did not prevent the Chinese from
excelling the Malays in education, either during colonial times
or in the first decades after independence. Only affirmative
action preferences and quotas enabled Malays to increase their
share of places in the universities. Moreover, even this quanti-
tative increase did not lead to a sufficient qualitative perform-
ance to satisfy the Malay government, which began to take steps
to allow other groups to enter university programs needed to
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supply scientific and technical skills that the Malays still failed
to supply.

Hiding Asian Success

Not only particular facts, but whole groups of people, have
been hidden behind a fog of words. For example, in the Bowen-
Bok study of affirmatve action in higher education in the
United States, black students admitted to American colleges
under lower standards have been hidden within a larger group
of black students, which included those who met the same
standards of admission as white students. Although the Bowen-
Bok study has been widely accepted as proving that affirmative
action ‘‘works,’’ those for whom it supposedly works are never
allowed to appear alone anywhere in the voluminous statistics
presented in that study. The performances of those blacks ad-
mitted under the same standards as whites prove nothing about
affirmative action.

Many other statistical comparisons of blacks and whites by
those supporting affirmative action policies often omit other
ethnic groups, whose data are readily available and whose expe-
rience might serve as a check on theories about the causes of
the black-white differences. If the central premise of affirma-
tive action is that groups cannot on their own rise to parity in
American society when they have a history of poverty and low
occupational status, and are indelibly different in skin color,
then the history of Chinese Americans or Japanese Americans
might be relevant to testing this belief empirically, since both
groups have in fact done what has been said to be impossible.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, Japanese immi-
grants were agricultural laborers and domestic servants to an
even greater extent than the blacks.∞∏ It was only after the Sec-
ond World War that the younger generation of Japanese Amer-
icans went into very different occupations and rose up the so-
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cioeconomic ladder. By 1979, Japanese American males had
higher incomes than white American males.∞π

Current socioeconomic differences between blacks and
whites, which are routinely ascribed to racial discrimination or
cultural bias, might look very different if data were examined
showing that Asian Americans often have the same ‘‘advan-
tages’’ over whites that whites have over blacks. For example,
whites’ applications for home mortgages are approved at a
higher rate than those of blacks, but applications from Asian
Americans are approved at a higher rate than those of whites.∞∫

Blacks tend to lose their jobs during an economic downtown
more often than whites, but whites are more likely to lose their
jobs than are Asian Americans.∞Ω The fact that whites score
higher than blacks on the mathematics SAT has been taken as
proof of the cultural bias of this test, but the fact that Asian
Americans score higher than whites≤≠ has been passed over in
silence. Higher infant mortality rates among black women than
white women has been blamed on the failure of society to pro-
vide equal access to prenatal care, but the fact that Chinese
American women have lower infant mortality rates than white
women—despite not having prenatal care as often≤∞—has like-
wise been passed over in silence.

Clearly Asian Americans are an embarrassment to those
making the usual arguments for affirmative action. Therefore
Asian Americans are either ignored or are submerged statis-
tically in larger aggregates. These larger aggregates include
‘‘non-whites’’ where they are swamped by the much larger
number of black Americans. More recently Chinese Americans
and Japanese Americans have been lumped together with Sa-
moans, Hawaiians, Vietnamese and others under the omnibus
category ‘‘Asian and Pacific Islanders,’’ whose heterogeneity is
suggested by the fact that Japanese Americans have nearly dou-
ble the income of Samoans—as well as incomes higher than
that of white Americans.≤≤
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This burying of inconvenient facts in heterogeneous statis-
tical aggregates is not peculiar to the United States. In Canada,
the popular omnibus category is ‘‘visible minorities,’’ submerg-
ing the highly successful Japanese minority there in a category
with less successful minorities. In Britain, people of Chinese
ancestry are submerged in the omnibus category ‘‘black,’’ as
are Indians, Pakistanis and others. These are just some of the
ways words are used to obscure evidence that could be dan-
gerous to clarify, from the standpoint of those defending the
social vision behind affirmative action. A study in New Zea-
land says: ‘‘Bitter resentment of Asian immigrant success is ex-
pressed’’ in a government document from the Maori Develop-
ment Ministry.≤≥ In all these countries, the facts about Asian
success are a deadly threat to the social vision used to explain
away the failures of others and to claim preferential treatment
as compensation for the presumed failures of society.

An official report titled Ethno-Racial Inequality in the City of

Toronto declares: ‘‘Combining all the non-European groups,
the family poverty rate is 34.3 percent, more than twice the
figure for Europeans and Canadians.’’≤∂ In other words, this is
presented as a racial difference by lumping together ‘‘all the
non-European groups.’’ But a detailed breakdown of the family
poverty rates of the many European and non-European groups
shows that Canadians of Japanese ancestry in Toronto have
poverty rates lower than those of Canadians of British, French,
German, Polish, or Hungarian ancestry in that city.≤∑ In classic
rhetoric that evades achievement, the report says, ‘‘The Japa-
nese are among the most privileged groups in the city.’’≤∏ Any-
one familiar with the history of severe racial discrimination
against the Japanese in Canada—including internment during
World War II longer than Japanese Americans≤π—must surely
regard the word ‘‘privileged’’ as Orwellian Newspeak.

It is much the same story when it comes to median family
income in Toronto. The median family income of people of
British ancestry living in Toronto is above the median family
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income for the city as a whole, but that of Japanese Canadians
in Toronto is above that of the British.≤∫ Among the many other
differences among various groups in Toronto are differences in
the percentage of their families which include couples rather
than simple parents—41 percent among blacks and 91 per-
cent among Japanese≤Ω—and in how recently they arrived in
Canada, as well as in their median ages, their knowledge of
English, and other factors. Clearly those who lump together
‘‘visible minorities’’ in Canada are able to bury social differ-
ences that are highly relevant and empirical evidence that is
highly inconvenient for those attempting to explain differ-
ences in group success by racial discrimination.

Nothing has been more common, in countries around the
world and over centuries of recorded history, than large dis-
parities in the success or failure of different groups—whether
these groups have been of the same or a different color. The
attempt to ascribe the same phenomenon in particular coun-
tries today to barriers against non-whites must not only ignore
all this history but also bury the facts about Asian minorities
statistically.

INTERGROUP RELATIONS

Among the most remarkable rationales for group preferences
and quotas is the claim that such things promote a more co-
hesive society—‘‘national unity’’ being a popular phrase in In-
dia, Malaysia, and Nigeria, for example≥≠—despite a history
of increasing intergroup resentments, polarization, violence,
and even civil war in the wake such policies in a number of
countries. Nor are India, Malaysia, and Nigeria the only coun-
tries where affirmative action is promoted as a means of better
intergroup relations. The actual track record of group-identity
politics is in sharp contrast with the mystical benefits of ‘‘di-
versity,’’ endlessly asserted but seldom tested empirically, and
never proved.
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In India, for example, the number of people killed in inter-
group violence during the decade of the 1980s was four times
as high as in the 1970s.≥∞ In Nigeria, the phrase ‘‘national
unity’’ has appeared repeatedly in official pronouncements jus-
tifying group preferences, even as members of different tribes
slaughtered each other before, during, and after that country’s
civil war. Despite incessant repetition of the word ‘‘diversity’’
and sweeping dogmas about its social benefits, countries that
have suffered the intergroup strife which has so often accom-
panied the politicization of intergroup differences have then
gone to great trouble to try to create enclaves of homogeneity
as a means of reducing internal strife. Both India and Nigeria
have split existing states or provinces into smaller political
units, in which some former minority group can become a
majority. In short, those who have suffered the most severe
consequences of group identity politics have then turned to
local reduction of diversity as a way to defuse polarization and
violence.

A related, and equally unsubstantiated, assumption is that
disparities in income and wealth promote intergroup strife. As
a corollary, reductions in such disparities are assumed to re-
duce resentments and the hostility and violence growing out of
such resentments. Seldom, if ever, is this widespread belief
subjected to empirical scrutiny. Among the countries studied
here, all the evidence points in the opposite direction. In Ma-
laysia, Nigeria, and Sri Lanka, there was far less intergroup
violence in the first half of the twentieth century, when inter-
group disparities were greater, and far more violence after
these disparities had been politicized and group identity poli-
tics promoted.

In the United States as well, the worst ghetto riots occurred
during administrations which most sympathetically publicized
and dramatized the grievances of blacks—especially the admin-
istration of President Lyndon Johnson. Moreover, such riots
declined abruptly with the election of Richard Nixon as presi-
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dent, and major ghetto riots became virtually unknown during
the eight years of the Reagan administration, when group iden-
tity politics were ignored or frowned upon. Here again was the
same pattern found in other countries, where it was not dis-
parities, but the politicization of those disparities and the pro-
motion of group identity politics, which was the harbinger of
intergroup hostility and violence.

Other countries not covered here show similar patterns.
The Volga Germans in Russia co-existed peacefully for more
than a century with their Russian neighbors, despite the greater
productivity and prosperity of these Germans. But this pros-
perous minority became targeted as ‘‘exploiters’’ after the Bol-
shevik revolution and suffered spoilation and violence. Indians,
Pakistanis, and Lebanese likewise lived peacefully for years
among Africans whose economic level did not approach their
own—until political demagogues made Asians targets of envy,
resentment, discrimination, and violence. It was much the
same story with Indians in Fiji, Jews in Germany, Armenians in
Turkey, and other groups in other places.

A study of group preferences and quotas in Pakistan con-
cluded: ‘‘Paradoxically, Pakistan’s redistribution policies have
been effective in increasing ethnoregional proportionality, but
they have done little to restrict, or in some cases have served to
enhance, the level of ethnoregional conflict in the state.’’≥≤

Such conflict escalated to the point of civil war when East
Pakistan seceded to become the new nation of Bangladesh.

Those who imagine themselves to be promoting intergroup
harmony by attempting to reduce economic disparities be-
tween groups seldom consider whether their politicizing of
those differences may have the opposite effect. What has actu-
ally happened seems to carry far less weight than what prevail-
ing theories say will happen. Nor is this just a matter of political
spin. It was not a cynical politician in India but an earnest
American scholar who had researched affirmative action pro-
grams there who said:
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The compensatory discrimination policy is not to be judged
only for its instrumental qualities. It is also expressive: through it
Indians tell themselves what kind of people they are and what
kind of nation. These policies express a sense of connection and
shared destiny.≥≥

This was said about a policy which has repeatedly provoked
riots in which dozens—or even hundreds—of people have
been killed. The ‘‘altruistic fraternal impulse that animates
compensatory policies’’≥∂ was given much credit by this scholar,
despite the age-old warning that the road to hell is paved with
good intentions. India’s most intolerant and violent mass
movement—Shiv Sena—began as an organization seeking
preferences and quotas for Maharashtrians in Bombay. The
granting of those quotas only boosted Shiv Sena’s standing and
power. Moreover, its success in exploiting group identity led it
to ‘‘defend’’ its constituency against an ever growing list of
‘‘enemies’’—Tamils, Moslems, Christians, foreigners, among
others—both politically and violently in the streets. Just as pref-
erences and quotas tend to spread over time to new groups and
new activities, so success at group identity politics tends to ex-
pand the list of grievances and ‘‘enemies’’ necessary to keep
the movement viable and its leaders powerful.

The progression of India’s Shiv Sena movement to ever
wider circles of enemies and ever more expansive notions of
grievances is instructive. At first, the enemy was primarily peo-
ple from South India living in Bombay who were more econom-
ically successful than the indigenous Maharashtrians. However,
a series of concessions on that issue only whetted the move-
ment’s appetite for more concessions on more things and for
ever more grievances to keep its followers aroused and combat
ready. Muslims were then targeted in a campaign climaxed by
lethal riots and atrocities in 1992 and 1993. According to The

Times of India, there were mobs ‘‘stopping vehicles and setting
passengers ablaze’’ and ‘‘men brought bleeding to hospital who
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were knifed afresh,’’ as well as ‘‘neighbours leading long-time
friends to gory deaths’’ and women who ‘‘seen their children
thrown into fires, husbands hacked, daughters molested, sons
dragged away,’’ while more than 100,000 people fled Bombay.≥∑

India’s different groups do not have the geographical separa-
tion that facilitates civil war, as in Sri Lanka or Nigeria, but
clearly the hatred and violence have been very similar.

The ever-expanding list of enemies or targets grew to in-
clude foreigners in general and those Indians who followed
foreign customs, such as celebrating Valentine’s Day. Shops
selling Valentine cards had their windows smashed by thugs.
Shiv Sena warned that it would not tolerate foreign ownership
of Air India or the playing of a cricket match between India and
Pakistan in Bombay. Moreover, the success of Shiv Sena has
inspired other xenophobic movements in other parts of India.
Attempts to appease or neutralize these movements with con-
cessions have been largely unsuccessful and may well have con-
tributed to their continued growth and escalating virulence.

What a movement needs for its own survival is not a set of
concessions won in the past, though these may be celebrated,
but an inventory of demands still outstanding, grievances still
unassuaged, and ‘‘enemies’’ still to be dealt with. This is as true
of American protest movements as of group-identity move-
ments in India. Things have not reached the same stage of
violent hostility in the United States. But neither has affirmative
action existed as long in American society. Nevertheless, a very
similar pattern of ever more extremist group-identity politics
and grievance politics can be seen in the United States, moving
in the same general direction of ever-expanding ‘‘enemies,’’
ever-expanding demands and ever more bitter polarization.

The first demands of black civil rights movements were for
equal opportunity in the plain and straightforward sense of
being treated just like everyone else. Only after that goal was
clearly within reach did the new demand for preferential treat-
ment arise. Then it was decades after black protest movements
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began demanding and receiving preferential treatment that de-
mands for reparations for the slavery of centuries past became a
major campaign. Black protest movements’ initial enemies—
segregationist whites in the South—have expanded over the
years to include Korean and Vietnamese shopkeepers in the
ghettos, whose deaths in riots are virtually ignored by much
of the media, lest they be accused of being ‘‘racist’’ in their
reporting.

The idea that affirmative action promotes good relations
among groups remains central to the defense of that policy in
the United States and is implicit in the endlessly repeated word
‘‘diversity.’’ The Bowen-Bok study of the effects of affirmative
action in colleges and universities credits this program with the
fact that 56 percent of white students in the institutions studied
report knowing two or more black classmates ‘‘well,’’ despite
the fact that 86 percent of whites in American society at large
report having black friends and 54 percent reported having
five or more black friends.≥∏ Diversity has added nothing. On
the contrary, a number of elite American colleges and univer-
sities have had reports of growing racial hostility among their
students during the affirmative action era.≥π

The more plausible-sounding claim that ‘‘the cumulative
structural character of inequality’’ means that ‘‘a regime of
formal equality tends to perpetuate disparities we find intol-
erable’’≥∫ likewise ignores a very large body of history about
groups who began in lowly positions and then rose to levels
above the level of the average member of the larger society.
Jewish, Chinese, Lebanese, Indian, Japanese, German, Italian,
and other immigrants have done this in countries around the
world. In twentieth century America, so many individuals rose
from the bottom 20 percent in income to the top 20 percent
within their own lifetimes—indeed, within a decade—that the
very notion of ‘‘class’’ becomes open to serious question in this
context, when there is such rapid turnover of individuals in
given income brackets.
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The idea that one can automatically read the injustices of
the past in the disparities of the present becomes ludicrous in
light of all the minorities in numerous countries who have
prospered more than the respective majority populations of
those countries, without any ability to discriminate against
those majorities, and often despite those majorities’ continued
discriminations against them. It would be very convenient if the
present so neatly recapitulated the past, but the facts have been
uncooperative. None of this denies that some groups—un-
touchables in India, blacks in the United States—have not only
experienced large-scale and long sustained discrimination, but
have also been held back by it, even if we cannot quantify how
much. What the larger picture says, however, is that we cannot
automatically call group preferences and quotas compensation
for past discrimination nor can we credit it with reducing vio-
lence arising out of resentments about past discrimination.

Preceding chapters have shown, time and again, inter-
group violence arising from majority groups that no one has
discriminated against, and preferences and quotas being given
such groups, whose only real problem has been their inability
to compete with more skilled or more diligent minorities. Nor
have either untouchables or blacks been more violent when
they were most discriminated against. Poetic justice might have
justified such a consequence but poetic justice does not neces-
sarily prevail.

Often the claim is made that ‘‘benign’’ preferences are very
different from the kind of racial discrimination found in the
American South during the Jim Crow era or apartheid in white-
ruled South Africa or the anti-Semitism of the Nazi era. But all
group preferences are benign to those who benefit—and ma-
lign to those who pay the price. The exclusion of blacks from
major league baseball before Jackie Robinson broke the color
line in 1947 was undoubtedly benign to many white ballplay-
ers, who would otherwise never have gotten out of the minor
leagues if they had had to compete for jobs with such stars of
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the old Negro leagues as Satchel Paige and Josh Gibson. Was it
‘‘benign’’ that so many Aryans were able to get prestigious posi-
tions vacated by Jewish scholars and scientists who fled Nazi
Germany? Even looking beyond preferential policies, most of
the harms and horrors inflicted on people throughout history
were inflicted so that somebody else could benefit. All were
‘‘benign’’ if one looks only at the effects on the beneficiaries.

EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE ON AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

The prominence of semantic issues in controversies over af-
firmative action policies in various countries reflects in part
a shortage of empirical evidence with which to test policies
and beliefs about their consequences. For example, after many
years of affirmative action policies in favor of New Zealand’s
Maori minority, a Wellington newspaper reported in November
2000: ‘‘Extraordinarily, there appears to be little or no research
into whether teaching kids the standard curriculum, but in
Maori, has improved their educational outcomes.’’ The paper
adds: ‘‘Nobody knows, because nobody seems to be asking.’’≥Ω

Unfortunately, such disinterest in empirical consequences is
not confined to New Zealand.

In the United States, where many group preferences have
sought to justify themselves as counterweights to discrimina-
tion that would otherwise prevail, such ‘‘discrimination’’ often
turns out to be statistical ‘‘under-representation’’ in desirable
occupations or institutions. The implicit assumption, tena-
ciously held, is that great statistical disparities in demographic
‘‘representation’’ could not occur without discrimination. This
key assumption is seldom tested against data on group dispari-
ties in qualifications. For example, as of the year 2001, there
were more than 16,000 Asian American students who scored
above 700 on the mathematics SAT, while fewer than 700 black
students scored that high—even though blacks outnumbered
Asian Americans several times over.∂≠ Data such as these are
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simply passed over in utter silence—or are drowned out by
strident assertions of ‘‘covert’’ discrimination as explanations
of a dearth of blacks in institutions and occupations requiring a
strong background in mathematics.

False beliefs are not small things, because they lead to false
solutions. In the field of medicine, it has long been recognized
that even a false cure that is wholly harmless in itself can be
catastrophic in its consequences if it substitutes for a real cure
for a deadly disease. Proponents of affirmative action cannot
console themselves for their false assumptions on grounds that
their intentions were good, because social quackery likewise
substitutes for real efforts to deal with real problems that can
tear a society apart. Despite an orientation of asking what ‘‘we’’
can do for ‘‘them,’’ those who want to see blacks advance in
fields requiring a mathematics background need to confront
black students with a need to master this subject, even if that
means giving up other diversions and giving up attitudes that
doing academic work is ‘‘acting white.’’∂∞ This will win few
friends and fewer votes. But the question is whether one is
serious about results for others or simply wants to feel good
about oneself.

The strongest moral case for affirmative action policies is in
a country like India, where individuals are born, live, and die
in the same caste. Yet that case is remarkably weak, even in
India—if one judges affirmative action by its actual conse-
quences, rather than by its ideals, rationales, or hopes. How-
ever, in India as in other countries around the world, such
policies are usually not judged by their empirical consequences,
either by most intellectuals or by most politicians.

When judged by what actually happens, what is wrong with
affirmative action is even clearer in India than in the United
States or in other countries, simply because of the way official
statistics are collected there. American government data are
collected in broad-brush categories, such as blacks, whites, and
Hispanics. The parallels in India would be the four varnas of
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the Hindu religion—Brahmins Kshatriyas, Vaisyas, and Su-
dras—but these broad idealized categories, which apply all
across India, are not the socially relevant ‘‘functional groups’’
in which people actually live, interact socially, and marry in
their own communities. These latter groups are called jatis—
and there are thousands of them in the many communities
scattered across the vast reaches of India. The term caste has
been applied to both varnas and jatis, but statistical data are
available for the latter.∂≤

The availability of official statistics broken down more finely
in India than in the United States has enormous implications.
It means that data can be discussed in much more specific
terms in India than in the broad-brush categories used in the
U.S. In India, the effects of affirmative action policies can be
traced not just to such a general category as ‘‘untouchables’’ or
dalits, but more specifically to Chamars in Maharashtra or
Haryana or Madhya Pradesh, as compared to other jatis in the
same broad category of ‘‘untouchables’’ in those states. That
is how we know that the more fortunate of the untouchables
or dalits receive the lion’s share of the benefits or how the
‘‘creamy layer’’ tends to get a disproportionate share of prefer-
ential benefits in other groups. One cannot discover from U.S.
government statistics how much of the benefits of affirmative
action go to West Indian blacks or to those blacks who are
descendants of the ‘‘free persons of color’’ who were freed
before the Civil War, even though other studies show that these
sub-groups have had very different histories from the history of
most other blacks.∂≥

Such data as can be gleaned from a variety of private sources
in the United States suggest that the more fortunate American
blacks receive a disproportionate share of the benefits going to
blacks as a whole in the United States, just as the more fortunate
Malays tend to benefit most from affirmative action in Malaysia
or the more fortunate untouchables benefit from affirmative
action in India. But this is not so massively demonstrated statis-
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tically as in India. So, while the moral case for affirmative action
is stronger in India, the empirical case is weaker, because so few
of the poorer untouchable groups benefit and the more fortu-
nate ‘‘other backward classes’’ receive far more than all the
untouchables put together. That is because these ‘‘other back-
ward classes’’ are more numerous and because they are usually
in a better position to take advantage of preferences and quo-
tas, since they are more likely to have more of the complemen-
tary resources required. In the United States, there is not yet
such widespread awareness as in India of how preferential pro-
grams for the less fortunate end up helping disproportionately
the more fortunate, and therefore there are no comparable
political or legal issues about ‘‘the creamy layer.’’

Neither in India nor elsewhere are affirmative action pol-
icies simply a matter of redistributing benefits. Such programs
also generate major social costs which fall on the population as
a whole. Losses of efficiency are among these costs, whether
because less qualified persons are chosen over more qualified
persons or because many highly qualified members of non-
preferred groups emigrate from a society where their chances
have been reduced. However, the cost of inefficiency is over-
shadowed by the cost of intergroup polarization, violence and
loss of lives. Bloody and lethal riots over affirmative action in
India are the most obvious examples, but there have also been
young brahmins who have died by setting themselves on fire in
protest against policies which have destroyed their prospects.

As the country which has had preferences and quotas for
the less fortunate longer than any other, India presents the
clearest historical picture of their consequences, as well as the
clearest statistical picture. Its history is not one to encourage
other countries to follow in India’s footsteps, much less the
footsteps of Sri Lanka.

The history of Sri Lanka is even more chilling to those who
are concerned about what actually happens in the wake of affir-
mative action policies, as distinguished from what was expected
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or hoped would happen. Sri Lanka’s well deserved reputation
as a country with exemplary relations between its majority and
minority populations in the middle of the twentieth century
has become a bitter mockery in the course of a decades-long
civil war, marked by hideous atrocities. Despite Sri Lanka’s
being a much smaller country than the United States, the num-
ber of Sri Lankans who have died in its internal strife exceeds
the number of Americans killed during the long years of the
Vietnam war.

The history of blacks in the United States has been virtually
stood on its head by those advocating affirmative action. The
empirical evidence is clear that most blacks got themselves out
of poverty in the decades preceding the civil rights revolution of
the 1960s and the beginning of affirmative action in the 1970s.
Yet, the political misrepresentation of what happened—by
leaders and friends of blacks—has been so pervasive that this
achievement has been completely submerged in the public
consciousness. Instead of gaining the respect that other groups
have gained by lifting themselves out of poverty, blacks are
widely seen, by friends and critics alike, as owing their advance-
ment to government beneficence.

Within the black community itself, the possible ending of
affirmative action has been portrayed as a threat to end their
economic and social progress. Thus whites are resentful and
blacks are fearful because of policies which have in fact done
relatively little, on net balance, to help blacks in general or poor
blacks in particular. Among black students in colleges and uni-
versities, those admitted under lower standards face a higher
failure rate and those admitted under the same standards as
other students graduate with their credentials under a cloud of
suspicion because of double standards for minority students in
general.

One of the most widely used defenses of group preferences
and quotas is that there are precedents for them. In college
admissions, for example, there have been preferences for ath-
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letes and for alumni children. Merit criteria have not been
universal in other institutions either. Why then the objections
to racial or ethnic preferences or preferences for women? As a
strategic argument, this arbitrarily puts the burden of proof on
critics of affirmative action, as if the demonstrable social costs
of this program needed no justification. But of all justifications,
precedent is one of the weakest. Everything that has ever been
done wrong—from jay-walking to genocide—has had prece-
dents. Any justification or criticism of affirmative action must
be based on its actual consequences. If we took the argument
from precedents as conclusive, then nothing could ever be cor-
rected until there was perfection in everything else.

Verbal parallels are not enough. Hard evidence on the mag-
nitude or empirical consequences of such things as alumni
preferences is needed, but is seldom asked for or given. No
one, for example, asks how far below the usual admissions stan-
dards are the alumni children who are admitted preferentially,
compared to how much the standards are lowered to get the
racial profile required for ‘‘diversity.’’

There is, however, some empirical evidence on the conse-
quences of preferential admissions of individuals from priv-
ileged groups. When the president of the University of the
Philippines had discretionary powers to admit particular stu-
dents without regard to the usual academic criteria, the results
were that (1) the great majority admitted this way were off-
spring of ‘‘the rich and powerful,’’ and (2) ‘‘those admitted by
presidential discretion performed worse than the rest of the
audience.’’∂∂ At Harvard, back during the era when more than
half of all alumni sons were admitted, those special admit-
tees were disproportionately represented among students who
flunked out.∂∑

Despite verbal parallels between affirmative action and
preferences for the privileged, when some rich student of mod-
est ability does not make it through an elite college, that
is neither a personal nor a social tragedy, given the range of
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options still available to that student. But, with students from a
lower income background, for whom education may be their
one shot at a better life, the story is entirely different.

As for the important question of how much of a prefer-
ence exists—that is, how far below the usual admissions stand-
ards are alumni children versus minority children admitted
through racial preferences—a child of modest ability from a
wealthy family is likely to have had the best education that
money can buy, so his academic preparation and test scores are
likely to be solid, even if not outstanding. But a minority young-
ster admitted to a college where the other students have com-
posite SAT scores hundreds of points higher faces a much
tougher prospect.

If the only issue in affirmative action were whether there are
any other unmerited benefits, then arguments about the pref-
erential admissions of the children of affluent alumni might
make some sense. But, when the consequences of racial or
ethnic quotas include creating artificial failures among the os-
tensible beneficiaries and polarization in the society at large,
then mere verbal parallels are not enough.

MISLEADING TACTICS

One of the unquantifiable, but by no means unimportant, con-
sequences of affirmative action has been a widespread dishon-
esty, taking many forms. The redesignation of individuals and
groups, in order to receive the benefits of preferences and
quotas intended for others, has been common in various coun-
tries. In the United States, a special dishonesty has been neces-
sary to square group preferences and quotas with the require-
ment of the American constitution for equal rights among
individuals. This has involved both concealment of the exis-
tence of preferential treatment and claims that such treatment
is only a remedial response to existing discrimination. This
adds insults to people’s intelligence to the injuries they may
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have received, or perceived themselves as receiving, and can
only add to the backlash. There is all the difference in the world
between saying that you have not had an even chance in life
and saying that a particular individual or institution with whom
you dealt has discriminated against you.

Another widespread kind of dishonesty, in both India and
the United States, is the use of hazy, unverifiable criteria to
conceal group preferences in college and university admissions
by automatically offsetting the better academic records of mem-
bers of one group with higher ‘‘leadership’’ and other subjec-
tive rankings of members of other groups who would be inad-
missible, in competition with others, on academic grounds. In
both countries, court decisions restricting the scope or terms of
group preferences in admissions to colleges and universities
have been followed by efforts to put a greater emphasis on non-
academic criteria in admissions. As noted in Chapter 2, the
rankings of students on these non-academic criteria in India
has almost invariably turned out to be higher for those with
lower academic records and lower for those with higher aca-
demic records.

In the United States, nebulous factors like ‘‘leadership’’ or
‘‘overcoming adversity’’ have likewise served as automatic off-
sets whose validity or lack of validity is not subject to proof or
disproof. State bans on affirmative action in California and
Texas public universities set off a wave of creative proposals for
non-objective criteria for admissions, echoing what had hap-
pened in India decades before, where the state government of
Mysore ‘‘suddenly exhibited an enhanced concern for the
extra-curricular accomplishments of applicants to professional
colleges.’’∂∏ Nothing is easier than to come up with rationales
for non-objective criteria. In India’s state of Madras, for exam-
ple, one supporter of such criteria argued that such criteria
would ‘‘eliminate puny creatures with no personality from be-
coming engineers and doctors.’’∂π

One of the common dishonesties in the academic world is
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faculty rejection of affirmative action in anonymous polls and
support of it when voting publicly in faculty meetings or com-
menting in the media. A 1996 Roper poll, for example, found
that a majority of professors, nationwide, were opposed to affir-
mative action in faculty hiring and to affirmative action in stu-
dent admissions. Yet it is virtually impossible to find a faculty
vote against these policies in American colleges and univer-
sities. Bitter fights have erupted over the issue of using secret
ballots for votes on this issue, since both sides have recognized
that whether the voting was secret or public could lead to op-
posite results.

History itself has been misrepresented as a way of strength-
ening the case for particular policies. Such misrepresentations
of the history of the rise of blacks and women in the United
States have already been noted in Chapter 6. The history of
the aboriginal population in Australia has also been misrepre-
sented in the quest for more current government benefits.∂∫ In
country after country, deception has been an integral part of
the case for affirmative action. One of the most common forms
of deception is the use of rationales which bear little or no
relationship to what has actually been done. No sufferings by
black Americans, past or present, can justify admitting white
students to an elite San Francisco public high school over bet-
ter qualified Chinese American students who applied.∂Ω Yet,
once a policy of racial quotas has been authorized, the flood-
gates have been opened to such things, wholly at odds with the
rationales for these quotas.

Emotionally powerful and politically explosive issues often
produce desperate searches for a ‘‘third way’’ to resolve dilem-
mas without confronting realities. Some even flatter themselves
that this represents a more subtle and nuanced approach. But,
however subtle and nuanced one’s thinking may be, ultimately
thinking must confront a reality where options can be few,
crude, and discrete. Given the tenacity with which group pref-
erences and quotas have persisted, and the zeal with which they
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have been expanded, in countries around the world, subtleties
in trying to reform or reduce affirmative action can amount to
little more than a verbal fig leaf over the naked continuance of
the same policies as before.

ALTERNATIVES TO AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

Concern for the less fortunate is entirely different from imagin-
ing that we can do what we cannot do. Nor is the humbling
admission of our inherent limitations as human beings a rea-
son for failing to do the considerable number of things which
can still be done within those limitations. In America, at least,
history has demonstrated dramatically that can be done be-
cause it has already been done.

Americans need only look back to the beginning of the
twentieth century to see what enormous social and economic
progress has been made by some of the poorest and apparently
least promising segments of the population. At the beginning
of the twentieth century, only about half of the black popu-
lation of the United States could read and write. Jews lived
packed into slums on the lower east side of New York, with
more overcrowding than in any slums in America today. As late
as the First World War, the results of mass mental testing of
American soldiers led a leading authority on mental tests to
conclude that it was a myth that Jews were highly intelligent.∑≠

The situation of Chinese Americans looked so hopeless that a
popular expression of the time described someone facing im-
possible odds as having ‘‘not a Chinaman’s chance.’’

Not even most optimists would have predicted at that time
how much all these groups would rise over the next half cen-
tury—before there were preferences or quotas. Even for blacks,
at the center of current controversies about affirmative action,
the decline in their poverty and their rise in the professions
were both more dramatic before the federal government created
affirmative action in the 1970s. With all these American ethnic
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groups—and others—what happened was not a transfer of
benefits from the rest of the population, but a rising contribution

from these minorities to the growing prosperity of American
society as a whole, from which both they and the larger society
benefitted, as the less educated became more educated, as farm
laborers and domestic servants acquired the skills and experi-
ence to take on more challenging work. This was not a zero-sum
process, while redistribution is at best a zero-sum process, if it
somehow manages to avoid disincentive effects and intergroup
turmoil.

Why is this social process, with a proven track record, so
little appreciated, or even noticed—and sometimes dismissed
as a policy of ‘‘doing nothing’’? Perhaps that is because, what-
ever its economic and social benefits, it offers few rewards to
politicians, activists, and intellectuals, or to those who wish to
seem morally superior by denouncing society. The heroes of
these groups’ rise are anonymous individuals, not public fig-
ures. Here is some history worth repeating—but only if the
goal is the advancement of the less fortunate, rather than the
aggrandizement of those who would be their guardians or
spokesmen or elected officials.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

The skewed pattern of beneficiaries of affirmative action pro-
grams should not only give pause as to the actual consequences
of such programs, it should also call into question the very
assumption on which affirmative action is based. That assump-
tion is that an uneven distribution of income and of desirable
jobs indicates discriminatory intentions toward the less fortu-
nate, which must be counteracted by preferential policies on
their behalf. But when those well-intentioned policies show the
very same skewed pattern as the presumed ill intentions they
are supposed to counteract, then it is hard to avoid the conclu-
sion that something other than intentions must be involved.
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Nor can behavioral and other differences among the various
populations themselves be arbitrarily banished from discussion
by some such pat phrases as ‘‘stereotypes’’ or ‘‘blaming the
victim.’’ Causation is not blame and whether they are victims or
not is precisely the question.

Are the Malay majority ‘‘victims’’ of the Chinese minority in
Malaysia, the northern Nigerian majority victims of the Ibo
minority, the Sinhalese majority victims of the Tamil minority
in Sri Lanka, and numerous local majorities victims of the Chet-
tiar or Marwari minorities in various parts of India? Are the
white majorities in Canada and the United States victims of
Japanese minorities? Or do these minorities simply perform
more successfully in the competition of the marketplace and
educational institutions? The dogma that statistical disparities
demonstrate discrimination assumes an equality of perfor-
mance that is virtually impossible to find in the real world.

Indeed, some of the same groups that are said to be discrim-
inated against, on the basis of statistical disparities, show the
same patterns of statistical dominance over the majority popu-
lation in such fields as sports and entertainment—fields in
which individual talents and efforts can produce success with-
out the kind of cultural prerequisites, such as higher educa-
tion, required in many other fields. Yet no one seriously be-
lieves that Maoris can keep white New Zealanders off that
country’s sports teams, except by outperforming them on the
field. Nor can black baseball players in the United States keep
white players from hitting home runs, even though four of the
top five totals of career home runs were hit by black players.
Statistical disparities prove nothing about discrimination be-
cause they are common even in situations where those who are
statistically dominant have no way to discriminate.

The very modest benefits of affirmative action, concen-
trated on those already more fortunate, with little or no bene-
fits to those who are truly disadvantaged, have often been
blamed on insufficient zeal, or even bad faith, on the part of
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those administering affirmative action programs. Thus the
failures or inadequacies of such programs can be taken as rea-
sons for reforms, rather than as symptoms of more fundamen-
tal misconceptions that could be reasons for ending the pro-
grams. While this argument might seem plausible to some
when discussing whites administering programs for blacks in
the United States, it loses even the appearance of plausibil-
ity when Malays are administering preferential programs for
Malays in Malaysia or when Sinhalese have administered such
programs for Sinhalese in Sri Lanka. Even in the United States,
the particular officials heading civil rights agencies such as the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission have almost all
been black, as have many or most administrators of affirmative
action programs in private industry and in the academic world.

Despite a tendency to think of group preferences and quo-
tas as transfers of benefits—a zero-sum process—there are in
fact many ways in which these transfers can be negative-sum
processes, in which what is lost by one group exceeds what is
gained by another, making the society as a whole worse off. For
exampIe, when a group in which 80 percent of the students
admitted to college succeed in graduating loses admissions to a
goup in which only 40 percent of the students graduate, then
the first group must lose 800 graduates in order for the second
group to gain 400 graduates. Moreover, it has been common in
various countries around the world for groups whose students
have lower qualifications to specialize in easier and less re-
munerative fields, as well as performing less well academic-
ally.∑∞ Therefore the first group may lose 800 graduates, largely
concentrated in mathematics, science, and engineering, while
the second group gains 400 graduates largely concentrated in
sociology, education, and ethnic studies.

This does not even take into account the intergroup po-
larization which group preferences and quotas provoke, and
which can take many forms, including lethal riots, as in India,
or outright civil war, as in Sri Lanka. By contrast, the gains
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made by less fortunate groups as a result of becoming better
educated and better equipped with skills can be not only a net
benefit to society as a whole, but also a source of greater respect
for the group by others who see them as becoming more pro-
ductive contributing members of society. In the case of blacks
in the United States, much of their advancement has been of
this sort, but the existence of affirmative action and of particu-
lar horror stories growing out of it, has meant that blacks’ ac-
tual achievements have often been under-estimated or dis-
regarded. Affirmative action has meant almost a moratorium
on recognition of the achievements of those designated as its
beneficiaries, however little tangible benefits these groups may
in fact have received.

Another way in which affirmative action can be a negative-
sun process is by a withdrawal of members of non-preferred
groups and the loss of their contributions to the society at
large. A study of preferential policies in Malaysia reports the
‘‘emigration of non-Bumiputera professionals and the outflow
of Chinese capital.’’∑≤ In post-apartheid South Africa, with affir-
mative action for blacks, many white government workers have
taken early retirement and thousands of whites have emigrated
annually.∑≥ Those on the wrong side of preferential policies
have likewise emigrated from Fiji, from Soviet Central Asia,
from East Africa, and from other places where the skills and
experience of these emigrants were sorely needed.

The empirical consequences of affirmative action prefer-
ences and quotas have been paid remarkably little attention—
with hard data being sparse to non-existent in some coun-
tries—while controversies surrounding these policies have
been discussed in terms of the vision and the rationale be-
hind them and the counter-vision and counter-rationales of
critics. Vague, emotional, confused and dishonest words, which
are incidental aspects of many controversial issues, are central
to discussions of affirmative action in countries around the
world. Few such programs could stand on the basis of their
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actual empirical consequences. Nor are their moral bases any
more solid.

Some groups in some countries imagine themselves en-
titled to preferences and quotas just because they are indige-
nous ‘‘sons of the soil’’—even when they are in fact not indige-
nous, as the Sinhalese in Sri Lanka and the Malays in Malaysia
are not. Yet indigenousness has acquired a moral aura, not only
among those claiming such status, but among observers and
scholars as well. Why an accident of history and geography
should have moral implications that last for centuries is a ques-
tion seldom raised, much less answered.

Even when serious moral questions surround the past or
present mistreatment of groups such as the untouchables in
India or blacks in the United States, the remedies proposed
rapidly spread far beyond redress of the misfortunes used to
justify those remedies. Not only has the internal distribution of
compensatory benefits borne little relationship—or even an
inverse relationship—to the degree of misfortune within the
affected groups, such benefits have spread to other groups far
beyond the scope of the moral rationale and far exceeding in
size the intended beneficiary groups.

Innumerable principles, theories, assumptions and asser-
tions have been used to justify affirmative action programs —
some common around the world and some peculiar to particu-
lar countries or communities. What is remarkable is how sel-
dom these notions have been tested empirically, or have even
been defined clearly or examined logically, much less weighed
against the large and often painful costs they entail. Despite
sweeping claims made for affirmative action programs, an ex-
amination of their actual consequences makes it hard to sup-
port those claims, or even to say that these programs have been
beneficial on net balance—unless one is prepared to say that
any amount of social redress, however small, is worth any
amount of costs and dangers, however large.
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